Data Supplement
Appendix A. Search strategies
Table S1. Search strategies for systematic review topics
Search dates – RCTs: October 2018; Systematic reviews: May 2019; updated search: April
2020
Guideline chapter
Systematic review topic
Search strategy MEDLINE

Search strategy - Embase

Blood pressure measurement
Diagnostic accuracy of BP measurement techniques in patients with CKD
1. exp chronic kidney failure/
2. kidney failure/ or mild renal impairment/ or moderate renal impairment/ or severe
renal impairment/ or subclinical renal impairment/ or uremia/
3. (chronic kidney or chronic renal).tw.
4. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
5. renal impairment.tw.
6. renal insufficiency.tw.
7. (predialysis or pre-dialysis).tw.
8. or/1-7
9. exp blood pressure/
10. exp blood pressure determination/
11. exp sphygmomanometers/
12. (sphygmomanometer* or (blood pressure adj3 (monitor* or determin*))).tw.
13. Or/9-12
14. diagnos*.tw.
15. (sensitiv* or specific* or predictive value* or ppv or npv or likelihood ratio* or
interobserver or intraobserver).tw.
16. (accuracy or precision or reliability or validity).tw.
17. Diagnostic tests, routine/
18. "Diagnostic Techniques and Procedures"/
19. exp diagnostic errors/
20. exp sensitivity/
21. exp "Sensitivity and Specificity"/
22. diagnosis/ or diagnosis, differential/
23. or/16-22
24. 14 and 23
25. (systematic adj (review*1 or overview*1)).tw.
26. meta-analysis/
27. meta anal*.tw.
28. metaanaly*.tw.
29. or/25-28
30. 24 and 29
31. 1 and 30
32. oscillomet*.tw.
33. auscultator*.tw.
34. Home*.tw.
35. office*.tw.
36. or/32-35
37. 13 and 36 and 23 and 30
38. 1 and 37
1. exp blood pressure/
2. exp chronic kidney failure/
3. kidney failure/ or mild renal impairment/ or moderate renal impairment/ or severe
renal impairment/ or subclinical renal impairment/ or uremia/
4. (chronic kidney or chronic renal).tw.
5. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
6. renal impairment.tw.
7. renal insufficiency.tw.
8. (predialysis or pre-dialysis).tw.
9. or/1-7
10. exp blood pressure/
11. exp sphygmomanometer/
12. (sphygmomanometer* or (blood pressure adj3 (monitor* or determin*))).tw.
13. oscillomet*.tw.
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Systematic review topic
Search strategy MEDLINE

Search strategy - Embase

auscultator*.tw.
Home*.tw.
office*.tw.
or/9-16
exp diagnostic accuracy/
diagnos*.tw.
(sensitiv* or specific* or predictive value* or ppv or npv or likelihood ratio* or
interobserver or intraobserver).tw.
21. (accuracy or precision or reliability or validity).tw.
22. Diagnostic tests, routine/
23. "Diagnostic Techniques and Procedures"/
24. exp diagnostic errors/
25. exp "Sensitivity and Specificity"/
26. diagnosis/ or diagnosis, differential/
27. or/19-25
28. 17 and 26
29. (systematic adj (review*1 or overview*1)).tw.
30. meta-analysis/
31. meta anal*.tw.
32. metaanaly*.tw.
33. or/28-31
34. 8 and 17 and 27 and 33
Diagnostic accuracy of BP measurement techniques in the general population
1. exp blood pressure/
2. exp blood pressure determination/
3. exp sphygmomanometers/
4. (shyphyhmomanometer* or (blood pressure adj3 (monitor* or determin*))).tw.
5. 2 or 3 or 4 or 5
6. diagnos*.tw.
7. (sensitiv* or specific* or predictive value* or ppv or npv or likelihood ratio* or
interobserver or intraobserver).tw.
8. (accuracy or precision or reliability or validity).tw.
9. Diagnostic tests, routine/
10. "Diagnostic Techniques and Procedures"/
11. exp diagnostic errors/
12. exp sensitivity/
13. exp "Sensitivity and Specificity"/
14. diagnosis/ or diagnosis, differential/
15. 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or
16. 6 and 16
17. (systematic adj (review*1 or overview*1)).tw.
18. meta-analysis/
19. meta anal*.tw.
20. metaanaly*.tw.
21. 18 or 19 or 20 or 21
22. 17 and 22 603
23. 1 and 23
24. oscillomet*.tw.
25. auscultator*.tw.
26. Home*.tw.
27. office*.tw.
28. 25 or 26 or 27 or 28
29. 6 and 29
30. 16 and 30
31. 22 and 31
1. exp blood pressure/
2. exp sphygmomanometer/
3. (shyphyhmomanometer* or (blood pressure adj3 (monitor* or determin*))).tw.
4. oscillomet*.tw.
5. auscultator*.tw.
6. Home*.tw.
7. office*.tw.
8. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7
9. diagnos*.tw.
10. (sensitiv* or specific* or predictive value* or ppv or npv or likelihood ratio* or
interobserver or intraobserver).tw.
11. (accuracy or precision or reliability or validity).tw.
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Systematic review topic
Search strategy MEDLINE

Search strategy - Embase

12. Diagnostic tests, routine/
13. "Diagnostic Techniques and Procedures"/
14. exp diagnostic errors/
15. exp "Sensitivity and Specificity"/
16. diagnosis/ or diagnosis, differential/
17. 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16
18. 8 and 17
19. (systematic adj (review*1 or overview*1)).tw.
20. meta-analysis/
21. meta anal*.tw.
22. metaanaly*.tw.
23. 19 or 20 or 21 or 22
24. 18 and 23
25. exp chronic kidney failure/
26. chronic kidney disease*.tw.
27. CKD.tw.
28. 25 or 26 or 27
29. 24 and 28
30. limit 24 to "review"
31. exp diagnostic accuracy
32. 24 and 31
Association between differing approaches to measuring BP with classification of BP and
long-term outcomes
1. exp blood pressure/ or exp blood pressure determination/ or exp
sphygmomanometers/
2. (sphygmomanometer* or (blood pressure adj3 (monitor* or determin*))).tw.
3. 1 or 2
4. oscillomet*.tw.
5. auscultator*.tw.
6. home.tw.
7. office*.tw.
8. or/4-7
9. 3 and 8
10. exp hypertension/
11. exp white coat hypertension/
12. white coat*.tw.
13. exp masked hypertension/
14. masked hypertens*.tw.
15. hypertens*.tw.
16. misclassif*.tw.
17. or/10-16
18. 9 and 17
19. meta-analysis/
20. meta anal*.tw.
21. metaanaly*.tw.
22. (systematic adj (review*1 or overview*1)).tw.
23. or/19-22
24. 18 and 23
1. exp blood pressure/ or exp blood pressure determination/ or exp
sphygmomanometers/
2. (sphygmomanometer* or (blood pressure adj3 (monitor* or determin*))).tw.
3. 1 or 2
4. oscillomet*.tw.
5. auscultator*.tw.
6. home.tw.
7. office*.tw.
8. or/4-7
9. 3 and 8
10. exp hypertension/
11. exp white coat hypertension/
12. white coat*.tw.
13. exp masked hypertension/
14. masked hypertens*.tw.
15. hypertens*.tw.
16. or/10-15
17. 9 and 16
18. meta-analysis/
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Systematic review topic
Search strategy MEDLINE

Search strategy EMBASE

19. meta anal*.tw.
20. metaanaly*.tw.
21. (systematic adj (review*1 or overview*1)).tw.
22. or/18-21
23. 17 and 22
Cost-effectiveness of BP measurement in general population
1. exp blood pressure/ or exp blood pressure determination/ or exp
sphygmomanometers/
2. (sphygmomanometer* or (blood pressure adj3 (monitor* or determin*))).tw.
3. 1 or 2
4. oscillomet*.tw.
5. auscultator*.tw.
6. home.tw.
7. office*.tw.
8. 4 or 5 or 6 or 7
9. 3 and 8
10. Economics/
11. exp "Costs and Cost Analysis"/
12. cost benefit analysis.tw.
13. (economic* adj evaluation*).tw.
14. (cost adj effect*).tw.
15. (cost adj benefit).tw.
16. (cost adj utility).tw.
17. (cost adj effic*).tw.
18. (economic* adj analysis).tw.
19. quality-adjusted life years/
20. quality adjusted life years.tw.
21. QALY*.tw.
22. or/11-21
23. 9 and 22
24. meta-analysis/
25. meta anal*.tw.
26. metaanaly*.tw.
27. (systematic adj (review*1 or overview*1)).tw.
28. or/24-27
29. 23 and 28
1. exp blood pressure/ or exp blood pressure determination/ or exp
sphygmomanometers/
2. (sphygmomanometer* or (blood pressure adj3 (monitor* or determin*))).tw.
3. 1 or 2
4. oscillomet*.tw.
5. auscultator*.tw.
6. home.tw.
7. office*.tw.
8. or/4-7
9. 3 and 8
10. exp economics/
11. exp "Costs and Cost Analysis"/
12. cost benefit analysis.tw.
13. (economic* adj evaluation*).tw.
14. (cost adj effect*).tw.
15. (cost adj benefit).tw.
16. (cost adj utility).tw.
17. (cost adj effic*).tw.
18. (economic* adj analysis).tw.
19. quality-adjusted life years/
20. quality adjusted life years.tw.
21. QALY*.tw.
22. or/11-21
23. 9 and 22
24. meta anal*.tw.
25. meta-analysis/
26. metaanaly*.tw.
27. (systematic adj (review*1 or overview*1)).tw.
28. or/24-27
29. 23 and 28
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Guideline topic
Systematic review topic
Search strategy CENTRAL

Search strategy MEDLINE

Search strategy - Embase

Systematic review topic
Search strategy CENTRAL

Lifestyle treatment for lowering blood pressure in CKD patients not receiving dialysis
Protein intake in patients with CKD
1. MeSH descriptor Diet Therapy, this term only
2. MeSH descriptor Diet, Protein-Restricted, this term only
3. (protein*):ti,ab,kw and (diet*):ti,ab,kw in Trials
4. (protein NEAR/2 restrict*):ti,ab,kw in Trials
5. (protein NEAR/2 reduc*):ti,ab,kw in Trials
6. "low protein diet*":ti,ab,kw in Trials
7. (#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6)
8. MeSH descriptor Renal Insufficiency, this term only
9. MeSH descriptor Renal Insufficiency, Chronic explode all trees
10. MeSH descriptor Kidney Diseases, this term only
11. (chronic NEXT kidney):ti,ab,kw or (chronic NEXT renal):ti,ab,kw in Trials
12. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD):ti,ab,kw in Trials
13. (predialysis or pre-dialysis):ti,ab,kw in Trials
14. (#8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11 OR #12 OR #13)
15. 15.(#7 AND #14)
1. Diet Therapy/
2. Diet, Protein Restricted/
3. (protein$ and diet$).tw.
4. protein restrict$.tw.
5. protein reduc$.tw.
6. low protein diet$.tw.
7. or/1-6
8. Renal Insufficiency/
9. exp Renal Insufficiency, Chronic/
10. Kidney Diseases/
11. (chronic kidney or chronic renal).tw.
12. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
13. (predialysis or pre-dialysis).tw.
14. exp Uremia/
15. ur$emi$.tw.
16. or/8-15
17. 17.and/7,16
1. protein restriction/
2. diet restriction/
3. (protein$ and diet$).tw.
4. low protein diet$.tw.
5. protein restric$.tw.
6. protein reduc$.tw.
7. or/1-6
8. kidney failure/
9. chronic kidney disease/
10. (predialysis or pre-dialysis).tw.
11. (chronic adj kidney) or (chronic adj renal).tw.
12. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
13. (renal insufficiency or kidney insufficiency).tw.
14. or/8-13
Salt intake in patients with CKD without diabetes
1. sodium chloride:kw
2. ((sodium or salt) near/5 (low or high or alter* or reduce* or reducing or reduction
or restrict* or intake* or diet*
3. or increas* or decreas* or change* or changing)):ti,ab,kw
4. (#1 OR #2)
5. “renal replacement therapy”:ti,ab,kw
6. (h*emodialysis or h*emofiltration or h*emodiafiltration):ti,ab,kw
7. dialysis:ti,ab,kw
8. (CAPD or CCPD or APD):ti,ab,kw
9. (“kidney disease” or “kidney diseases” or “renal disease” or “renal
diseases”):ti,ab,kw
10. (chronic next kidney or chronic next renal):ti,ab,kw
11. ((kidney next failure) or (renal next failure)):ti,ab,kw
12. (“end-stage kidney” or “end-stage renal” or “endstage kidney” or “endstage
renal”):ti,ab,kw
13. (ESRF or ESKF or ESRD or ESKD):ti,ab,kw
14. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD):ti,ab,kw
15. (predialysis or “pre-dialysis”):ti,ab,kw
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Search strategy MEDLINE

Search strategy - Embase

Systematic review topic
Search strategy –
Cochrane Kidney and
Transplant Specialised
Registry
Systematic review topic
Search strategy CENTRAL

16. (nephropath* or nephrit* or glomerulo*):ti,ab,kw
17. (glomerular next disease*):ti,ab,kw
18. (#4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7 OR #8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11 OR #12 OR #13 OR #14
OR #15 OR #16)
19. 18. (#3 AND #17)
1. exp Sodium Chloride/
2. Diet, Sodium Restricted/
3. ((sodium or salt) adj5 (low or high or alter* or reduce* or reduction or restrict* or
intake* or diet* or increas* or decreas* or change* or changing)).tw.
4. or/1-3
5. Renal Replacement Therapy/
6. exp Renal Dialysis/
7. (hemodialysis or haemodialysis).tw.
8. (hemofiltration or haemofiltration).tw.
9. (hemodiafiltration or haemodiafiltration).tw.
10. dialysis.tw.
11. (CAPD or CCPD or APD).tw.
12. exp Kidney Diseases/
13. (kidney disease* or renal disease*).tw.
15. (nephropath* or nephrit* or glomerulo* or glomerular disease*).tw.
16. (end-stage renal or end-stage kidney or endstage renal or endstage kidney).tw.
17. (ESRF or ESKF or ESRD or ESKD).tw.
18. (chronic kidney or chronic renal).tw.
19. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
20. (predialysis or pre-dialysis).tw.
21. or/5-19
22. and/4,20
1. Sodium Chloride/
2. Salt Intake/
3. Sodium Restriction/
4. Sodium Intake/
5. ((sodium or salt) adj5 (low or high or alter* or reduce* or reduction or restrict* or
intake* or diet* or increas* or decreas* or change* or changing)).tw.
6. or/1-5
7. exp Renal Replacement Therapy/
8. (hemodialysis or haemodialysis).tw.
9. (hemofiltration or haemofiltration).tw.
10. (hemodiafiltration or haemodiafiltration).tw.
11. dialysis.tw.
12. (CAPD or CCPD or APD).tw.
13. exp Kidney Disease/
14. (kidney disease* or renal disease*).tw.
15. (nephrop* or nephrit* or glomerulo* or glomerular disease*).tw.
16. (chronic kidney or chronic renal).tw.
17. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
18. (end-stage renal or end-stage kidney or endstage renal or endstage kidney).tw.
19. (ESRF or ESKF or ESRD or ESKD).tw.
20. (predialysis or pre-dialysis).tw.
21. or/7-20
22. and/6,21
Salt intake in patients with CKD with diabetes
Search October 2018 – 2473 studies retrieved; no relevant studies identified

Dietary interventions/patterns in adults with CKD
1. MeSH descriptor: [Diet] explode all trees
2. MeSH descriptor: [Diet Therapy] explode all trees
3. MeSH descriptor: [Dietary Carbohydrates] explode all trees
4. MeSH descriptor: [Calcium, Dietary] this term only
5. MeSH descriptor: [Potassium, Dietary] this term only
6. MeSH descriptor: [Dietary Fats] explode all trees
7. MeSH descriptor: [Dietary Fiber] explode all trees
8. MeSH descriptor: [Dietary Proteins] explode all trees
9. MeSH descriptor: [Dietary Supplements] this term only
10. MeSH descriptor: [Micronutrients] explode all trees
11. MeSH descriptor: [Nutritional Requirements] explode all trees
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Search strategy MEDLINE

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

MeSH descriptor: [Nutritional Status] this term only
MeSH descriptor: [Nutrition Therapy] this term only
MeSH descriptor: [Keto Acids] explode all trees
MeSH descriptor: [Amino Acids, Essential] explode all trees
MeSH descriptor: [Folic Acid] this term only
MeSH descriptor: [Patient Education as Topic] this term only
diet$ or nutrition$:ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
{and #17‐#18}
(diet* or nutrition*) and (protein or fat or cholesterol or omega‐3* or carbohydrates or
glyc?emic index or fibre or fiber or folate or folic acid):ti,ab,kw (Word variations have
been searched)
(diet* or nutrition*) and (mediterranean or vegetarian or DASH or
macrobiotic):ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
(diet* or nutrition*) and (phosphorus or calcium or potassium or micronutrient* or
vitamin*):ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
(diet* or nutrition*) and (supplement* or amino acid* or keto acid*):ti,ab,kw (Word
variations have been searched)
(diet$ or nutrition*) and (advice* or education* or counselling):ti,ab,kw (Word
variations have been searched)
{or #1‐#16, #19‐#24}
MeSH descriptor: [Kidney Diseases] explode all trees
MeSH descriptor: [Renal Replacement Therapy] explode all trees
MeSH descriptor: [Renal Insufficiency] explode all trees
MeSH descriptor: [Renal Insufficiency, Chronic] explode all trees
dialysis:ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
hemodialysis or haemodialysis:ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
hemofiltration or haemofiltration:ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
hemodiafiltration or haemodiafiltration:ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
kidney disease* or renal disease* or kidney failure or renal failure:ti,ab,kw (Word
variations have been searched)
ESRF or ESKF or ESRD or ESKD:ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD:ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
CAPD or CCPD or APD:ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
predialysis or pre‐dialysis:ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
MeSH descriptor: [Diabetic Nephropathies] this term only
diabetic kidney disease*:ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
diabetic nephropath*:ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched)
{or #26‐#41}
{and #25, #42}
Diet/
Diet Therapy/
Caloric Restriction/
Diabetic Diet/
Diet, Carbohydrate‐Restricted/
Diet, Fat‐Restricted/
Diet, Gluten‐free/
Diet, Macrobiotic/
Diet, High‐Fat/
Diet, Mediterranean/
Diet, Paleolithic/
Diet, Protein‐Restricted/
Diet, Reducing/
Diet, Sodium‐Restricted/
Diet, Vegetarian/
Diet, Atherogenic/
Diet Fads/
Diet, Cariogenic/
Diet, Western/
exp Dietary Carbohydrates/
Calcium, Dietary/
Potassium, Dietary/
exp Dietary Fats/
exp Dietary Fiber/
exp Dietary Proteins/
Dietary Supplements/
exp Micronutrients/
exp Nutritional Requirements/
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Search strategy - Embase

29. Nutritional Status/
30. Nutrition Therapy/
31. Energy Intake/
32. Fasting/
33. ketogenic diet/
34. Portion Size/ or Serving Size/
35. exp Keto Acids/
36. exp Amino Acids, Essential/
37. exp Amino Acids/
38. Folic Acid/
39. Patient Education as Topic/
40. (diet$ and (mediterranean or vegetarian or DASH)).tw.
41. (diet$ and (supplement$ or amino acid$ or amino acids or keto acid$)).tw.
42. ((diet$ or nutrition$) and (advice$ or education$ or counselling)).tw.
43. or/1‐42
44. Kidney Diseases/
45. exp Renal Replacement Therapy/
46. Renal Insufficiency/
47. exp Renal Insufficiency, Chronic/
48. dialysis.tw.
49. (hemodialysis or haemodialysis).tw.
50. (hemofiltration or haemofiltration).tw.
51. (hemodiafiltration or haemodiafiltration).tw.
52. (kidney disease* or renal disease* or kidney failure or renal failure).tw.
53. (ESRF or ESKF or ESRD or ESKD).tw.
54. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
55. (CAPD or CCPD or APD).tw.
56. (predialysis or pre‐dialysis).tw.
57. or/44‐56
58. Diabetic Nephropathies/
59. diabetic nephropath$.tw.
60. diabetic kidney$.tw.
61. or/58‐60
62. Diabetes Mellitus/
63. exp diabetes mellitus, type 1/
64. exp diabetes mellitus, type 2/
65. or/62‐64
66. proteinuria/ or albuminuria/
67. proteinuria$ or albuminuria$ or microalbuminuria$ or macroalbuminuria$).tw.
68. or/66‐67
69. and/65,68
70. or/61,69
71. or/57,70
72. and/43,70
1. nutritional counseling/
2. nutrition education/
3. nutritional health/
4. nutritional assessment/
5. nutrition/
6. exp diet/
7. exp diet therapy/
8. exp dietary intake/
9. exp diet restriction/
10. or/1‐9
11. exp renal replacement therapy/
12. kidney disease/
13. chronic kidney disease/
14. kidney failure/
15. chronic kidney failure/
16. mild renal impairment/
17. stage 1 kidney disease/
18. moderate renal impairment/
19. severe renal impairment/
20. end stage renal disease/
21. renal replacement therapy‐dependent renal disease/
22. kidney transplantation/
23. (hemodialysis or haemodialysis).tw.
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Systematic review topic
Search strategy CENTRAL

Search strategy MEDLINE

Search strategy - Embase

24. (hemofiltration or haemofiltration).tw.
25. (hemodiafiltration or haemodiafiltration).tw.
26. dialysis.tw.
27. (CAPD or CCPD or APD).tw.
28. (kidney disease* or renal disease* or kidney failure or renal failure).tw.
29. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
30. (ESRF or ESKF or ESRD or ESKD).tw.
31. (predialysis or pre‐dialysis).tw.
32. ((kidney or renal) adj (transplant* or graft* or allograft*)).tw.
33. Diabetic Nephropathies/
34. diabetic nephropath$.tw.
35. diabetic kidney disease$.tw.
36. or/11‐35
37. and/10,36
Exercise in adults with CKD and high BP
1. MeSH descriptor Exertion explode all trees
2. MeSH descriptor Physical Education and Training, this term only
3. exercise:ti,ab,kw
4. (physical next (training or activity or fitness or rehabilitation)):ti,ab,kw
5. (resistance next (training or program*)):ti,ab,kw
6. (strength* and (muscle* or program* or training)):ti,ab,kw
7. kinesiotherapy:ti,ab,kw
8. (#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7)
9. (uremi* or uraemi*):ti,ab,kw
10. renal replacement therapy:ti,ab,kw
11. dialysis:ti,ab,kw
12. (hemodialysis or haemodialysis):ti,ab,kw
13. ((kidney or renal) next (transplant* or graft*)):ti,ab,kw
14. (predialysis or pre‐dialysis):ti,ab,kw
15. renal insufficiency:ti,ab,kw
16. MeSH descriptor Renal Insufficiency, Chronic explode all trees
17. ((kidney or renal) next (failure or disease)):ti,ab,kw
18. (CKD or CKF or CRD or CRF or ESRD or ESKD or ESRF or ESKF):ti,ab,kw
19. (#9 OR #10 OR #11 OR #12 OR #13 OR #14 OR #15 OR #16 OR #17 OR #18)
20. (#8 AND #19)
1. Treatment group Exertion/
2. Treatment group Exercise Therapy/
3. Exercise Test/
4. "Physical Education and Training"/
5. "Physical Fitness"/
6. exercise.tw.
7. (resistance training or resistance program$).tw.
8. (physical fitness or physical rehabilitation).tw.
9. (strength$ and (muscle or program$ or training)).tw.
10. or/1‐9
11. Uremia/
12. ur?emi$.tw.
13. or/11‐12
14. Treatment group Renal Replacement Therapy/
15. (hemodialysis or haemodialysis or dialysis).tw.
16. (kidney transplant$ or renal transplant$ or kidney graft$ or renal graft$).tw.
17. Renal Insufficiency, Chronic/ or Kidney Failure, Chronic/
18. (kidney failure or renal failure).tw.
19. (kidney disease or renal disease).tw.
20. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD or ESRF or ESKF or ESKD or ESRD).tw.
21. or/14‐20
22. 13 or 21
23. and/10,22
1. Treatment group "Physical Activity Capacity and Performance"/
2. Treatment group Kinesiotherapy/
3. Exercise Test/
4. or/1‐3
5. exercise.tw.
6. (resistance training or resistance program$).tw.
7. (physical fitness or physical rehabilitation).tw.
8. (strength$ and (muscle or program$ or training)).tw.
9. or/5‐8
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Cochrane Kidney and
Transplant Specialised
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Systematic review topic
Search strategy CENTRAL

10. or/4,9
11. Uremia/
12. ur?emi$.tw.
13. or/11‐12
14. Treatment group Hemodialysis/
15. Treatment group Kidney Transplantation/
16. Kidney Failure/
17. Chronic Kidney Failure/
18. or/14‐17
19. (hemodialysis or haemodialysis).tw.
20. dialysis.tw.
21. (predialysis or pre‐dialysis).tw.
22. (renal transplant$ or kidney transplant$).tw.
23. (renal failure or kidney failure).tw.
24. (renal disease or kidney disease).tw.
25. (CKD or CKF or CRD or CRF or ESKD or ESRD or ESKF or ESRF).tw.
26. or/19‐25
27. or/13,18,26
28. 10 and 27
Blood pressure management in CKD, with and without diabetes, not receiving dialysis
BP targets in patients with CKD
Search October 2018 – 993 studies retrieved; nine studies (111 reports) identified. Updated
search February 2020 – 445 citations identified – 2 primary studies and 24 secondary
publications identified.
RAS inhibition, including dual and mono-therapy in adults with CKD
Search October 2018 – 2944 studies retrieved; 59 studies (763 reports) identified. Updated
search March 2020 –

Aldosterone antagonists in adults with CKD
1. MeSH descriptor Aldosterone Antagonists explode all trees
2. (Canrenoate Potassium*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
3. (Canrenone*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
4. (spironolactone*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
5. (aldosterone antagonist*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
6. (aldactone*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
7. (practon*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
8. (sc-9420*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
9. (spiractin*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
10. (sc-14266*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
11. (soldactone*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
12. (soludactone*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
13. (aldadiene*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
14. (phanurane*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
15. (sc-9376*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
16. (eplerenone*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
17. (#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7 OR #8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11 OR #12
OR #13 OR #14 OR #15 OR #16)
18. MeSH descriptor Renal Insufficiency, Chronic explode all trees
19. (chronic kidney disease* or chronic renal disease*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
20. (chronic kidney failure* or chronic renal failure*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
21. (chronic kidney insufficiency or chronic renal insufficiency):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
22. MeSH descriptor Renal Insufficiency, this term only
23. MeSH descriptor Kidney Diseases, this term only
24. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD):ti,ab,kw in Trials
25. (predialysis or pre-dialysis):ti,ab,kw in Trials
26. MeSH descriptor Uremia, this term only
27. uremia or uraemia or uremic or uraemic:ti,ab,kw in Trials
28. MeSH descriptor Diabetic Nephropathies, this term only
29. (diabetic nephropath*):ti,ab,kw in Trials
30. “diabetic kidney disease”:ti,ab,kw in Trials
31. (#18 OR #19 OR #20 OR #21 OR #22 OR #23 OR #24 OR #25 OR #26 OR #27 OR
#28 OR #29 OR #30)
32. (#17 AND #31)
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Systematic review topic
Search strategy CENTRAL

1. exp Aldosterone Antagonists/
2. Canrenoate Potassium.tw.
3. Canrenone$.tw.
4. spironolactone$.tw.
5. aldosterone antagonist$.tw.
6. aldactone$.tw.
7. practon$.tw.
8. sc-9420$.tw.
9. spiractin$.tw.
10. sc-14266$.tw.
11. soldactone$.tw.
12. soludactone$.tw.
13. aldadiene$.tw.
14. phanurane$.tw.
15. sc-9376.tw.
16. eplerenone$.tw.
17. or/1-16
18. Renal Insufficiency/
19. exp Renal Insufficiency, Chronic/
20. Kidney Diseases/
21. (chronic kidney or chronic renal).tw.
22. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
23. (predialysis or pre-dialysis).tw.
24. exp Uremia/
25. ur$emi$.tw.
26. (pre-dialy$ or predialy$).tw.
27. Diabetic Nephropathies/
28. diabetic nephropath$.tw.
29. “diabetic kidney disease”.tw.
30. or/18-29
31. and/17,30
1. exp Aldosterone Antagonist/
2. aldosterone antagonist$.tw.
3. spironolactone$.tw.
4. eplerenone$.tw.
5. soludactone$.tw.
6. canrenoate potassium.tw.
7. canrenone$.tw.
8. or/1-7
9. Kidney Disease/
10. Chronic Kidney Disease/
11. Kidney Failure/
12. Chronic Kidney Failure/
13. Kidney dysfunction/
14. (chronic kidney or chronic renal).tw.
15. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
16. (pre-dialy$ or predialy$).tw.
17. diabetic nephropathy/
18. “diabetic kidney disease”.tw.
19. or/9-18
20. and/8,19
Direct renin inhibitors in patients with CKD and diabetes
1. MeSH descriptor Renin-Angiotensin System, this term only
2. (renin inhibit*):ti,ab,kw in Trials
3. (RAS inhibit*):ti,ab,kw in Trials
4. (aliskiren):ti,ab,kw in Trials
5. (zankiren or terlakiren or remikiren or enalkiren or ditekiren):ti,ab,kw in Trials
6. (#1 OR #2 OR # OR #4 OR #5)
7. MeSH descriptor Renal Insufficiency, Chronic explode all trees
8. (chronic kidney disease* or chronic renal disease*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
9. (chronic kidney failure* or chronic renal failure*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
10. (chronic kidney insufficiency or chronic renal insufficiency):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
11. MeSH descriptor Renal Insufficiency, this term only
12. MeSH descriptor Kidney Diseases, this term only
13. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD):ti,ab,kw in Trials
14. (predialysis or pre-dialysis):ti,ab,kw in Trials
15. MeSH descriptor Uremia, this term only
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Search strategy MEDLINE

Search strategy - Embase

Systematic review topic
Search strategy –
Cochrane Kidney and
Transplant Specialised
Registry

uremia or uraemia or uremic or uraemic:ti,ab,kw in Trials
MeSH descriptor Diabetic Nephropathies, this term only
(diabetic nephropath*):ti,ab,kw in Trials
“diabetic kidney disease”:ti,ab,kw in Trials
(#7 OR #8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11 OR #12 OR #13 OR #14 OR #15 OR #16 OR #17
OR #18 OR #19)
21. (#6 AND #20)
1. Renin-Angiotensin System/
2. renin inhibit$.tw.
3. RAS inhibit$.tw.
4. aliskiren.tw.
5. (zankiren or terlakiren or remikiren or enalkiren or ditekiren).tw.
6. or/1-5
7. Renal Insufficiency/
8. exp Renal Insufficiency, Chronic/
9. Kidney Diseases/
10. (chronic kidney or chronic renal).tw.
11. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
12. (predialysis or pre-dialysis).tw.
13. exp Uremia/
14. or/7-13
15. randomised controlled trial.pt.
16. controlled clinical trial.pt.
17. randomized.ab.
18. placebo.ab.
19. clinical trials as topic/
20. randomly.ab.
21. (crossover or cross‐over).tw.
22. Cross‐over Studies/
23. trial.ti.
24. or/15-23
25. animals/ not (humans/ and animals/)
26. 24 not 25
27. and/6, 14, 26
1. exp renin inhibitor/
2. RAS inhibit$.tw.
3. renin inhibit$.tw.
4. aliskiren.tw.
5. (zankiren or terlakiren or remikiren or enalkiren or ditekiren).tw.
6. or/1-5
7. diabetic nephropathy/
8. diabetic nephropath$.tw.
9. “diabetic kidney disease$”.tw.
10. or/7-9
11. randomised controlled trial/
12. crossover procedure/
13. double‐blind procedure/
14. single‐blind procedure/
15. random$.tw.
16. factorial$.tw.
17. (crossover$ or cross‐over$).tw.
18. placebo$.tw.
19. (double$ adj blind$).tw.
20. (singl$ adj blind$).tw.
21. assign$.tw.
22. allocat$.tw.
23. volunteer$.tw.
24. or/15-27
25. and/6,10,24
Other non-RAS inhibitors in patients with CKD
Search October 2018 – 2944 studies retrieved: 15 reports on alpha blockers, ten relevant
studies (40 reports) on beta-blockers, 18 relevant studies (73 reports) on calcium channel
blockers, five relevant (22 reports) on direct renin inhibitors in patients without diabetes
mellitus, and two relevant studies (32 reports) on diuretics identified.
Updated April 2020 Search – 16 reports on alpha blockers identified. After full text
screening no relevant studies on alpha-blockers were identified, 93 reports on beta-blockers
identified.
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94 reports on calcium-channel blockers identified.
92 reports on diuretics identified.
Blood pressure management in kidney transplant recipients (CKD G1T-G5T)
Antihypertensive therapy in transplant patients
1. MeSH descriptor Antihypertensive Agents explode all trees
2. MeSH descriptor Angiotensin‐Converting Enzyme Inhibitors explode all trees
3. MeSH descriptor Angiotensin II Type 1 Receptor Blockers explode all trees
4. MeSH descriptor Diuretics explode all trees
5. MeSH descriptor Adrenergic alpha‐Antagonists explode all trees
6. MeSH descriptor Adrenergic beta‐Antagonists explode all trees
7. MeSH descriptor Calcium Channel Blockers explode all trees
8. MeSH descriptor Vasodilator Agents explode all trees
9. MeSH descriptor Ganglionic Blockers explode all trees
10. (calcium channel blocker*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
11. (antihypertensive adj (therapy or agent*)):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
12. (antihypertensive* adj (therapy or agent*)):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
13. (antihypertensive agent*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
14. (angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
15. (angiotensin II receptor antagonist*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
16. (ACE inhibitor*):ti,ab,kw or (ACE‐I*):ti,ab,kw or (ACEI*):au in Clinical Trials
17. (ACE inhibitor*):ti,ab,kw or (ACE‐I*):ti,ab,kw or (ACEI*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
18. (alpha blocker*):ti,ab,kw or (beta blocker*):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
19. (candesartan):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
20. (carvedilol):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
21. (eprosartan):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
22. (esmolol):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
23. (irbesartan):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
24. (quinapril):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
25. (telmisartan):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
26. (terazosin):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
27. (trandolopril):ti,ab,kw in Clinical Trials
28. (#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7 OR #8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11 OR #12
OR #13 OR #14 OR #15 OR #16 OR #17 OR #18 OR #19 OR 320 OR #21 OR #22 OR
#23 OR 324 OR #25 OR #26 OR #27)
29. MeSH descriptor Kidney Transplantation explode all trees
30. (#28 AND #29)
1. exp Antihypertensive Agents/
2. exp Angiotensin‐Converting Enzyme Inhibitors/
3. exp Angiotensin II Type 1 Receptor Blockers/
4. exp Diuretics/
5. exp Adrenergic alpha‐Antagonists/
6. exp Adrenergic beta‐Antagonists/
7. exp Calcium Channel Blockers/
8. exp Vasodilator Agents/
9. exp Ganglionic Blockers/
10. calcium channel blocker$.tw.
11. (antihypertensive adj (therapy or agent$)).tw.
12. angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor$.tw.
13. angiotensin II receptor antagonist$.tw.
14. (ACE inhibitor$ or ACE‐I).tw.
15. alpha blocker$.tw.
16. beta blocker$.tw.
17. candesartan.tw.
18. carvedilol.tw.
19. eprosartan.tw.
20. esmolol.tw.
21. irbesartan.tw.
22. quinapril.tw.
23. telmisartan.tw.
24. terazosin.tw.
25. trandolopril.tw.
26. or/1‐25
27. Kidney Transplantation/
28. and/26‐27
29. randomised controlled trial.pt.
30. controlled clinical trial.pt.
31. randomized.ab.
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32. placebo.ab.
33. clinical trials as topic/
34. randomly.ab.
35. (crossover or cross‐over).tw.
36. Cross‐over Studies/
37. trial.ti.
38. or/29‐37
39. animals/ not (humans/ and animals/)
40. 38 not 39
41. and/28,40
1. exp Antihypertensive Agent/
2. exp Angiotensin Receptor Antagonist/
3. exp Diuretic Agent/
4. exp Beta Adrenergic Receptor Blocking Agent/
5. exp Alpha Adrenergic Receptor Blocking Agent/
6. exp Calcium Channel Blocking Agent/
7. exp Vasodilator Agent/
8. exp Ganglion Blocking Agent/
9. or/1‐8
10. exp kidney transplantation/
11. and/9‐10
12. randomised controlled trial/
13. crossover procedure/
14. double‐blind procedure/
15. single‐blind procedure/
16. random$.tw.
17. factorial$.tw.
18. (crossover$ or cross‐over$).tw.
19. placebo$.tw.
20. (double$ adj blind$).tw.
21. (singl$ adj blind$).tw.
22. assign$.tw.
23. allocat$.tw.
24. volunteer$.tw.
25. or/12‐24
26. and/11,25
Blood pressure management in children with CKD
BP targets in children with CKD
Search October 2018 – 70 studies retrieved: two relevant studies (17 reports) identified.
Update April 2020 Search – 30 studies retrieved: two relevant reports identified.

Antihypertensive therapies children with CKD
1. “renal replacement therapy”:ti,ab,kw
2. h*emodialysis:ti,ab,kw
3. h*emodiafiltration:ti,ab,kw
4. h*emofiltration:ti,ab,kw
5. dialysis:ti,ab,kw
6. (CAPD or CCPD or APD):ti,ab,kw
7. (“endstage kidney” or “endstage renal” or “end-stage kidney” or “end-stage
renal”):ti,ab,kw
8. (ESKD or ESKF or ESRD or ESRF):ti,ab,kw
9. “renal insufficiency”:ti,ab,kw
10. (“chronic kidney” or “chronic renal”):ti,ab,kw
11. (CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD):ti,ab,kw
12. (“predialysis” or “pre-dialysis”):ti,ab,kw
13. (“kidney disease” or “kidney failure” or “renal disease” or “renal failure”):ti,ab,kw
14. {or #1-#13}
15. (infant* or infancy or newborn* or baby or babies or child* or adolesc* or teen* or boy*
or girl* or p*ediatric*):
16. ti,ab,kw
17. (antihypertensive* or anti-hypertensive*):ti,ab,kw
18. “hypertension/dt”:kw
19. (angiotensin next converting next enzyme next inhibitor*):ti,ab,kw
20. (ace near/2 inhibitor*):ti,ab,kw
21. (acei or “ace-i”):ti,ab,kw
22. “Angiotensin II/ai”:kw
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(angiotensin near/2 receptor next antagonist*):ti,ab,kw
(angiotensin near/2 receptor next block*)
(AT next 2 next receptor next block*):ti,ab,kw
(AT next 2 next receptor next antagon*):ti,ab,kw
(ARB or ARBs):ti,ab,kw
(adrenergic next beta next antagonist*):ti,ab,kw
(adrenergic next alpha next antagonist*):ti,ab,kw
(beta next block*):ti,ab,kw
(alpha next block*):ti,ab,kw
diuretic*:ti,ab,kw
(calcium next channel next blocker*):ti,ab,kw
(“CCB” or “CCBs”):ti,ab,kw
chlorothiazide:ti,ab,kw
chlorthalidone:ti,ab,kw
hydralazine:ti,ab,kw
hydrochlorothiazide:ti,ab,kw
minoxidil:ti,ab,kw
captopril:ti,ab,kw
enalapril:ti,ab,kw
fosinopril:ti,ab,kw
lisinopril:ti,ab,kw
ramipril:ti,ab,kw
losartan:ti,ab,kw
irbesartan:ti,ab,kw
candesartan:ti,ab,kw
eprosartan:ti,ab,kw
valsartan:ti,ab,kw
olmesartan:ti,ab,kw
telmisartan:ti,ab,kw
amlodipine:ti,ab,kw
diltiazem:ti,ab,kw
felodipine:ti,ab,kw
nicardipine:ti,ab,kw
nifedipine:ti,ab,kw
nimodipine:ti,ab,kw
verapamil:ti,ab,kw
alprenolol:ti,ab,kw
atenolol:ti,ab,kw
metoprolol:ti,ab,kw
nadolol:ti,ab,kw
oxprenolol:ti,ab,kw
pindolol:ti,ab,kw
propranolol:ti,ab,kw
labetalol:ti,ab,kw
prazosin:ti,ab,kw
spironolactone:ti,ab,kw
triamterene:ti,ab,kw
bumetanide:ti,ab,kw
furosemide:ti,ab,kw
frusemide:ti,ab,kw
indapamide:ti,ab,kw
diazoxide:ti,ab,kw
eplerenone:ti,ab,kw
amiloride:ti,ab,kw
clonidine:ti,ab,kw
methyldopa:ti,ab,kw
isradipine:ti,ab,kw
{or #16-#78}
{and #14-#15, #79}
Renal Replacement Therapy/
exp Renal Dialysis/
(hemodialysis or haemodialysis).tw.
(hemofiltration or haemofiltration).tw.
(hemodiafiltration or haemodiafiltration).tw.
dialysis.tw.
(CAPD or CCPD or APD).tw.
Renal Insufficiency/
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

exp Renal Insufficiency, Chronic/
Kidney Diseases/
(end-stage renal or end-stage kidney or endstage renal or endstage kidney).tw.
(ESRF or ESKF or ESRD or ESKD).tw.
(chronic kidney or chronic renal).tw.
(CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.
(predialysis or pre-dialysis).tw.
or/1-15
exp Child/ or exp Infant/ or Adolescent/
(infant* or infancy or newborn* or baby or babies or child* or adolesc* or teen* or boy*
or girl* or paediatric* or pediatric*).tw.
or/17-18
exp Antihypertensive Agents/
Hypertension/dt
antihypertensive*.tw.
anti-hypertensive*.tw.
exp Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme Inhibitors/
exp Angiotensin Receptor Antagonists/
angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor*.tw.
(ace adj2 inhibitor*).tw.
(acei or ace-i).tw.
Angiotensin II/ai [Antagonists & Inhibitors]
(angiotensin adj2 receptor antagonist*).tw.
(angiotensin adj2 receptor block*).tw.
AT 2 receptor block*.tw.
AT 2 receptor antagon*.tw.
(ARB or ARBs).tw.
exp Adrenergic beta-Antagonists/
exp Adrenergic alpha-Antagonists/
exp Diuretics/
adrenergic beta antagonist*.tw.
adrenergic alpha antagonist*.tw.
beta block*.tw.
alpha block*.tw.
diuretic*.tw.
exp Calcium Channel Blockers/
calcium channel blocker*.tw.
(CCB or CCBs).tw.
chlorothiazide.tw.
chlorthalidone.tw.
hydralazine.tw.
hydrochlorothiazide.tw.
minoxidil.tw.
captopril.tw.
enalapril.tw.
fosinopril.tw.
lisinopril.tw.
ramipril.tw.
losartan.tw.
irbesartan.tw.
candesartan.tw.
eprosartan.tw.
valsartan.tw.
olmesartan.tw.
telmisartan.tw.
amlodipine.tw.
diltiazem.tw.
felodipine.tw.
nicardipine.tw.
nifedipine.tw.
nimodipine.tw.
verapamil.tw.
alprenolol.tw.
atenolol.tw.
metoprolol.tw.
nadolol.tw.
oxprenolol.tw.
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75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
Search strategy - Embase

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

pindolol.tw.
propranolol.tw.
labetalol.tw.
prazosin.tw.
spironolactone.tw.
triamterene.tw.
bumetanide.tw.
furosemide.tw.
indapamide.tw.
frusemide.tw.
diazoxide.tw.
eplerenone.tw.
amiloride.tw.
clonidine.tw.
methyldopa.tw.
isradipine.tw.
or/20-90
and/16,19,91
exp Renal Replacement Therapy/
(hemodialysis or haemodialysis).tw.
(hemofiltration or haemofiltration).tw.
(hemodiafiltration or haemodiafiltration).tw.
dialysis.tw.
(CAPD or CCPD or APD).tw.
Kidney Disease/
Chronic Kidney Disease/
Kidney Failure/
Chronic Kidney Failure/
(chronic kidney or chronic renal).tw.
(CKF or CKD or CRF or CRD).tw.and/1-2,15
(end-stage renal or end-stage kidney or endstage renal or endstage kidney).tw.
(ESRF or ESKF or ESRD or ESKD).tw.
(predialysis or pre-dialysis).tw.
or/1-15
exp child/
adolescent/
(infant* or infancy or newborn* or baby or babies or child* or adolesc* or teen* or boy*
or girl* or paediatric* or pediatric*).tw.
or/17-19
exp Antihypertensive Agent/
exp Beta adrenergic receptor blocking agent/
exp alpha adrenergic receptor blocking agent/
exp calcium channel blocking agent/
Diuretic Agent/
angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor*.tw.
(ace adj2 inhibitor*).tw.
(acei or ace-i).tw.
(angiotensin adj2 receptor antagonist*).tw.
(angiotensin adj2 receptor block*).tw.
AT 2 receptor block*.tw.
AT 2 receptor antagon*.tw.
(ARB or ARBs).tw.
adrenergic beta antagonist*.tw.
adrenergic alpha antagonist*.tw.
beta block*.tw.
alpha block*.tw.
diuretic*.tw.
calcium channel blocker*.tw.
(CCB or CCBs).tw.
chlorothiazide.tw.
chlorthalidone.tw.
hydralazine.tw.
hydrochlorothiazide.tw.
minoxidil.tw.
captopril.tw.
enalapril.tw.
fosinopril.tw.
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49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

lisinopril.tw.
ramipril.tw.
losartan.tw.
irbesartan.tw.
candesartan.tw.
eprosartan.tw.
valsartan.tw.
olmesartan.tw.
telmisartan.tw.
amlodipine.tw.
diltiazem.tw.
felodipine.tw.
nicardipine.tw.
nifedipine.tw.
nimodipine.tw.
verapamil.tw.
alprenolol.tw.
atenolol.tw.
metoprolol.tw.
nadolol.tw.
oxprenolol.tw.
pindolol.tw.
propranolol.tw.
labetalol.tw.
prazosin.tw.
spironolactone.tw.
triamterene.tw.
bumetanide.tw.
furosemide.tw.
frusemide.tw.
indapamide.tw.
diazoxide.tw.
eplerenone.tw.
amiloride.tw.
clonidine.tw.
methyldopa.tw.
isradipine.tw.
Antihypertensive therapy/
hypertension/dt [Drug Therapy]
or/21-87
and/16,20,88
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Appendix B. Concurrence with Institute of Medicine (IOM) standards for guideline development
Table S2. Guideline development checklist - IOM standards for development of trustworthy clinical
practice guidelines (1)
IOM Standard

Description

Establishing transparency

Clear description on the process of guideline
development.
Disclosure of a comprehensive conflict of
interests of the Work Group against a setcriteria and a clear strategy to manage conflicts
of interests
Appropriate clinical and methodological
expertise in the Work Group
The processes of guideline development are
transparent and allow for involvement of all
Work Group Members
Rationale is provided for the rating the strength
of the recommendation and the transparency
for the rating the quality of the evidence.
Clear and standardized wording of
recommendations

Management of conflicts of
interests

Guideline group composition and
guideline development

Establishing evidence foundations
for rating strength of
recommendations
Articulation of recommendations

External review

Updating

An external review of relevant experts and
stakeholders was conducted. All comments
received from external review are considered
for finalization of the guideline.
An update for the guidelines is planned, with a
provisional timeframe provided.

Addressed in 2020 KDIGO BP in
CKD guideline
See Methods for Guideline
Development
See Work Group Financial
Disclosures
For guideline group composition –
see Work Group Membership
For guideline development process
see Methods for Guideline
Development
See Methods for Guideline
Development
All recommendations were written
to standards of GRADE and were
actionable statements. Please see
Methods for Guideline Development
An external public review was
undertaken in January – February
2020.
The KDIGO clinical practice
guideline will be updated. However,
no set timeframe has been provided.
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Table S3. Adapted systematic review reporting standards checklist - IOM standards for systematic
reviews (2)
Appropriate IOM systematic review
standards*
Methods
Include a research protocol with
appropriate eligibility criteria (PICO
format)
Include a search strategy
Include a study selection and data
extraction process
Methods on critical appraisal
Methods of synthesize of the evidence

Addressed in 2020 KDIGO diabetes in CKD guideline

See Table 2 clinical question and systematic review topics in PICO format

See Appendix A
See guideline development process see Methods for Guideline Development –
Literature searching and article selection, data extraction
See Methods for Guideline Development – Critical appraisal of studies
See Methods for Guideline Development – Evidence synthesis and metaanalysis

Results
Study selection processes

See Methods for Guideline Development – Figure 8 – Search yield and study
flow diagram
Appraisal of individual studies quality
The summary of findings tables in Appendix C provide an assessment of risk
of bias for all studies in a comparison between intervention and comparator.
Meta-analysis results
See Appendix C for summary of findings tables for meta-analysis results for all
critical and important outcomes
Table and figures
See Appendix C for summary of findings tables
* Appropriate standards for systematic reviews for guideline development have been reported.
References
1.
Institute of Medicine Committee on Standards for Developing Trustworthy Clinical Practice Guidelines. Clinical
practice guidelines we can trust. Graham R, Mancher M, editors: National Academies Press Washington, DC;
2011.
2.
Institute of Medicine Committee on Standards for Systematic Reviews of Comparative Effectiveness R. In: Eden
J, Levit L, Berg A, Morton S, editors. Finding What Works in Health Care: Standards for Systematic Reviews.
Washington (DC): National Academies Press (US) Copyright 2011 by the National Academy of Sciences. All
rights reserved.; 2011.
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Appendix C. Data supplement – Summary of findings (SoF) tables cited in the guideline text
[Based on the recently published KDIGO Nomenclature report, we recognize that some of the terms used in the SoF tables (e.g., ESKD, microalbuminuria,
macroalbuminuria) are discouraged; however, we have kept the outcomes as defined in the studies identified by the systematic review]

Chapter 1. Blood pressure measurement
Table S4. General population studies comparing auscultatory versus oscillometric blood pressure measurement devices.
Study name

Comparison

Duncombe
2017 (1)

Auscultatory
(mercury
sphygmomanometer)
vs. oscillometric BP
devices

Mingji 2016
(2)

Wan 2010
(3)

Number of
studies (n)
26 studies
in children

Auscultatory
(mercury
sphygmomanometer)
vs. auscultatory
(aneroid) BP devices
Oscillometric
devices (Omron
HEM-759P and
Omron HEM-7201)
to mercury
sphygmomanometer

3 studies
(n=426)
children

Auscultatory
(mercury or randomzero
sphygmomanometer)
vs. automatic
(oscillometric or
aneroid)
sphygmomanometer

79 studies
(n=10,783)
Healthy
adult
population

2 studies
(n=162)
adults

Summary of findings

Quality appraisal

Additional comments

Higher systolic BP between auscultatory
and oscillometric (MD: 2.53 (95% CI:
0.57-4.50) mm Hg, I2=99.6% (range 4.95-11.6 mm Hg)
No difference for diastolic BP (MD: 1.55
(95% CI: -0.2-3.31) mm Hg), I2=99.3%
No difference between auscultatory and
oscillometric for systolic BP (MD: 0.88
(95% CI: -0.74-2.5) mm Hg), I2=95.5%
or diastolic BP (MD: 0.53 (95% CI: 2.64-3.64) mm Hg), I2=97%
One study reported higher systolic BP in
oscillometric devices compared to
mercury sphygmomanometer (MD: 5.8 ±
4.7 mm Hg; p<0.001). The other study
reported no difference.
No study reported differences in diastolic
BP between the devices.
Devices had 80-86% of measures <5 mm
Hg; devices passing AAMI had between
47-95% measures within <5 mm Hg;
ESH-IP protocol, devices had 54-89% of
measures <5 mm Hg.
Variation in the number of within <5 mm
Hg measured value compared to
reference standard when different
protocols are used for the same devices.

Large unexplained heterogeneity.
Possible publication bias noted – i.e. small
studies demonstrating poor performance of
oscillometric devices. As good
performance of oscillometric devices was
published in smaller studies.

Dinamap 8100 device
consistently overestimated
systolic BP. Removal of
studies that used Dinamap
in school settings reduced
the MD: 2.34 (95% CI: 0.02-4.70) mm Hg. Studies
in clinical settings showed
no difference between
devices (n=7201
participants)

The recruitment of participants in the study
is unclear. One study used consecutive
recruitment, the other study did not report
recruitment and the exclusion criteria was
no specified. One study did not use
international validated threshold for BP
measurement
No formal critical appraisal was
undertaken. The search was only
conducted from 1980, not reported why
studies before this date were not included
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Studies in community settings exhibited
larger <5 mm Hg variation (35-46%)
BP = blood pressure; CI = confidence intervals; MD= mean difference
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Chapter 2. Lifestyle interventions for lowering blood pressure in patients with CKD not
receiving dialysis
Table S5.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Low-salt diet
Comparator: Usual or normal-salt diet
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Usual or
normal-salt
diet

Low-salt diet

50
150
Relative risk: 3.00
per
1000
per
1000
Reduction in
(95% CI 0.34 - 26.45)
antihypertensive Based on data from 40
dose
patients in 1 study1 Difference: 100 more per 1000
Follow up 3 weeks (95% CI 33 fewer - 1273 more)

All-cause
mortality

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious risk of bias2

Low-salt diet may
have little or no
difference on
reduction in
antihypertensive
dose

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia or
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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Doubling serum
creatinine

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Body weight

Measured by: kg
Scale: Based on data from
665 patients in 8
studies3
Follow up Mean 10
weeks

Sodium excretion

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
2871 patients in 11
studies5
Follow up Mean 11
weeks

Serum creatinine

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
527 patients in 7
studies7
Follow up Mean 9
weeks

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
2871 patients in 11
studies9
Follow up Mean 11
weeks

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
2871 patients in 11
studies11
Follow up Mean 11
weeks

1.
2.

3.

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 1.48 lower
(95% CI 2.51 lower - 0.44
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 6.82 higher
(95% CI 2.40 lower - 16.03
higher)

Mean

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias6

Low-salt diet
probably decreases
sodium excretion

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious inconsistency8

We are uncertain
whether low-salt diet
improves or worsen
serum creatinine

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias10

Low-salt diet
probably decreases
systolic blood
pressure

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias12

Low-salt diet
probably decreases
diastolic blood
pressure

Mean

Difference: MD 4.43 lower
(95% CI 6.58 lower - 2.29
lower)

Mean

Low-salt diet may
decrease body
weight slightly

Mean

Difference: MD 74.07 lower
(95% CI 100.56 lower - 47.57
lower)

Mean

Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious risk of bias4

Mean

Difference: MD 2.30 lower
(95% CI 3.57 lower - 1.03
lower)

Measured by:
Scale: Mean
Mean
Low-salt diet
Based on data from
Moderate
probably
has little or
eGFR13
709 patients in 6
Due to serious
Difference:
MD
1.28
lower
no
difference
on
studies14
imprecision15
(95% CI 3.05 lower - 0.48
eGFR.
Follow up Mean 13
higher)
weeks
Systematic review [106] with included studies: [33] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Use of unvalidated and/or
subjective outcome measures; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [106] with included studies: [38], [32], [30], [34], [39], [33], [36], [37] Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
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4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear/Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential
for selection bias., Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Wide confidence intervals.
Systematic review [106] with included studies: [39], [32], [36], [33], [28], [70], [31], [34], [38], [37], [30] See Forrest plot
for breakdown of studies by duration (< or ≥ 4 weeks). Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear/Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision:
No serious. Wide confidence intervals.
Systematic review [106] with included studies: [33], [32], [30], [38], [36], [37], [39] Baseline/comparator: Control arm
of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear/Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential
for selection bias., Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias. due to
unclear/potential risk of bias from confounding variables.; Inconsistency: Serious. The direction of the effect is not
consistent between the included studies; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals.
Systematic review [106] with included studies: [36], [37], [38], [33], [34], [30], [70], [28], [39], [32], [31]
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention. See Forrest plot for breakdown of studies by
duration (< or ≥ 4 weeks).
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear/Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Unclear/Inadequate blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias.
Systematic review [24] with included studies: [33], [32], [37], [34], [39], [31], [38], [36], [28], [30], [70] See Forrest plot
for breakdown of studies by duration (< or ≥ 4 weeks). Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear/Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision:
No serious. Wide confidence intervals.
estimated Glomerular filtration rate [ml/min/1.73 m2]
Systematic review [106] with included studies: [32], [33], [28], [30], [37], [34] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, however it is difficult to blind participants to specified dietary intervention.; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence
intervals.
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Table S6.
Population: Adults with type 1 diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Low-salt diet
Comparator: Normal-salt diet
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia and
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Absolute effect estimates
Normal-salt
diet

Certainty of the
Evidence
Low-salt diet (Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at end-stage
kidney disease

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
and cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
of serum creatinine

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
better

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 8.23 lower
(95% CI 10.97 lower - 6.08
lower)

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency2

Low-salt diet may
improve systolic blood
pressure slightly
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Based on data from
49 patients in 3
studies1
Follow up 2 weeks
(mean)

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
better
Based on data from
49 patients in 3
studies3
Follow up 2 weeks
(mean)

Creatinine
clearance

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Based on data from
40 patients in 2
studies5
Follow up 2.5
weeks (mean)

Body weight

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
69 patients in 4
studies7
Follow up 1.6
weeks (mean)

Body weight
Long-term
studies

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Based on data from
16 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 4 weeks

Body weight
Short-term
studies

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Based on data from
55 patients in 4
studies11
Follow up 1 week
(mean)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 5.02 lower
(95% CI 9.38 lower - 0.65
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 3.72 lower
(95% CI 8.73 lower - 1.29
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.13 lower
(95% CI 1.61 lower - 1.36
lower)
Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

Low-salt diet may
decrease creatinine
clearance slightly

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias8

Low-salt diet probably
decreases body weight
slightly

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision10

Low-salt diet may
decrease body weight

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias12

Low-salt diet probably
decreases body weight
slightly

Mean

Difference: MD 1.02 lower
(95% CI 1.32 lower - 0.73
lower)

Mean

Low
Low-salt diet may
Due to serious risk of
improve diastolic blood
bias, Due to serious
pressure
inconsistency4

Mean

Difference: MD 1.06 lower
(95% CI 1.36 lower - 0.76
lower)

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Mean
Mean
Low
Based on data from
Low-salt diet may
Due to serious risk of
Body mass index
47 patients in 3
improve
body mass
Difference: MD 0.33 lower
bias, Due to serious
studies13
index
slightly
14
(95% CI 0.47 lower - 0.20
inconsistency
Follow up 2 weeks
lower)
(mean)
1. Systematic review [107] with included studies: [67], [61], [51] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention [63], [65], [56]
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Missing intention-to-treat analysis, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for
detection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with Heterogeneity: Chi² =
30.14, df = 2 (P < 0.00001); I² = 93%; Publication bias: Serious. Mostly commercially funded studies.
3. Systematic review [107] with included studies: [67], [61], [51] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
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4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

Risk of bias: Serious. Missing intention-to-treat analysis, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel,
resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for
detection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was moderate, Heterogeneity: Chi² =
5.89, df = 2 (P = 0.05); I² = 66%; Publication bias: No serious. Mostly commercially funded studies.
Systematic review [107] with included studies: [61], [51] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Missing intentionto-treat analysis; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals; Publication bias: No serious. Mostly
commercially funded studies.
Systematic review with included studies: [67], [60], [51], [61], [59] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Missing intention-totreat analysis.
Systematic review [107] with included studies: [51] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention [56], [63], [51]
Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients.
Systematic review with included studies: [60], [61], [67], [59] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Missing intention-totreat analysis.
Systematic review [107] with included studies: [61], [51], [67] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Missing intention-totreat analysis; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, Heterogeneity: Chi² = 5.43,
df = 2 (P = 0.07); I² = 63%; Publication bias: No serious. Mostly commercially funded studies.
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Table S7.
Population: Adults with type 2 diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Low-salt diet
Comparator: Usual diet
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia and
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Systolic blood
pressure
Long-term
studies

Absolute effect estimates
Usual diet

Low-salt diet

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia and
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
better
Based on data from
53 patients in 3
studies1

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 5.06 lower
(95% CI 10.22 lower - 0.10
higher)

Very Low
We are uncertain
Due to serious
whether low-salt diet
publication bias, Due
increases or
to serious
decreases systolic
inconsistency, Due to
blood pressure
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Follow up 5 weeks
(mean)

serious publication
bias2

Systolic blood
pressure
Short-term
studies

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
Mean
Mean
better
Based on data from
17 patients in 2
Difference: MD 2.22 lower
studies3
(95% CI 8.44 lower - 4.00 higher)
Follow up 6 days
(mean)

Diastolic blood
pressure
Long-term
studies

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
Mean
Mean
better
Low
Based on data from
Due to serious risk of
43 patients in 3
bias, Due to serious
Difference: MD 0.66 lower
studies5
inconsistency6
(95% CI 3.96 lower - 2.65 higher)
Follow up 5.6
weeks (mean)

Diastolic blood
pressure
Short-term
studies

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
better
Based on data from
17 patients in 2
studies7
Follow up 6 days
(mean)

Creatinine
clearance

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
better
Based on data from
8 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 1 week

Body weight

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Based on data from
73 patients in 4
studies11
Follow up 2.2
weeks

Body mass index

Mean

Mean

Measured by:
Scale: -13

2.

3.
4.
5.

Low-salt diet may
have little or no
effect on diastolic
blood pressure

Low-salt diet
probably has little or
no difference on
diastolic blood
pressure

Low
Due to serious
imprecision10

Low-salt diet may
have little or no
effect on creatinine
clearance

Moderate
Due to serious
publication bias12

Low-salt diet
probably decreases
change in body
weight slightly

Mean

Difference: MD 0.52 lower
(95% CI 0.80 lower - 0.23 lower)

Low-salt diet
probably has little or
no difference on
systolic blood
pressure

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision8

Mean

Difference: MD 14.00 lower
(95% CI 32.90 lower - 4.90
higher)

Difference:
1.

Mean

Difference: MD 5.02 lower
(95% CI 9.38 lower - 0.65 lower)

Mean

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision4

No studies were
found that looked at
body mass index

Systematic review [107] with included studies: [63], [65] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention [63], [65]
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Missing intention-to-treat analysis; Inconsistency: Serious. Heterogeneity: Chi² = 5.72, df = 3 (P = 0.13);
Heterogeneity: Chi² = 5.72, df = 2 (P = 0.06); I² = 65%; Publication bias: Serious. due to funding source, Mostly
commercially funded studies.
Systematic review [107] with included studies: [52], [53] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients;
Systematic review [107] with included studies: [65], [63] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
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6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Risk of bias: Serious. Missing intention-to-treat analysis, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel,
resulting in potential for performance bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was
high, with Heterogeneity: Chi² = 20.02, df = 5 (P = 0.001); I² = 75%.
Systematic review [107] with included studies: [52], [53] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients, Wide confidence intervals.
Systematic review [107] with included studies: [68] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention [68]
Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals;
Systematic review with included studies: [63], [52], [50] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Publication bias: Serious. Mostly commercially funded studies.
No studies available [67], [60], [52], [61], [59] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
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Table S8.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD with moderately increased albuminuria
Intervention: Low-salt diet
Comparator: Normal-salt diet
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia and
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Systolic blood
pressure

Absolute effect estimates
Normal-salt diet

Low-salt diet

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia and
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
Mean
Mean
better
Based on data from
Difference: MD 6.41 lower
15 patients in 2
(95% CI 9.58 lower - 3.23 lower)
1
studies

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision2

A low-salt diet may
decrease systolic
blood pressure
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Follow up 1 week
(mean)

Diastolic blood
pressure

Creatinine
clearance

Body weight

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
Mean
Mean
better
Based on data from
15 patients in 2
Difference: MD 3.19 lower
studies3
(95% CI 4.83 lower - 1.54 lower)
Follow up 1 week
(mean)

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

A low-salt diet may
decrease diastolic
blood pressure

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
better
Based on data from
7 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 1 week

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

Low-salt diet may
have little or no
difference on
creatinine clearance

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision8

A low-salt diet
probably decreases
body weight

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 34.64 lower
(95% CI 31.64 lower - 3.64
higher)

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Mean
Mean
Based on data from
27 patients in 2
Difference: MD 2.30 lower
studies7
(95% CI 2.77 lower - 1.83 lower)
Follow up 1.5
weeks (mean)

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Low
Mean
Mean
Low-salt diet may
Based on data from
Due to serious risk of
Body mass index
decrease body mass
7 patients in 1
bias, Due to serious
Difference: MD 1.00 lower
index
study9
imprecision10
(95% CI 1.39 lower - 0.61 lower)
Follow up 1 week
1. Systematic review [107] with included studies: [49], [57] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Missing intention-totreat analysis; Inconsistency: No serious. Heterogeneity: Chi² = 4.22, df = 1 (P = 0.04); I² = 76% however the effect
estimates were all below the null; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients.
3. Systematic review [107] with included studies: [49], [57] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Missing intentionto-treat analysis; Inconsistency: No serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with Heterogeneity:
Chi² = 4.74, df = 1 (P = 0.03); I² = 79% however the effect estimates were all below the null; Imprecision: Serious.
Low number of patients.
5. Systematic review [107] with included studies: [66] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Low number of patients, Only data from one study.
7. Systematic review [107] with included studies: [49], [54] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention [56], [63], [51]
8. Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients.
9. Systematic review [107] with included studies: [49] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Missing intention-totreat analysis; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from one study.
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Table S9.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD with severely increased albuminuria
Intervention: Low-salt diet
Comparator: Normal-salt diet
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia and
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Systolic blood
pressure

Absolute effect estimates
Normal-salt
diet

Low-salt diet

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia and
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
better

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of
evidence)

Mean
Difference:

Mean

No studies were
found that looked at
systolic blood
pressure
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Creatinine
clearance

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
better
Based on data from
4 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 1 week
Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
better

Mean

Body weight

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
better

Mean

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower
better

Mean

HbA1c

Diastolic blood
pressure
1.
2.

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 14.00 lower
(95% CI 31.64 lower - 3.64
higher)

Low-salt diet may
have little or no
difference on
creatinine clearance

Mean

No studies were
found that looked at
body weight

Mean

No studies were
found that looked at
HbA1c

Difference:

Difference:

Difference:

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision2

Mean

No studies were
found that looked at
diastolic blood
pressure

Systematic review with included studies: [66] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention
[55]
Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals;
References
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changes in salt intake in type 2 diabetic patients. Diabetes Care 1998;21(4):482-486.
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Table S10.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Any exercise to improve blood pressure
Comparator: Control (no exercise/placebo exercise)
Absolute effect estimates

Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 72
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 12 months

Cardiovascular
events

Certainty of the
Evidence
Control (no
Any exercise
(Quality of evidence)
exercise/place
to improve
bo exercise) blood pressure
0
per 1000

per 1000

Difference:

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced
Due to serious risk of
the all-cause
bias, Due to serious
mortality, to
indirectness, Due to
determine whether
very serious
any exercise made
imprecision2
a difference
No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
events

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Adverse events

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia or
cognitive
impairment

(95% CI - )
Difference:
Relative risk: 1.54
(95% CI 0.86 - 2.75)
Based on data from
282 patients in 6
studies3
Follow up 41 Weeks
(mean)

193
per 1000

297
per 1000

Difference: 104 more per 1000
(95% CI 27 fewer - 338 more)

Plain text
summary

Very Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
very serious risk of
bias4

Relative risk: 2.64
214
565
Low
Adverse events - (95% CI 1.22 - 5.74)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
calorie restricted Based on data from 58
bias, Due to serious
diet
patients in 1 study5 Difference: 351 more per 1000
imprecision6
Follow up 4 Months (95% CI 47 more - 1014 more)

We are uncertain
whether any
exercise to improve
blood pressure
increases or
decreases adverse
events
Any exercise in
patients on a
calorie restricted
diet may increase
adverse events

Any exercise may
improve blood
pressure by
Blood pressure
Relative risk: 3.45
Low
increasing the
reduction
(95% CI 1.17 - 10.14)
Due to serious risk of number of people
(systolic >12mm Based on data from 40
who have a
7
Difference: 431 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
Hg and diastolic
patients in 1 study
8
imprecision
reduction
(systolic
>8mm Hg)
Follow up 12 Weeks (95% CI 30 more - 1609 more)
by >12mm Hg and
diastolic by >8mm
Hg)
176
per 1000

<10% reduction
of eGFR

607
per 1000

Relative risk: 1.76
471
829
Low
(95% CI 1.03 - 3.01)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 40
bias, Due to serious
patients in 1 study9 Difference: 358 more per 1000
imprecision10
(95% CI 14 more - 947 more)
Follow up 12 weeks

Any exercise may
increase the
number of people
who have <10%
eGFR loss

38

End-stage kidney
disease

No studies were
found that looked
at end-stage kidney
disease

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Malignancy

Urinary protein
(>25%
reduction)

Relative risk: 1.60
(95% CI 0.44 - 5.83)
Based on data from
104 patients in 2
studies11
Follow up Mean 12
months

56
per 1000

90
per 1000

Difference: 34 more per 1000
(95% CI 31 fewer - 270 more)

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision12

Relative risk: 1.11
471
523
Very Low
(95% CI 0.59 - 2.10)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 40
bias, Due to very
Difference: 52 more per 1000
patients in 1 study13
serious
imprecision14
Follow up 12 weeks (95% CI 193 fewer - 518 more)

Fatigue15

Measured by: SF-36
Scale: - High better
Based on data from 33
patients in 1 study16
Follow up 13 Weeks

Body weight

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
189 patients in 5
studies18
Follow up 38.4 Weeks
(mean)

Body mass
index20

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
283 patients in 6
studies21
Follow up 33 Weeks
(mean)

Fat mass
reduction23

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Based on data from
189 patients in 5
studies24
Follow up 29 Weeks
(mean)

eGFR26

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Based on data from
278 patients in 6
studies27
Follow up 38 Weeks
(mean)
Measured by:
Scale: - High better

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 27.98 higher
(95% CI 15.39 higher - 40.57
higher)
Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 7.36 lower
(95% CI 13.45 lower - 1.28
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 1.11 lower
(95% CI 1.90 lower - 0.31
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 1.43 higher
(95% CI 0.74 lower - 3.61
higher)

Mean

Mean

Mean

We are uncertain
whether exercise
increases or
decreases urinary
protein >25%

Low
Any exercise
Due to serious risk of
versus control may
bias, Due to serious
decrease fatigue
imprecision17

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
indirectness19

Any exercise vs
control may
decrease body
weight

Low
Any exercise vs
Due to serious risk of
control may
bias, Due to serious
decrease body
indirectness22
mass index slightly

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency25

Any exercise may
have little or no
difference on fat
mass reduction

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias28

Any exercise
verses control may
have little or no
difference on
eGFR

Very Low

We are uncertain
whether any

Mean

Difference: MD 0.46 lower
(95% CI 3.11 lower - 2.18
higher)

There were too few
who experienced
the malignancy, to
determine whether
any exercise made
a difference

39

Systolic blood
pressure
reduction29

Based on data from
332 patients in 8
studies30
Follow up 31.2 Weeks
(mean)

Diastolic blood
pressure
reduction32

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Based on data from
301 patients in 7
studies33
Follow up 38 Weeks
(mean)

Quality of life Physical
component
summary score

Measured by: SF-36
Scale: - High better
Based on data from 52
patients in 2 studies35
Follow up 28 Weeks
(mean)

Difference: MD 3.25 higher
(95% CI 1.83 lower - 8.34
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.53 higher
(95% CI 1.64 lower - 2.70
higher)

Mean

Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious
inconsistency31

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision34

Any exercise vs
control may have
little or no
difference on
diastolic blood
pressure reduction

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias36

Any exercise
versus control may
have little or no
difference on
physical
component
summary score

Mean

Difference: MD 2.20 higher
(95% CI 3.11 lower - 7.52
higher)

exercise increases
or decreases
systolic blood
pressure

Measured by: SF-36
Any exercise vs
Scale: - High better
control may
Mean
Mean
Low
Based on data from 98
improve the quality
Due to very serious
Difference: MD 3.02 higher
patients in 3 studies37
of life mental
risk of bias38
(95% CI 1.30 higher - 7.34
Follow up 24 Weeks
component
higher)
(mean)
summary score
1. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [82] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Indirectness: Serious. The outcome time frame in studies were insufficient; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from one study, due to no events.
3. Systematic review [99] with included studies: Leehey 2016, Mustata 2011, Ikizler 2018 no diet, Leehey 2009, Ikizler
2018 Calorie rest, Greenwood 2015, LANDMARK 3 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Indirectness: No serious. All adverse events were described as being either unrelated or
possibly related to the intervention. The control group had three unrelated adverse events—one kidney infection, one
pain related, and one dizziness episode. The aerobic exercise and usual diet group had four adverse events—one
possibly related (knee pain while exercising) and three unrelated (one diverticulitis flare with hospitalization, one
back pain due to pinched disc, and one infection).; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients.
5. Systematic review [99] with included studies: Ikizler 2018 Calorie rest Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Indirectness: No serious. Some adverse events were described as being unrelated or possibly
related to the study. The control group had five unrelated adverse events (two-foot pain/surgery, one syncope episode,
one gout flare up, and one infection) and the intervention group had three possibly related to the study (hypotension),
and eight unrelated (two hypertension, one hyperglycemia, one sciatica, one pulled muscle, one knee injury, one hand
surgery, and one motor vehicle accident)., due to [reason]; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients, Only data
from one study, Low number of patients, Only data from one study.
7. Systematic review [99] with included studies: Flesher 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, resulting in potential for detection bias, due to [reason]; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one
study, Low number of patients.
9. Systematic review [99] with included studies: Flesher 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, due to other issue; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from one study.
11. Systematic review [99] with included studies: Leehey 2016, LANDMARK 3 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
Quality of life Mental
component
summary score
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12. Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from one study, due to few events.
13. Systematic review [99] with included studies: Flesher 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
14. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from
one study, Wide confidence intervals.
15. SF-36
16. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [93] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
17. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
18. Systematic review [99] with included studies: Leehey 2009, Greenwood 2015, LANDMARK 3 2011, Headley 2012,
Headley 2014 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
19. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Indirectness: Serious. due to some of the studies had diet as a co-intervention.
20. At longest follow-up
21. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [93], [82], [83], [84], [81], [80], [78] Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
22. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Indirectness: Serious. due to some of the studies had diet as a co-intervention.
23. Longest follow-up
24. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [83], [84], [88], [87], [81] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
25. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I 2: 71%..
26. At longest follow-up
27. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [83], [84], [80], [87], [82], [93], [78] Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention [80], [84], [83], [93], [87], [78], [82]
28. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective
outcome reporting.
29. At longest follow-up
30. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [80], [88], [81], [87], [84], [82], [93], [83], [78] Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
31. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I² = 53%;
Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals.
32. At longest follow-up
33. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [80], [88], [83], [93], [82], [81], [84], [78] Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
34. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals.
35. Systematic review [99] with included studies: Leehey 2016, Mustata 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
36. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting.
37. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [81], [87], [89] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
38. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting
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Chapter 3. Blood pressure management in patients with CKD, with or without diabetes, not
receiving dialysis
Table S11.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Low blood pressure target (≤120 mm Hg)
Comparator: Standard blood pressure target
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Standard
blood
pressure
target

Low blood
pressure
target (≤120
mm Hg)

53
per 1000

40
per 1000

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.75
(95% CI 0.57 - 0.99)
Based on data from
4372 patients in 2
studies1
Follow up Mean 3.4
years

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.67
(95% CI 0.40 - 1.11)
Based on data from
4372 patients in 2
studies3
Follow up Mean 3.4
years

End-stage kidney
disease or >50%
loss of GFR

Relative risk: 0.93
(95% CI 0.46 - 1.87)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 3.26 years

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.85
(95% CI 0.67 - 1.08)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 3.26 years

34
per 1000

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 0.77
(95% CI 0.45 - 1.32)
Based on data from
4372 patients in 2
studies9
Follow up Mean 3.4
years

16
per 1000

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.91
(95% CI 0.56 - 1.47)
Based on data from
4372 patients in 2
studies11
Follow up Mean 3.4
years

Difference: 13 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 23 fewer - 1 fewer)
17
per 1000

11
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 6 fewer - 10 more)
100
per 1000

Plain text summary

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias2

A lower blood
pressure target
probably decreases
all-cause mortality

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias4

A lower blood
pressure probably
makes little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
mortality

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

A lower blood
pressure target may
have little or no
effect on the endstage kidney disease
or >50% of GFR

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision8

A lower blood
pressure target may
have little or no
difference on
cardiovascular events

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias10

A lower blood
pressure target
probably has little or
no difference on
myocardial infarction

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias12

A lower blood
pressure target
probably has little or
no difference on
stroke

11
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 10 fewer - 2 more)
12
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

85
per 1000

Difference: 15 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 33 fewer - 8 more)
26
per 1000

Difference: 8 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 19 fewer - 11
more)
15
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 7 fewer - 8 more)
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Heart failure

Relative risk: 0.81
(95% CI 0.56 - 1.15)
Based on data from
4372 patients in 2
studies13
Follow up 3.26 years

Probable
dementia

Hazard Ratio: 0.79
(95% CI 0.56 - 1.11)
Based on data from
2385 patients in 1
study
Follow up 3.26 years

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk: 1.45
(95% CI 1.10 - 1.91)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study16
Follow up 3.26 years

Falls

Relative risk: 0.90
(95% CI 0.71 - 1.13)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study18
Follow up 3.26 years

Fatigue

30
per 1000

24
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 13 fewer - 5 more)
14
per 1000

11
per 1000

Difference: 3 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 6 fewer - 2 more)
33
per 1000

48
per 1000

Difference: 15 more per
1000
(95% CI 3 more - 30 more)
105
per 1000

95
per 1000

Difference: 10 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 30 fewer - 14
more)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias14

A lower blood
pressure target
probably has little or
no difference on
heart failure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision15

A lower blood
pressure target may
have little or no
difference on
probable dementia

Low
A lower blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
bias, Due to serious increase acute kidney
imprecision17
injury

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision19

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Serious adverse
events

Relative risk: 1.17
(95% CI 0.74 - 1.84)
Based on data from
4372 patients in 2
studies20
Follow up Mean 3.4
years

Hyperkalemia

Relative risk: 1.34
(95% CI 1.01 - 1.78)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study22
Follow up 3.26 years

Hypokalemia

Relative risk: 1.86
(95% CI 1.02 - 3.39)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study24
Follow up 3.26 years

>30% loss in
eGFR

Relative risk: 2.07
(95% CI 1.46 - 2.94)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study26
Follow up 3.26 years

310
per 1000

363
per 1000

Difference: 53 more per
1000
(95% CI 81 fewer - 260
more)
59
per 1000

79
per 1000

Difference: 20 more per
1000
(95% CI 1 more - 46 more)
12
per 1000

22
per 1000

Difference: 10 more per
1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 29 more)
33
per 1000

68
per 1000

Difference: 35 more per
1000
(95% CI 15 more - 64 more)

A lower blood
pressure target may
have little or no falls

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency21

A lower blood
pressure target
probably has little or
no difference on
serious adverse
events

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision23

A lower blood
pressure target may
increase
hyperkalemia

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision25

A lower blood
pressure target may
increase
hypokalemia

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision27

A lower blood
pressure target
probably may
increase a >30% loss
in GFR
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>40% loss in
eGFR

Relative risk: 1.56
(95% CI 0.88 - 2.76)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study28
Follow up 3.26 years

14
per 1000

22
per 1000

Difference: 8 more per
1000
(95% CI 2 fewer - 25 more)

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision29

A lower blood
pressure target may
have little or no
difference on >40%
in GFR

Hazard Ratio: 1.00
22
22
A lower blood
(95% CI 0.77 - 1.31)
Low
per 1000
per 1000
pressure target may
Mild cognitive
Based on data from
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
Difference: 0 fewer per
impairment
2385 patients in 1
bias, Due to serious
difference
on mild
30
1000
study
imprecision
cognitive
impairment
Follow up 3.26 years (95% CI 5 fewer - 7 more)
1. Systematic review with included studies: [416], [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias.
3. Systematic review with included studies: [416], [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias.
5. One study [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study.
7. On study: [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
9. Systematic review with included studies: [312], [416] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias.
11. Systematic review with included studies: [416], [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias.
13. Systematic review with included studies: [312], [416] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
14. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias.
15. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
16. Systematic review with included studies: [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
17. Risk of bias: Serious. lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
18. Systematic review with included studies: [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
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19. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
20. Systematic review with included studies: [416], [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
21. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Inconsistency:
Serious. Point estimates vary widely, the direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies, the
magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I 2:79%.
22. Systematic review with included studies: [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
23. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
24. Systematic review with included studies: [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
25. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study.
26. Systematic review with included studies: [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
27. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study.
28. Systematic review with included studies: [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
29. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study.
30. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
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Table S12.
Population: Adults with CKD and increased proteinuria/albuminuria
Intervention: Low blood pressure target
Comparator: Standard diastolic blood pressure target
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality and
end-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.80
(95% CI 0.68 - 0.95)
Based on data from
1425 patients in 3
studies
Follow up Mean 3.9
years

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.90
(95% CI 0.54 - 1.52)
Based on data from
692 patients in 2
studies2
Follow up Mean 6
years

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.50
(95% CI 0.05 - 5.49)
Based on data from
335 patients in 1
study4
Follow up Mean 1.6
years

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.78
(95% CI 0.59 - 1.02)
Based on data from
1425 patients in 3
studies
Follow up Mean 3.9
years

Cardiovascular
events

Standard
Low blood
diastolic blood pressure
pressure target
target
255
per 1000

204
per 1000

Difference: 51 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 82 fewer - 13
fewer)
76
per 1000

68
per 1000

Difference: 8 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 35 fewer - 40
more)
12
per 1000

6
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 11 fewer - 54
more)
790
per 1000

616
per 1000

Difference: 174 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 324 fewer - 16
more)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 2.92
(95% CI 1.19 - 7.18)
Based on data from
357 patients in 1
study7
Follow up Mean 10.5
years

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 1.01
(95% CI 0.06 - 15.95)
Based on data from
335 patients in 1
study9

35
per 1000

102
per 1000

Difference: 67 more per
1000
(95% CI 7 more - 216 more)
6
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Low blood
pressure target may
Low
decrease the
Due to serious risk of bias,
composite of allDue to serious
cause mortality and
inconsistency1
end-stage kidney
disease
Low blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of bias,
have little or no
Due to serious
effect on all-cause
3
imprecision
mortality
We are uncertain
whether low blood
Very Low
pressure target
Due to serious risk of bias,
increases or
Due to very serious
decreases
imprecision5
cardiovascular
mortality
Low blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of bias, have little or no
Due to serious
difference on endinconsistency6
stage kidney
disease
No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
events

Low
Low blood
Due to serious risk of bias, pressure target may
Due to serious
increase doubling
imprecision8
serum creatinine

6
per 1000

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether low blood
Due to serious risk of bias,
pressure target
Difference: 0 fewer per
Due to very serious
increases or
10
1000
imprecision
decreases
(95% CI 6 fewer - 90 more)
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Follow up Mean 1.6
years

Heart failure

myocardial
infarction

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Stroke

Dementia

Fatigue

Falls

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk: 0.34
(95% CI 0.01 - 8.17)
Based on data from
335 patients in 1
study11
Follow up Mean 1.6
years

6
per 1000

No studies were
found that looked
at heart failure

2
per 1000

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether low blood
Due to serious risk of bias,
pressure target
Difference: 4 fewer per
Due to very serious
increases or
1000
imprecision12
decreases
stroke
(95% CI 6 fewer - 43 more)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 1.49
149
222
A low blood
(95% CI 0.94 - 2.36)
per 1000
per 1000
Low
pressure target
Based on data from
Serious adverse
Difference: 73 more per Due to serious risk of bias, probably has little
335 patients in 1
events
Due to serious
or no difference on
1000
study13
14
imprecision
serious adverse
(95% CI 9 fewer - 203
Follow up Mean 1.6
events
more)
years
1. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The
confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of
some of the included studies., The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 76%.
2. Systematic review with included studies: [310], [306] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
3. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals
4. Systematic review with included studies: [310] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
5. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
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6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The
confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of
some of the included studies., The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 73%.
One study included: [306] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only
data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [310] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [310] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [310] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Inconsistency: No serious. The
direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S13.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Low blood pressure target
Comparator: Standard blood pressure target
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.69
(95% CI 0.33 - 1.45)
Based on data from
13367 patients in 9
studies1
Follow up Mean 3.1
years

All-cause
mortality
Long-term
follow-up

Relative risk: 1.22
(95% CI 0.77 - 1.93)
Based on data from
1453 patients in 2
studies3
Follow up Mean 10.5
years

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.78
(95% CI 0.52 - 1.17)
Based on data from
5801 patients in 4
studies5
Follow up Mean 3
years

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.95
(95% CI 0.79 - 1.14)
Based on data from
3995 patients in 4
studies7
Follow up Mean 2.8
years

End-stage kidney
disease
Long-term
follow-up

Relative risk: 0.73
(95% CI 0.42 - 1.28)
Based on data from
1453 patients in 2
studies9
Follow up Mean 10.5
years

End-stage kidney
disease and
>50% loss of
GFR

Relative risk: 0.93
(95% CI 0.46 - 1.87)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study11
Follow up Mean 3.3
years

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.86
(95% CI 0.69 - 1.08)
Based on data from
10338 patients in 5
studies13

Absolute effect estimates
Standard blood Low blood
pressure target pressure target
73
per 1000

50
per 1000

71
per 1000

87
per 1000

19
per 1000

15
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Low blood
Moderate
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
Difference: 23 fewer per 1000
bias2
difference on all(95% CI 49 fewer - 33 more)
cause mortality

Low blood
Moderate
pressure target
Due to serious risk of probably has little
Difference: 16 more per 1000
bias4
or no difference on
(95% CI 16 fewer - 66 more)
all-cause mortality

Difference: 4 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 9 fewer - 3 more)
99
per 1000

94
per 1000

Difference: 5 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 21 fewer - 14 more)
333
per 1000

47
per 1000

Difference: 4 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 28 fewer - 44 more)
160
per 1000

Low blood
pressure target
Moderate
probably has little
Due to serious risk of
or no effect on end8
bias
stage kidney
disease

243
per 1000

Difference: 90 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 193 fewer - 93 more)
51
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias6

A low blood
pressure target
probably makes
little to no
difference to
cardiovascular
mortality

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias10

Low blood
pressure target may
make little or no
difference on endstage kidney
disease

Low blood
pressure target may
Low
have little or no
Due to serious risk of
difference on endbias, Due to serious
stage kidney
imprecision12
disease and >50%
loss of GFR

138
per 1000

Low
A low blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
make little or no
Difference: 22 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
14
inconsistency
difference to
(95% CI 50 fewer - 13 more)

50

Follow up Mean 3.6
years

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 0.89
(95% CI 0.67 - 1.18)
Based on data from
6689 patients in 5
studies15
Follow up Mean 2.8
years

Heart failure

Relative risk: 0.90
(95% CI 0.68 - 1.18)
Based on data from
5671 patients in 4
studies17
Follow up Mean 3.68
years

Stroke

Dementia

Relative risk: 0.73
(95% CI 0.62 - 0.86)
Based on data from
9672 patients in 6
studies19
Follow up Mean 3.3
years

cardiovascular
events
29
per 1000

26
per 1000

Difference: 3 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 10 fewer - 5 more)
37
per 1000

33
per 1000

Difference: 4 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 12 fewer - 7 more)
60
per 1000

The low blood
pressure target may
Moderate
have little or no
Due to serious risk of
effect on
16
bias
myocardial
infarction

Low BP target
Moderate
probably has little
Due to serious risk of
or no difference on
bias18
heart failure

44
per 1000

Moderate
Low BP target
Due to serious risk of probably decreases
Difference: 16 fewer per 1000
bias20
stroke
(95% CI 23 fewer - 8 fewer)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Hyperkalemia

Relative risk: 0.61
(95% CI 0.06 - 5.91)
Based on data from
3740 patients in 2
studies21
Follow up Mean 3.68
years

Serious adverse
event

Relative risk: 1.07
(95% CI 0.76 - 1.49)
Based on data from
4836 patients in 4
studies23
Follow up Mean 2.6
years

Injurious falls

Relative risk: 0.89
(95% CI 0.69 - 1.14)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study25
Follow up 3.26 years

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk: 1.45
(95% CI 1.10 - 1.91)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study27
Follow up 3.3 years

44
per 1000

27
per 1000

305
per 1000

326
per 1000

105
per 1000

93
per 1000

33
per 1000

48
per 1000

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
Difference: 17 fewer per 1000
serious
imprecision22
(95% CI 41 fewer - 216 more)

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia

We are uncertain
whether a low
blood pressure
target improves or
worsens
hyperkalemia

A low blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias,
Due
to
serious
difference on
Difference: 21 more per 1000
24
inconsistency
serious
adverse
(95% CI 73 fewer - 149 more)
events
Low blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
Difference: 12 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
difference on
imprecision26
(95% CI 33 fewer - 15 more)
injurious falls

Low
Low blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
increase acute
Difference: 15 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
28
imprecision
kidney injury
(95% CI 3 more - 30 more)
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Doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 1.03
(95% CI 0.77 - 1.36)
Based on data from
1094 patients in 1
study29
Follow up 4.1 years

Doubling serum
creatinine
Long-term
follow-up

Relative risk: 1.29
(95% CI 0.97 - 1.73)
Based on data from
759 patients in 1
study31
Follow up 10.5 years

Fatigue

148
per 1000

152
per 1000

Difference: 4 more per 1000
(95% CI 34 fewer - 53 more)
170
per 1000

Low BP target
Moderate
probably has little
Due to serious risk of or no difference on
bias30
doubling of serum
creatinine

219
per 1000

Low BP target
Moderate
probably has little
Due to serious risk of or no difference on
Difference: 49 more per 1000
bias32
doubling of serum
(95% CI 5 fewer - 124 more)
creatinine

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Regression to no
albuminuria

Relative risk: 2.31
(95% CI 1.35 - 3.94)
Based on data from
138 patients in 2
studies33
Follow up Mean 3.6
years

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
5044 patients in 5
studies35
Follow up Mean 2.6
years

Mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
2269 patients in 3
studies37
Follow up Mean 2.63
years

Annual loss in
GFR
12 months

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
1594 patients in 2
studies39
Follow up Mean 3.15
years

Acute decline in
GFR
Baseline to 4
months

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
840 patients in 1
study41
Follow up 2.2 years

Chronic decline
in GFR
After 3 months

Measured by:
Scale: -

178
per 1000

411
per 1000

Mean

Mean

Low
Low blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
increase regression
Difference: 233 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
34
imprecision
to no albuminuria
(95% CI 62 more - 523 more)

Difference: MD 4.99 lower
(95% CI 6.46 lower - 3.52
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 5.84 lower
(95% CI 9.13 lower - 2.54
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.36 lower
(95% CI 1.68 lower - 0.97
higher)
1.9
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

3.4
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

Difference: MD 1.5 higher
(95% CI 0.4 higher - 2.6
higher)
2.32
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

2.11
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

Low
A low blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
bias, Due to serious
decrease diastolic
inconsistency36
blood pressure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency38

A low blood
pressure target
decreases mean
arterial pressure

A low blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference on
inconsistency40
annual decline in
GFR

Low
A low blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
bias, Due to serious
increase acute
imprecision42
decline in GFR
Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision44

A low blood
pressure target may
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Based on data from
754 patients in 1
study43
Follow up 4.1 years

Difference: MD 0.21 lower
(95% CI 0.23 lower - 0.19
lower)

decrease chronic
decline in GFR

Measured by:
Scale: Mean
Mean
Low
A Low blood
Based on data from
Systolic blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
5044 patients in 5
Difference: MD 8.86 lower
pressure
bias, Due to serious
decrease systolic
studies45
(95% CI 11.82 lower - 5.91
inconsistency46
blood pressure
Follow up Mean 2.6
lower)
years
1. Systematic review with included studies: [205], [422], [318], [423], [315], [18], [420], [312], [316]
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious.
3. Systematic review with included studies: [327], [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias
5. Systematic review with included studies: [312], [316], [318], [422] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies
7. Systematic review with included studies: [316], [18], [422], [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias
9. Systematic review with included studies: [313], [327] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective
outcome reporting
11. Systematic review with included studies: [318] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
13. Systematic review with included studies: [205], [312], [318], [423], [315] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
14. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies, the magnitude of
statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:78%.
15. Systematic review with included studies: [423], [422], [205], [316], [318] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
16. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
17. Systematic review with included studies: [422], [318], [423], [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
18. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies
19. Systematic review with included studies: [315], [205], [312], [422], [316], [423], [318] Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
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20. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias
21. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002, SPRINT CKD 2017 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
22. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of events, Wide confidence intervals
23. Systematic review with included studies: [318], [316], [381], [422] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
24. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies, the magnitude of
statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:76%.; Imprecision: No serious. Only data from one study
25. Systematic review with included studies: [318] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
26. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
27. Systematic review with included studies: [318] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
28. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
29. Systematic review with included studies: [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
30. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: No serious. Only data from one study
31. Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
32. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: No serious. Only data from one study
33. Systematic review with included studies: [420], [421] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
34. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients
35. Systematic review with included studies: [316], [18], [318], [420], [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
36. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:91%.
37. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002, MDRD 1994, REIN-2 2005 Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
38. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Inconsistency: Serious.
The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:96%.
39. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002, MDRD 1994 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
40. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: Serious. The confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap
with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of some of the included studies., The direction of the effect is
not consistent between the included studies, the magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 91%.
41. Systematic review with included studies: MDRD 1994 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
42. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
43. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
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44. Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
45. Systematic review with included studies: [318], [420], [316], [18], [312] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
46. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:94%.
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Table S14.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Low blood pressure target
Comparator: Standard blood pressure target
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.79
(95% CI 0.69 - 0.91)
Based on data from
9351 patients in 5
studies1
Follow up Mean 3.23
years

All-cause
mortality
Long-term
follow-up

Relative risk: 1.22
(95% CI 0.77 - 1.93)
Based on data from
1453 patients in 2
studies3
Follow up Mean 10.5
years

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.75
(95% CI 0.49 - 1.17)
Based on data from
4075 patients in 3
studies5
Follow up Mean 2.98
years

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.94
(95% CI 0.78 - 1.14)
Based on data from
2269 patients in 3
studies7
Follow up Mean 2.63
years

End-stage kidney
disease
Long-term
follow-up

Relative risk: 0.73
(95% CI 0.42 - 1.28)
Based on data from
1453 patients in 2
studies9
Follow up Mean 10.5
years

End-stage kidney
disease and
>50% loss of
GFR

Relative risk: 0.93
(95% CI 0.46 - 1.87)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study11
Follow up Mean 3.3
years

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.86
(95% CI 0.60 - 1.22)
Based on data from
8176 patients in 3
studies13

Absolute effect estimates

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 18 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
inconsistency2
(95% CI 26 fewer - 8 fewer)

Low blood pressure
target may decrease
all-cause mortality

Standard blood Low blood
pressure target pressure target
84
per 1000

71
per 1000

66
per 1000

87
per 1000

Difference: 16 more per 1000
(95% CI 16 fewer - 66 more)
23
per 1000

17
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 12 fewer - 4 more)
168
per 1000

47
per 1000

Difference: 4 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 28 fewer - 44 more)
150
per 1000

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias8

Low blood pressure
target may have little
or no difference on
end-stage kidney
disease

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias10

Low blood pressure
target may make little
or no difference on
end-stage kidney
disease

243
per 1000

Difference: 90 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 193 fewer - 93 more)
51
per 1000

A low blood pressure
Moderate
target probably makes
Due to serious risk of little to no difference
bias6
to cardiovascular
mortality

158
per 1000

Difference: 10 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 37 fewer - 24 more)
333
per 1000

Low blood pressure
Moderate
target probably has
Due to serious risk of
little
or no difference
bias4
on all-cause mortality

Low blood pressure
Low
target may have little
Due to serious risk of or no difference on
bias, Due to serious
end-stage kidney
imprecision12
disease and >50%
loss of GFR

129
per 1000

Low
A low blood pressure
Due to serious risk of target may make little
or no difference to
Difference: 21 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
14
inconsistency
cardiovascular
events
(95% CI 60 fewer - 33 more)
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Follow up Mean 4.12
years

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 0.97
(95% CI 0.65 - 1.45)
Based on data from
2981 patients in 2
studies15
Follow up Mean 2.42
years

Heart failure

Relative risk: 0.93
(95% CI 0.61 - 1.41)
Based on data from
3740 patients in 2
studies17
Follow up Mean 3.68
years

Stroke

Dementia

Relative risk: 0.75
(95% CI 0.56 - 0.99)
Based on data from
8511 patients in 4
studies19
Follow up Mean 3.49
years

31
per 1000

30
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 11 fewer - 14 more)
40
per 1000

37
per 1000

Difference: 3 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 16 fewer - 16 more)
49
per 1000

The low blood
Moderate
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of have little or no effect
bias16
on myocardial
infarction

Low BP target
Moderate
probably has little or
Due to serious risk of
no difference on heart
bias18
failure

37
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 12 fewer per 1000
bias20
(95% CI 22 fewer - 0 fewer)

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Fatigue

Relative risk: 1.03
(95% CI 0.77 - 1.36)
Based on data from
1094 patients in 1
study21
Follow up 4.1 years

148
per 1000

152
per 1000

Difference: 4 more per 1000
(95% CI 34 fewer - 53 more)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias22

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Hyperkalemia

Serious adverse
event

Relative risk: 0.61
(95% CI 0.06 - 5.91)
Based on data from
3740 patients in 2
studies23
Follow up Mean 3.68
years

44
per 1000

27
per 1000

Low BP target
probably decreases
stroke

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
Difference: 17 fewer per 1000
serious
imprecision24
(95% CI 41 fewer - 216 more)

Low BP target
probably has little or
no difference on
doubling of serum
creatinine

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

We are uncertain
whether a low blood
pressure target
improves or worsens
hyperkalemia

Relative risk: 1.13
448
506
(95% CI 0.75 - 1.69)
A low blood pressure
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
Moderate
target probably has
2981 patients in 2
Due to serious risk of little or no difference
Difference: 58 more per 1000
studies25
bias26
on serious adverse
Follow up Mean 2.42 (95% CI 112 fewer - 309 more)
events
years
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Injurious falls

Relative risk: 0.89
(95% CI 0.69 - 1.14)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study27
Follow up 3.26 years

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk: 1.45
(95% CI 1.10 - 1.91)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study29
Follow up 3.3 years

Doubling serum
creatinine
Long-term
follow-up

Relative risk: 1.29
(95% CI 0.97 - 1.73)
Based on data from
759 patients in 1
study31
Follow up 10.5 years

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
4915 patients in 4
studies33
Follow up Mean 2.79
years

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
4915 patients in 4
studies35
Follow up Mean 2.79
years

Mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
2269 patients in 3
studies37
Follow up Mean 2.63
years

Annual loss in
GFR
12 months

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
1594 patients in 2
studies39
Follow up Mean 3.15
years

Acute decline in
GFR
Baseline to 4
months

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
840 patients in 1
study41
Follow up 2.2 years

Chronic decline
in GFR
After 3 months

Measured by:
Scale: -

105
per 1000

93
per 1000

33
per 1000

48
per 1000

Low
Low blood pressure
Due to serious risk of target may have little
or no difference on
Difference: 12 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
28
imprecision
injurious falls
(95% CI 33 fewer - 15 more)

Difference: 15 more per 1000
(95% CI 3 more - 30 more)
170
per 1000

219
per 1000

Difference: 49 more per 1000
(95% CI 5 fewer - 124 more)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 9.44 lower
(95% CI 12.58 lower - 6.29
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 4.99 lower
(95% CI 6.65 lower - 3.32
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 5.84 lower
(95% CI 9.13 lower - 2.54
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.36 lower
(95% CI 1.68 lower - 0.97
higher)
1.9
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

3.4
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

Difference: MD 1.5 higher
(95% CI 0.4 higher - 2.6
higher)
2.32
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

2.11
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision30

Low blood pressure
target may increase
acute kidney injury

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias32

Low BP target
probably has little or
no difference on
doubling of serum
creatinine

Low
A low blood pressure
Due to serious risk of target may decrease
bias, Due to serious
systolic blood
inconsistency34
pressure

Low
A low blood pressure
Due to serious risk of target may decrease
bias, Due to serious
diastolic blood
inconsistency36
pressure

Low
A low blood pressure
Due to serious risk of
target decreases mean
bias, Due to serious
arterial pressure
inconsistency38

A low blood pressure
Low
target may have little
Due to serious risk of
or no difference on
bias, Due to serious
annual decline in
40
inconsistency
GFR

Low
A low blood pressure
Due to serious risk of
target may increase
bias, Due to serious
acute decline in GFR
42
imprecision
Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision44

A low blood pressure
target may decrease
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1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

Based on data from
chronic decline in
Difference: MD 0.21 lower
754 patients in 1
GFR
(95% CI 0.23 lower - 0.19
study43
lower)
Follow up 4.1 years
Systematic review with included studies: [309], [311], [307], [313], [310] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies
Systematic review with included studies: [308], [322] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias
Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002, SPRINT CKD 2017, REIN-2 2005 Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies
Systematic review with included studies: [307], [311], [309] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective
outcome reporting
Systematic review with included studies: [308], [322] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective
outcome reporting
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: SPRINT CKD 2017, Pahor 1998, AASK 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies, the magnitude of
statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:88%.
Systematic review with included studies: SPRINT CKD 2017, REIN-2 2005 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002, SPRINT CKD 2017 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies
Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002, Pahor 1998, SPRINT CKD 2017, REIN-2 2005
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias
Systematic review with included studies: [307] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: No serious. Only data from one study
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23. Systematic review with included studies: SPRINT CKD 2017, AASK 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
24. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of events, Wide confidence intervals
25. Systematic review with included studies: REIN-2 2005, SPRINT CKD 2017 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
26. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies; Imprecision: No
serious. Only data from one study
27. Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
28. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
29. Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
30. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
31. Systematic review with included studies: [308] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
32. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: No serious. Only data from one study
33. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002, MDRD 1994, REIN-2 2005, SPRINT CKD 2017
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
34. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:95%.
35. Systematic review with included studies: SPRINT CKD 2017, MDRD 1994, REIN-2 2005, AASK 2002
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
36. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:93%.
37. Systematic review with included studies: REIN-2 2005, AASK 2002, MDRD 1994 Baseline/comparator: Control arm
of reference used for intervention.
38. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The
magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:96%.
39. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002, MDRD 1994 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
40. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: Serious. The confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap
with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of some of the included studies., The direction of the effect is not
consistent between the included studies, the magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 91%.
41. Systematic review with included studies: MDRD 1994 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
42. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
43. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
44. Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S15.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: ACEi
Comparator: Placebo or standard of care
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause mortality

Relative risk: 0.90
(95% CI 0.45 - 1.79)
Based on data from
1435 patients in 6
studies1
Follow up Mean 31
months

All-cause mortality
Moderately or
severely increased
albuminuria (A2-A3)

Cardiovascular
mortality

Acute kidney injury

Relative risk: 2.35
(95% CI 0.63 - 8.86)
Based on data from
1263 patients in 4
studies3
Follow up Mean 38
months

Placebo or
standard of
care

ACEi

23
per 1000

21
per 1000

Difference: 2 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 13 fewer - 18 more)
2
per 1000

5
per 1000

Difference: 3 more per 1000
(95% CI 1 fewer - 16 more)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision2

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
all-cause mortality

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular
mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.57
62
35
(95% CI 0.36 - 0.91)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
1333 patients in 5
Difference: 27 fewer per 1000
studies5
(95% CI 40 fewer - 6 fewer)
Follow up Mean 35
months

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias6

ACEi probably
decreases
cardiovascular events

Cardiovascular
events
Moderately or
severely increased
albuminuria (A2-A3)

Relative risk: 0.58
64
37
(95% CI 0.36 - 0.93)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
1263 patients in 4
Difference: 27 fewer per 1000
studies7
(95% CI 41 fewer - 4 fewer)
Follow up Mean 38
months

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias8

ACEi probably
decreases
cardiovascular events

Cardiovascular
events
Severely increased
albuminuria (A3)

Relative risk: 1.50
35
53
(95% CI 0.35 – 6.51)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
166 patients in 1
Difference: 18 more per 1000
study9
(95% CI 23 fewer - 193 more)
Follow up 36 months

Very low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision10

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
cardiovascular events
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End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.51
219
112
(95% CI 0.34 - 0.76)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
553 patients in 4
Difference: 107 fewer per
studies11
1000
Follow up Mean 30 (95% CI 145 fewer - 53 fewer)
months

End-stage kidney
disease
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.32
(95% CI 0.16 - 0.64)
Based on data from
186 patients in 1
study13
Follow up 36 months

End-stage kidney
disease
Severely increased
albuminuria (A3)

Relative risk: 0.66
218
144
(95% CI 0.40 - 1.11)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
166 patients in 1
Difference: 74 fewer per 1000
study15
(95% CI 131 fewer - 24 more)
Follow up 36 months

End-stage kidney
disease or doubling
of serum creatinine
Moderately and
severely increased
albuminuria (A2-A3)

Relative risk: 0.51
268
137
(95% CI 0.38 - 0.69)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
769 patients in 2
Difference: 131 fewer per
studies17
1000
Follow up Mean 36 (95% CI 166 fewer - 83 fewer)
months

Dementia or
cognitive impairment

288
per 1000

92
per 1000

Difference: 196 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 242 fewer - 104
fewer)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias12

ACEi probably
decreases end-stage
kidney disease

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision14

ACEi probably
decreases end-stage
kidney disease

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision16

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
end-stage kidney
disease

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias18

ACEi probably
decreases the
composite end-stage
kidney disease or
doubling serum
creatinine
No studies were
found that looked at
dementia or
cognitive impairment

(95% CI - )
Difference:

≥50% GFR loss

Doubling of serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 0.42
108
45
(95% CI 0.11 - 1.56)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
131 patients in 1
Difference: 63 fewer per 1000
study19
(95% CI 96 fewer - 60 more)
Follow up 24 months

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Fatigue

Falls

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias20

ACEi probably has
little or no difference
on ≥50% GFR loss

There were too few
who experienced the
doubling of serum
creatinine, to
determine whether
ACEi made a
difference

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

Systematic review with included studies: [189], [193], [354], [344], [313], [168] Baseline/comparator Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals.
Systematic review with included studies: [168], [313], [354], [193] Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals.
Systematic review with included studies: [193], [313], [189], [168], [354] Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review with included studies: [193], [354], [168], [313] Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review with included studies: [168] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study.
Systematic review with included studies: [193], [189], [187], [168] Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias.
Systematic review with included studies: [193] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
Systematic review with included studies: [168] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
Systematic review with included studies: [193], [313] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias.
Systematic review with included studies: [187] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias.
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Table S16.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: ARB
Comparator: Placebo or standard of care
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 1.10
(95% CI 0.29 - 4.24)
Based on data from
383 patients in 2
studies1
Follow up Mean 24
months

Cardiovascular
mortality

Cardiovascular
events

End-stage kidney
disease

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Fatigue

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo/standa
rd of care

ARB

21
per 1000

23
per 1000

Difference: 2 more per 1000
(95% CI 15 fewer - 68 more)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision2

ARB may have little
or no difference on
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular
mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia or
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue
Systematic review with included studies: Nakamura 2005b, Shen 2012 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Wide confidence intervals
Difference:

1.
2.
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Table S17.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Aldosterone antagonist
Comparator: Placebo or standard care
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 2.93
(95% CI 0.12 - 71.41)
Based on data from
448 patients in 2
studies1

Cardiovascular
mortality

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo/standa
rd care

Aldosterone
antagonist

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Cardiovascular
death and events

End-stage kidney
disease

Acute kidney
injury

Dementia and
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Relative risk: 0.71
(95% CI 0.58 - 0.87)
Based on data from
912 patients in 1
study5
Follow up Mean 21
months

322
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced the
Due to serious risk of all-cause mortality, to
bias, Due to very
determine whether
serious imprecision2 aldosterone antagonist
made a difference
No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular
mortality

229
per 1000

Low
Aldosterone antagonist
Due to serious risk of
may decrease
bias,
Due
to
serious
cardiovascular
death
Difference: 93 fewer per 1000
6
imprecision
and
events
(95% CI 135 fewer - 42 fewer)

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at endstage kidney disease

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
and cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
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Difference:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Systematic review with included studies: [142], [141] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Low number of patients and events
Systematic review with included studies: Vukusich 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [151], [139] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients
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Table S18.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Beta-blockers
Comparator: RASi
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 1.27
(95% CI 0.51 - 3.20)
Based on data from
670 patients in 2
studies1
Follow up Mean 25
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 1.84
(95% CI 0.94 - 3.62)
Based on data from
100 patients in 1
study3

Stroke

Relative risk: 1.16
(95% CI 0.43 - 3.15)
Based on data from
570 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 6 months

Cardiovascular
events

Acute kidney
injury

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Relative risk: 0.90
(95% CI 0.35 - 2.30)
Based on data from
570 patients in 1
study7

Absolute effect estimates
RASi

Beta-blockers

24
per 1000

30
per 1000

Difference: 6 more per 1000
(95% CI 12 fewer - 53 more)
192
per 1000

353
per 1000

24
per 1000

28
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision2

We are uncertain
whether beta-blocker
increases or decreases
all-cause mortality

Low
Beta-blocker may have
Due to serious risk of little or no difference
on end-stage kidney
Difference: 161 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
4
imprecision
disease
(95% CI 12 fewer - 503 more)

Difference: 4 more per 1000
(95% CI 14 fewer - 52 more)
31
per 1000

28
per 1000

Difference: 3 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 20 fewer - 40 more)

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision6

We are uncertain
whether beta-blocker
increases or decreases
stroke

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision8

We are uncertain
whether beta-blocker
increases or decreases
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
or cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI -)

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
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Difference:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Systematic review with included studies: COPE study, Hannedouche 1994 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only few events
Systematic review with included studies: Hannedouche 1994 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: COPE study Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence
intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: COPE study Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence
intervals, Only data from one study
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Table S19.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Calcium channel blocker
Comparator: Placebo
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.71
(95% CI 0.39 - 1.30)
Based on data from
251 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 30 months

All-cause
mortality and
cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.62
(95% CI 0.37 - 1.03)
Based on data from
251 patients in 1
study3

End-stage kidney
disease

(95% CI - )

Acute kidney
injury

172
per 1000

122
per 1000

Difference: 50 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 105 fewer - 52
more)
250
per 1000

(95% CI - )

Doubling serum
creatinine

(95% CI - )

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Low
Calcium channel
Due to serious risk of blockers may have little
bias, Due to serious
or no difference on allimprecision2
cause mortality

155
per 1000

Calcium channel
Low
blockers may have little
Due to serious risk of
or no difference on allDifference: 95 fewer per
bias, Due to serious
cause mortality and
1000
imprecision4
cardiovascular
events
(95% CI 157 fewer - 7 more)

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at end-stage
kidney disease

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
or cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

(95% CI - )

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Falls

Placebo

Calcium
channel
blockers

No studies were found
that looked at falls

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Fatigue

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue

(95% CI - )
Difference:

1.

Systematic review with included studies: Tepel 2008 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
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2.
3.
4.

Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one
study.
Systematic review with included studies: Tepel 2008 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one
study.
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Table S20.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Direct renin inhibitors
Comparator: RASi
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

Cardiovascular
mortality

Cardiovascular
events

End-stage kidney
disease

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Absolute effect estimates
RASi

Direct renin
inhibitors

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of
evidence)

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular mortality

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from
114 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 36 months

Plain text summary

per 1000

per 1000

Difference:

Low
Due to serious
risk of bias, Due
to serious
imprecision2

There were too few who
experienced the endstage kidney disease, to
determine whether direct
renin inhibitors made a
difference

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
or cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI -)

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
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Difference:
1.
2.

Systematic review with included studies: [341] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study;
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Table S21.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: ACEi
Comparator: Placebo or standard care
Absolute effect estimates

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

All-cause mortality

Relative risk: 0.79
125
99
(95% CI 0.54 - 1.16)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 7561
Difference: 26 fewer per 1000
patients in 22 studies1
Follow up Mean 32 months (95% CI 57 fewer - 20 more)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias2

ACEi probably has
little or no
difference on allcause mortality

All-cause mortality
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.81
132
107
(95% CI 0.48 - 1.36)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 6851
Difference: 25 fewer per 1000
patients in 16 studies3
Follow up Mean 32 months (95% CI 69 fewer - 48 more)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias4

ACEi probably has
little or no
difference on allcause mortality

All-cause mortality
Severly increased
albuminuria (A3)

Relative risk: 0.59
69
41
(95% CI 0.27 - 1.33)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 222
Difference: 28 fewer per 1000
patients in 2 studies5
Follow up Mean 24 months (95% CI 50 fewer - 23 more)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias6

ACEi probably has
little or no
difference on allcause mortality

Cardiovascular
mortality
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.80
54
43
(95% CI 0.44 - 1.46)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 4912
Difference: 11 fewer per 1000
patients in 1 studies7
Follow up Mean 4.5 months (95% CI 30 fewer - 25 more)

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision8

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
mortality

Cardiovascular
events
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.97
(95% CI 0.85 - 1.11)
Based on data from 5118
patients in 3 studies9
Follow up Mean 54 months

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias10

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
disease

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.60
41
25
(95% CI 0.39 - 0.93)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 6760
Difference: 16 fewer per 1000
patients in 8 studies11
Follow up Mean 26 months (95% CI 25 fewer - 3 fewer)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias12

ACEi probably
decreases end-stage
kidney disease

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias14

ACEi probably has
little or no effect
on end-stage
kidney disease.
However, test of
subgroup
differences
indicates no
difference for all
patients with
albuminuria.

Moderate

ACEi probably has
little or no

Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Placebo or
standard care

147
per 1000

End-stage kidney
disease

41
per 1000

Difference: 106 fewer per
1000

25
per 1000
End-stage kidney
disease
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

ACEi

15
per 1000

Relative risk: 0.59
(95% CI 0.26 - 1.36)
Based on data from 6319
Difference: 10 fewer per 1000
patients in 6 studies13
(95% CI 18 fewer - 9 more)
Follow up Mean 26 months

Relative risk: 0.60
(95% CI 0.36 - 1.01)

211
per 1000

127
per 1000
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Severely increased
albuminuria (A3)

Based on data from 441
patients in 2 studies15
Follow up Mean 24 months

Due to serious
risk of bias16
Difference: 84 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 135 fewer - 2 more)

difference on endstage kidney
disease. However,
test of subgroup
differences
indicates no
difference for all
patients with
albuminuria.

Doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 0.70
41
29
(95% CI 0.46 - 1.05)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 6759
Difference: 12 fewer per 1000
patients in 8 studies17
(95% CI 22 fewer - 2 more)
Follow up Mean 32 months

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias18

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
doubling serum
creatinine

Doubling serum
creatinine
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.70
(95% CI 0.37 - 1.33)
Based on data from 6318
patients in 6 studies19
Follow up Mean 26 months

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency20

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
doubling serum
creatinine

Doubling serum
creatinine
Severely increased
albuminuria (A3)

211
78
Relative risk: 0.58
per 1000
per 1000
(95% CI 0.37 - 0.90)
Based on data from 441
Difference: 133 fewer per
patients in 2 studies21
1000
Follow up Mean 24 months (95% CI 133 fewer - 21 fewer)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias22

ACEi probably
decreases doubling
serum creatinine

Progression from
micro- to
macroalbuminuria
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

224
101
Relative risk: 0.45
per
1000
per
1000
(95% CI 0.29 - 0.69)
Based on data from 2036
Difference: 123 fewer per
patients in 17 studies23
1000
Follow up Mean 34 months (95% CI 159 fewer - 69 fewer)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias24

ACEi probably
decreases the risk
of progression
from micro- to
macroalbuminuria

Acute kidney injury

Fatigue

Serious adverse
events

Falls

30
per 1000

21
per 1000

Difference: 9 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 19 fewer - 10 more)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 0.12
(95% CI 0.01 - 2.13)
Based on data from 38
patients in 1 studies25
Follow up 24 months

200
per 1000

24
per 1000

Difference: 176 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 198 fewer - 226 more)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Quality of life

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision26

We are uncertain
whether acei
increases or
decreases serious
adverse events

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

(95% CI - )
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No studies were
found that looked
at quality of life
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [380], [379], [402], [384], [377], [403], [376], [373], [396], [391],
[382], [378], [381], [389], [400], [401], [393], [398], [395], [404], [386], [390] Baseline/comparator Control arm
of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [403], [402], [378], [382], [379], [380], [384], [373], [390], [401],
[389], [381], [404], [395], [398], [393] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [391], [400] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [393] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
No studies available [49], [402], [393] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up.
Systematic review with included studies: [379], [391], [199], [393], [389], [403], [400], [402]
Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review with included studies: [379], [389], [393], [199], [402], [403] Baseline/comparator Control arm
of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review with included studies: [400], [391] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [391], [400], [393], [373], [389], [402], [379], [403]
Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [403], [379], [402], [389], [373], [393] Baseline/comparator
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I^2 59%.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [391], [400] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies,
but the I^2 statistic does not indicate any heterogeneity.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [378], [374], [389], [387], [399], [403], [392], [373], [397], [385],
[402], [375], [388], [383], [395], [380], [382] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
Difference:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

21.
22.

23.
24.
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selection bias; Inconsistency: No serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I^2: 47%.
However, confidence intervals overlapped and only the direction effect estimate of only one study was.
25. Systematic review [497] with included studies: [405] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
26. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study.
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Table S22.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: ARB
Comparator: Placebo or standard care
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause mortality

Relative risk: 0.99
(95% CI 0.85 - 1.16)
Based on data from
4106 patients in 8
studies1
Follow up Mean 31
months

All-cause mortality
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.94
(95% CI 0.74 - 1.19)
Based on data from
2593 patients in 7
studies3
Follow up Mean 30
months

All-cause mortality
Severely increased
albuminuria (A3)

Relative risk: 1.03
(95% CI 0.85 - 1.26)
Based on data from
1513 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 40 months

Cardiovascular
mortality
Severely increased
albuminuria (A3)

Relative risk: 3.36
(95% CI 0.93 - 12.07)
Based on data from
566 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 54 months

Cardiovascular
events
Moderately or
severely increased
albuminuria (A2A3)

Relative risk: 0.79
(95% CI 0.64 - 0.98)
Based on data from
3056 patients in 3
studies9
Follow up Mean 30
months

Cardiovascular
events
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.78
(95% CI 0.49 - 1.25)
Based on data from
1543 patients in 2
studies11
Follow up Mean 24
months

Cardiovascular
events
Severely increased
albuminuria (A3)

Relative risk: 0.72
(95% CI 0.60 - 0.88)
Based on data from
1513 patients in 1
study13
Follow up 41 months

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo or
standard care

ARB

140
per 1000

139
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 21 fewer - 22 more)
99
per 1000

210
per 1000

Difference: 6 more per 1000
(95% CI 31 fewer - 53 more)
11
per 1000

37
per 1000

Difference: 26 more per 1000
(95% CI 1 fewer - 122 more)
325
per 1000

ARB probably has
little or no difference
on all-cause mortality

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias4

ARB probably has
little or no difference
on all-cause mortality

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

ARB may have little or
no difference on allcause mortality

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision8

We are uncertain
whether ARB
increases or decreases
cardiovascular
mortality

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias10

ARB probably
decreases
cardiovascular events

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias12

ARB probably has
little or no difference
on cardiovascular
events

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias14

ARB may decrease
cardiovascular events

307
per 1000

Difference: 86 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 200 fewer - 98 more)
325
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias2

257
per 1000

Difference: 68 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 117 fewer - 6 fewer)
393
per 1000

Plain text summary

93
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 26 fewer - 19 more)
204
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

257
per 1000

Difference: 68 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 117 fewer - 6 fewer)
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Myocardial
infarction
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.43
(95% CI 0.11 - 1.65)
Based on data from
619 patients in 2
studies15
Follow up Mean 33
months

Stroke
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.76
(95% CI 0.32 - 1.77)
Based on data from
619 patients in 2
studies17
Follow up Mean 33
months

Heart failure
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 1.11
(95% CI 0.23 - 5.42)
Based on data from
619 patients in 2
studies19
Follow up Mean 33
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.78
(95% CI 0.67 - 0.91)
Based on data from
2661 patients in 2
studies21
Follow up Mean 36
months

End-stage kidney
disease
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.80
(95% CI 0.61 - 1.04)
Based on data from
1513 patients in 1
study23
Follow up 30 months

End-stage kidney
disease
Severely increased
albuminuria (A3)

Relative risk: 0.77
(95% CI 0.64 - 0.93)
Based on data from
1148 patients in 1
study25
Follow up 41 months
months

Doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 0.84
(95% CI 0.72 - 0.98)
Based on data from
3280 patients in 4
studies27
Follow up Mean 34
months

Doubling serum
creatinine
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.92
(95% CI 0.50 - 1.69)
Based on data from
1201 patients in 2
studies29
Follow up Mean 21
months

23
per 1000

10
per 1000

Difference: 13 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 20 fewer - 15 more)
39
per 1000

30
per 1000

Difference: 9 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 27 fewer - 30 more)
80
per 1000

89
per 1000

Difference: 9 more per 1000
(95% CI 62 fewer - 354 more)
222
per 1000

204
per 1000

Difference: 51 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 99 fewer - 10 more)
178
per 1000

ARB may have little or
no difference on stroke

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision20

ARB may have little or
no difference on heart
failure

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias22

ARB probably
decreases end-stage
kidney disease

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision24

ARB probably may
have little or no
difference to end-stage
kidney disease

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias26

ARB probably
decreases end-stage
kidney disease

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias28

ARB probably
decreases doubling
serum creatinine

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias30

ARB probably has
little or no difference
on doubling serum
creatinine

235
per 1000

Difference: 45 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 78 fewer - 6 fewer)
244
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision18

137
per 1000

Difference: 41 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 64 fewer - 12 fewer)
280
per 1000

ARB may have little or
no difference on
myocardial infarction

173
per 1000

Difference: 49 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 73 fewer - 20 fewer)
255
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision16

224
per 1000

Difference: 20 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 122 fewer - 168 more)
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Doubling serum
creatinine
Severely increased
albuminuria (A3)

Relative risk: 0.86
(95% CI 0.75 - 0.99)
Based on data from
2079 patients in 2
studies31
Follow up Mean 47
months

Progression from
micro- to
macroalbuminuria
Moderately
increased
albuminuria (A2)

Relative risk: 0.56
(95% CI 0.34 - 0.91)
Based on data from
249 patients in 3
studies33
Follow up Mean 30
months

Adverse events

Relative risk: 0.87
(95% CI 0.75 - 1.01)
Based on data from
579 patients in 2
studies35
Follow up Mean 57
months

Acute kidney
injury

Quality of life

Falls

302
per 1000

260
per 1000

Difference: 42 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 75 fewer - 3 fewer)
278
per 1000

ARB probably
decreases doubling
serum creatinine

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias34

ARB probably
decreases the risk of
progression from
micro- to
macroalbuminuria

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision36

ARB may have little or
no difference on
adverse events

156
per 1000

Difference: 122 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 183 fewer - 25 fewer)
583
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias32

507
per 1000

Difference: 76 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 146 fewer - 6 more)

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at quality
of life

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Systematic review [497] with included studies: [409], [406], [414], [413], [408], [400], [397], [407]
Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [409], [400], [408], [413], [414], [407], [397] Baseline/comparator
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [406] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
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7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

21.
22.

23.
24.

25.
26.

27.
28.

29.
30.

Systematic review [372] with included studies: [407] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [411], [406], [408] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference
used for intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [408], [411] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [406] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: Mehdi 2009, ORIENT 2006 Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: Mehdi 2009, ORIENT 2006 Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: ORIENT 2006, Mehdi 2009 Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals.
Systematic review with included studies: [406], [408] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review with included studies: [408] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
Systematic review with included studies: [406] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [407], [409], [408], [406] Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention .
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias.
Systematic review [497] with included studies: [408], [409] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias.
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31. Systematic review [497] with included studies: [407], [406] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention .
32. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias.
33. Systematic review [497] with included studies: [413], [414], [397] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
34. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
35. Systematic review [497] with included studies: [407], [412] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention .
36. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study had events.
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Table S23.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: ARB
Comparator: ACEi
Absolute effect estimates

Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.87
(95% CI 0.34 - 2.23)
Based on data from
664 patients in 7
studies1

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.62
(95% CI 0.10 - 3.62)
Based on data from
331 patients in 4
studies3
Follow up Mean 23
months

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 0.41
(95% CI 0.02 - 9.78)
Based on data from
133 patients in 3
studies5
Follow up Mean 23
months

per 1000

Stroke

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from
24 patients in 1 study7
Follow up 6 months

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from
24 patients in 1 study9
Follow up 6 months

per 1000

Heart failure

Doubling serum
creatinine

ACEi

ARB

27
per 1000

23
per 1000

Difference: 4 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 18 fewer - 33 more)
19
per 1000

12
per 1000

Difference: 7 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 17 fewer - 50 more)
14
per 1000

6
per 1000

Difference: 8 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 14 fewer - 123 more)

per 1000

Difference:

per 1000

Difference:

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision2

ARB compared to
ACEi may have
little or no
difference on allcause mortality

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

ARB compared
with ACEi may
have little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
mortality

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

ARB compared to
ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
myocardial
infarction

There were too few
who experienced
Low
the stroke, to
Due to serious risk of
determine whether
bias, Due to serious
ARB compared to
imprecision8
ACEi made a
difference
There were too few
who experienced
Low
the heart failure, to
Due to serious risk of
determine whether
bias, Due to serious
ARB compared to
10
imprecision
ACEi made a
difference

Relative risk: 0.94
We are uncertain
229
215
(95% CI 0.37 - 2.39)
Very Low
whether ARB
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
Due to serious risk of
compared with
63 patients in 1
bias, Due to very
ACEi increases or
Difference: 14 fewer per 1000
12
study11
serious
imprecision
decreases
doubling
(95% CI 144 fewer - 318 more)
Follow up 48 months
serum creatinine

There were too few
48
151
Relative risk: 3.14
who experienced
per
1000
per
1000
(95% CI 0.14 - 72.92)
Very Low
Progression from
the progression
Based on data from
Due to serious risk of
micro- to
from micro- to
41 patients in 1
bias, Due to very
Difference:
103
more
per
1000
macroalbuminuria
macroalbuminuria,
14
study13
(95% CI 41 fewer - 3452 more) serious imprecision
to determine
Follow up 12 months
whether ARB
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compared to ACEi
made a difference

Acute kidney
injury

Fatigue

Falls

Quality of life

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at quality of life

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

There were too few
who experienced
Low
the serious adverse
Serious adverse
Due to serious risk of
events, to
events
bias, Due to serious determine whether
Difference:
imprecision16
ARB compared to
ACEi made a
difference
1. Systematic review [481] with included studies: RASS 2002, DETAIL 2002, Ko 2005, Deyneli 2006, Rizzoni 2005,
PRONEDI 2013, Krairittichai 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
3. Systematic review [481] with included studies: Deyneli 2006, DETAIL 2002, Ko 2005, Rizzoni 2005
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
5. Systematic review [481] with included studies: Deyneli 2006, PRONEDI 2013, Schram 2005 Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
7. Systematic review [481] with included studies: Deyneli 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review [481] with included studies: Deyneli 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
11. Systematic review [481] with included studies: PRONEDI 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from
80 patients in 1
study15
Follow up 6 months

per 1000

per 1000
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13. Systematic review [481] with included studies: [402] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
14. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
15. Systematic review [481] with included studies: Krairittichai 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
16. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S24.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Aldosterone antagonists
Comparator: Placebo or standard care
Outcome
Timeframe

All-cause
mortality

End-stage kidney
disease

Study results and
measurements

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo/
standard care

Aldosterone
antagonist

Relative risk: 0.24
We are uncertain
69
17
Very Low
(95% CI 0.01 - 4.77)
whether aldosterone
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 53
antagonist increases
bias, Due to very
1
Difference: 52 fewer per 1000
patients in 1 study
or decreases allserious imprecision2
Follow up 12 months (95% CI 68 fewer - 260 more)
cause mortality

(95% CI - )3
Difference:

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 3.00
(95% CI 0.13 - 70.53)
Based on data from 54
patients in 1 study4
Follow up 1 year

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.56
(95% CI 0.04 - 8.50)
Based on data from
875 patients in 2
studies6
Follow up Mean 227
days

Heart failure

(95% CI - )8

Dementia

Fatigue

Doubling serum
creatinine

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)
17
per 1000

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether aldosterone
Due to serious risk of
antagonist increases
bias, Due to very
or decreases
5
serious imprecision
myocardial infarction

10
per 1000

Very Low
We are uncertain
Due to serious risk of
whether aldosterone
bias, Due to serious
Difference: 7 fewer per 1000 inconsistency, Due to antagonist increases
(95% CI 16 fewer - 128 more) serious imprecision7 or decreases stroke

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
heart failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )9

(95% CI - )10

Relative risk: 3.00
(95% CI 0.13 - 70.53)
Based on data from 54
patients in 1 study11
Follow up 1 year

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

There were too few
who experienced the
Very Low
doubling serum
Due to serious risk of
creatinine, to
bias, Due to very
determine whether
serious imprecision12
aldosterone
antagonist made a
difference
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Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk: 1.03
(95% CI 0.24 - 4.43)
Based on data from
821 patients in 1
study13
Follow up 90 days

Falls

(95% CI - )15

21
per 1000

22
per 1000

Difference: 1 more per 1000
(95% CI 16 fewer - 72 more)

Difference:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision14

Aldosterone
antagonist probably
has little or no
difference on acute
kidney injury

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Systematic review [480] with included studies: van den Meiracker 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision:
Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study, Low number of patients
Systematic review [480]. Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Systematic review [480] with included studies: Mehdi 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, unclear sequence generation/ generation of
comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization
process, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for
detection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Low number of patients, Only data from one
study
Systematic review [480] with included studies: ARTS-DN 2015, Mehdi 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Inconsistency: Serious. The direction of the
effect is not consistent between the included studies, Point estimates vary widely; Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Low number of patients
Systematic review [480] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Systematic review [480] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Systematic review [480] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Systematic review [480] with included studies: Mehdi 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence
intervals, Low number of patients, Only data from one study
Systematic review [480] with included studies: ARTS-DN 2015 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [480] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
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Table S25.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Beta-blocker
Comparator: ACEi
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

Absolute effect estimates
ACEi

Beta-blocker

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

No studies were found
that looked at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

Cardiovascular
mortality

Myocardial
infarction

Stroke

Relative risk: 2.68
59
158
(95% CI 0.31 - 23.43)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 36
Difference: 99 more per 1000
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 42 months (95% CI 41 fewer - 1323 more)
Relative risk: 1.06
(95% CI 0.20 - 5.51)
Based on data from
105 patients in 3
studies3
Follow up Mean 20
months

56
per 1000

59
per 1000

Difference: 3 more per 1000
(95% CI 45 fewer - 253 more)

Plain text summary

Very Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
very serious risk of
bias2

We are uncertain
whether beta-blocker
increases or decreases
cardiovascular
mortality

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
serious imprecision4

We are uncertain
whether beta-blocker
improves or worsen
myocardial infarction

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at stroke
Difference:

Heart failure

No studies were found
that looked at heart
failure

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Relative risk: 0.89
End-stage kidney (95% CI 0.06 - 13.23)
disease
Based on data from 36
Type 2 diabetes
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 42 months

Acute kidney
injury

59
per 1000

53
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 55 fewer - 722 more)

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
serious imprecision6

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Adverse events
Type 1 diabetes

Relative risk: 1.07
(95% CI 0.07 - 15.54)
Based on data from 29
patients in 1 study
Follow up 24 months

Withdrawals due
to adverse events

Relative risk: 1.02
(95% CI 0.48 - 2.16)

67
per 1000

72
per 1000

Difference: 5 more per 1000
(95% CI 62 fewer - 974 more)
162
per 1000

165
per 1000

We are uncertain
whether beta-blocker
increases or decreases
end-stage kidney
disease in patients with
type 2 diabetes

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision7

We are uncertain
whether beta-blocker
increases or decreases
adverse events in
patients with type 1
diabetes

Low

Beta-blocker probably
has little or no
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Based on data from
131 patients in 2
studies8
Follow up Mean 19
months

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
128 patients in 5
studies10
Follow up Mean 24
months

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
104 patients in 4
studies12
Follow up Mean
24months

eGFR

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
121 patients in 5
studies14
Follow up Mean 20
months

Difference: 3 more per 1000
(95% CI 84 fewer - 188 more)

Mean

Difference: MD 3.29 lower
(95% CI 9.4 lower - 2.82
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 1.32 lower
(95% CI 5.41 lower - 2.77
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 1.60 higher
(95% CI 10.57 lower - 13.77
higher)

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 49
Type 1 diabetes patients in 2 studies16
Follow up Mean 16
months

1.6
mg/dl Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 20
patients in 1 study18
Follow up Mean 19
months

2.72
g/24h Mean

Proteinuria
Type 1 diabetes

Mean

1.6
mg/dl Mean

Difference: MD 0.07 higher
(95% CI 0.02 lower - 0.16
higher)
2.56
g/24h Mean

Difference: MD 0.16 lower
(95% CI 0.57 lower - 0.25
higher)

Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision9

difference on
withdrawals due to
adverse events

Low
Beta-blocker may have
Due to serious risk of little or no difference
bias, Due to serious
on systolic blood
inconsistency11
pressure

Low
Beta-blocker may have
Due to serious risk of little or no difference
bias, Due to serious
on diastolic blood
inconsistency13
pressure

Low
Beta-blocker may have
Due to serious risk of
little or no difference
bias, Due to serious
on eGFR
15
inconsistency

Low
Beta-blocker may have
Due to serious risk of
little or no difference
bias, Due to serious
on serum creatinine
17
imprecision

Low
Beta-blocker may have
Due to serious risk of
little or no difference
bias, Due to serious
on proteinuria
19
imprecision

Measured by:
Scale: Very Low
We are uncertain
Mean
Mean
Albuminuria
Based on data from 64
Due to serious risk of whether beta-blocker
Type 2 diabetes patients in 2 studies20 Difference: MD 551.56 higher
bias, Due to very
increases or decreases
(95% CI 509.67 lower Follow up Mean 18
serious imprecision21
albuminuria
1612.78 higher)
months
1. Systematic review with included studies: Nielsen 1997 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
3. Systematic review with included studies: [432], [430], [425] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
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5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.

bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Selective
outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients
Systematic review with included studies: Nielsen 1997 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Selective outcome reporting;
Inconsistency: No serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, the confidence interval of some of the
studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of some of the included studies., Point
estimates vary widely; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision:
Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review with included studies: [432], [429] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review with included studies: [425], [426], [431], [427], [424] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 89%., The confidence interval of
some of the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of some of the included
studies., Point estimates vary widely
Systematic review with included studies: Nielsen 1994, Rudberg 1999, Nielsen 1997, De Cesaris 1993
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 94%., The confidence interval of
some of the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of some of the included
studies.
Systematic review with included studies: [426], [430], [427], [424], [431] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 94%., Point estimates vary widely
Systematic review with included studies: [427], [430] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Low number of patients
Systematic review with included studies: De Cesaris 1993 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [430], [424] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision:
Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Low number of patients
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Table S26.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Calcium channel blocker
Comparator: Placebo
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Placebo

Calcium
channel
blocker

Relative risk: 0.90
145
131
(95% CI 0.69 - 1.18)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
All-cause mortality 1161 patients in 2
Difference: 14 fewer per 1000
studies1
Follow up Mean 28 (95% CI 45 fewer - 26 more)
months

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 1.06
(95% CI 0.33 - 3.38)
Based on data from
1739 patients in 2
studies3
Follow up Mean 38
months

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.89
234
208
(95% CI 0.72 - 1.09)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
1199 patients in 2
Difference: 26 fewer per 1000
studies5
Follow up Mean 33 (95% CI 66 fewer - 21 more)
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk: 1.03
(95% CI 0.81 - 1.32)
Based on data from
1136 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 2.6 years

33
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of
evidence)

Plain text summary

High2

CCB has little or no
difference on all-cause
mortality

High4

CCB has little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
mortality

Moderate
Due to serious risk
of bias6

Calcium channel
blocker probably has
little or no difference
on cardiovascular
events

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision8

CCB probably has
little or no difference
on end-stage kidney
disease

35
per 1000

Difference: 2 more per 1000
(95% CI 22 fewer - 79 more)

178
per 1000

183
per 1000

Difference: 6 more per 1000
(95% CI 35 fewer - 56 more)

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Relative risk: 1.07
237
252
(95% CI 0.87 - 1.31)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
1136 patients in 1
Difference: 16 more per 1000
study9
(95% CI 30 fewer - 71 more)
Follow up 2.6 years

(95% CI - )

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision10

CCB probably has
little or no difference
on doubling serum
creatinine

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at

95

Dementia and
cognitive
impairment

Fatigue

dementia and cognitive
impairment

Difference:

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Relative risk: 1.07
(95% CI 0.73 - 1.55)
Progression from Based on data from
micro- to
623 patients in 2
macroalbuminuria
studies11
Follow up Mean 40
months
Relative risk: 0.59
(95% CI 0.08 - 4.21)
Based on data from
Progression to
46 patients in 2
macroalbuminuria
studies13
Follow up Mean 51
months

Adverse events

1.
2.
3.

Relative risk: 0.96
(95% CI 0.72 - 1.28)
Based on data from
1739 patients in 2
studies15
Follow up Mean 3.1
years

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
618 patients in 2
studies17
Follow up Mean 28
months

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
618 patients in 2
studies19
Follow up Mean 28
months

120
per 1000

128
per 1000

Difference: 8 more per 1000
(95% CI 32 fewer - 66 more)
400
per 1000

236
per 1000

Difference: 164 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 368 fewer - 1284
more)
83
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk
of bias12

Very Low
Due to serious risk
We are uncertain
of bias, Due to very
whether CCB
serious imprecision, increases or decreases
Due to serious
macroalbuminuria
inconsistency14

80
per 1000
High16

Difference: 3 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 23 fewer - 23 more)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.75 higher
(95% CI 3.14 lower - 4.64
higher)

Mean

CCB probably has
little or no difference
on risk of albuminuria
progression

Mean

Difference: MD 0.88 lower
(95% CI 1.77 lower - 0.02
higher)

CCB has little or no
difference on adverse
events

Very Low
We are uncertain
Due to serious
whether calcium
imprecision, Due to
channel blocker
serious risk of bias,
increases or decreases
Due to serious
systolic blood pressure
inconsistency18

Calcium channel
Low
blocker may have little
Due to serious
or no difference on
imprecision, Due to
diastolic blood
serious risk of bias20
pressure

Measured by:
Very Low
Scale: We are uncertain
Mean
Mean
Due to serious risk
Based on data from
whether calcium
of bias, Due to
eGFR
186 patients in 4
channel blocker
Difference: MD 2.61 higher serious imprecision,
studies21
increases
or decreases
(95% CI 2.87 lower - 8.10
Due to serious
Follow up Mean 32
eGFR
22
higher)
inconsistency
months
Systematic review with included studies: [392], [371] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: No serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [444], [445] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
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4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

21.
22.

Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias;
Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies; Imprecision: No
serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review with included studies: [366], [392] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias
Systematic review with included studies: Lewis 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: Lewis 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [445], [371] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias
Systematic review with included studies: [371], [372] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting, unclear sequence
generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation
during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. Point estimates vary
widely, the magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 67%.; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of
patients, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review with included studies: Ruggenenti 2004, Lewis 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias;
Systematic review with included studies: [446], [445] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 78%., Point estimates vary
widely; Imprecision: Serious. no standard deviation reported in two studies
Systematic review with included studies: [446], [445] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Due to missing standard deviation in two studies
Systematic review with included studies: [447], [337], [446], [448] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting, unclear sequence
generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation
during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of
statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 78%., Point estimates vary widely; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of
patients
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Table S27.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Diuretics + ACEi or ARB
Comparator: Placebo, standard of care, or no treatment
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.83
(95% CI 0.78 - 0.88)
Based on data from
4526 patients in 1
study1
Follow up Mean 4.3
years

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.79
(95% CI 0.63 - 0.99)
Based on data from
4526 patients in 1
study3
Follow up Mean 4.3
years

End-stage kidney
disease

Placebo/standa
Diuretics + ACEi
rd of care/no
or ARB
treatment
116
per 1000

96
per 1000

Difference: 20 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 26 fewer - 14 fewer)
71
per 1000

56
per 1000

Difference: 15 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 26 fewer - 1 fewer)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision2

Diuretic +
ACEi/ARB may
decrease all-cause
mortality

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

Diuretic +
ACEi/ARB may
decrease
cardiovascular
mortality

No studies were
found that looked
at end-stage kidney
disease

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Major coronary
events

Relative risk: 0.87
(95% CI 0.69 - 1.10)
Based on data from
4526 patients in 1
study5
Follow up Mean 4.3
years

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.87
(95% CI 0.66 - 1.13)
Based on data from
4526 patients in 1
study7
Follow up Mean 4.3
years

Kidney
composite9

Cognitive
impairment

Relative risk: 0.81
(95% CI 0.65 - 1.00)
Based on data from
4526 patients in 1
study10
Follow up Mean 4.3
years

72
per 1000

63
per 1000

Difference: 9 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 22 fewer - 7 more)
54
per 1000

47
per 1000

Difference: 7 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 18 fewer - 7 more)
76
per 1000

62
per 1000

Difference: 14 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 27 fewer - 0 fewer)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

Diuretic +
ACEi/ARB may
make little or no
difference on major
coronary events

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision8

Diuretic +
ACEi/ARB may
make little or no
difference on
stroke

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision11

Diuretic +
ACEi/ARB may
decrease kidney
composite

No studies were
found that looked
at cognitive
impairment
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Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

1.

Systematic review with included studies: [433] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for Systematic
review with included studies: [433] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
3. Systematic review with included studies: [433] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
5. Systematic review with included studies: [433] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
7. Systematic review with included studies: [433] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
9. Microalbuminuria, doubling SCr, RR therapy, death due to KD
10. Systematic review with included studies: [433] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
11. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S28.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Aliskiren
Comparator: ACEi or ARB
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

Cardiovascular
mortality

Cardiovascular
events

End-stage kidney
disease

CKD progression

(95% CI - )

ACE/ARB

Aliskiren

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular
mortality

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at endstage kidney disease

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at CKD
progression

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at cognitive
impairment/ dementia

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acutekidney injury

(95% CI - )2

(95% CI - )3

(95% CI - )4

(95% CI - )5

Acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )6

Plain text summary

No studies were found
that looked at all-cause
mortality

1

Cognitive
impairment/
dementia

Falls

Absolute effect estimates

No studies were found
that looked at falls

(95% CI - )7
Difference:

Withdrawal due
to adverse events

Relative risk: 0.41
(95% CI 0.14 - 1.21)
Based on data from
300 patients in 3
studies8

80
per 1000

33
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 47 fewer per 1000
bias9
(95% CI 69 fewer - 17 more)

Aliskiren probably has
little or no difference
on withdrawal due to
adverse events

102

Follow up Mean 21.3
weeks

Hypertension

Relative risk: 0.90
(95% CI 0.73 - 1.11)
Based on data from
101 patients in 1
study10
Follow up 16 weeks

Change in GFR

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 82
patients in 2 studies12
Follow up Mean 28
weeks

824
per 1000

742
per 1000

Mean

Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 82 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision11
(95% CI 222 fewer - 91 more)

Difference: MD 1.56 higher
(95% CI 1.72 lower - 4.84
higher)

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision13

Aliskiren may have
little or no difference
on hypertension

Aliskiren probably has
little or no difference
on change in GFR

Measured by:
Scale: Very Low
Mean
Mean
We are uncertain
Based on data from
Due to serious risk of
whether aliskiren
Change in ACR
132 patients in 2
Difference: MD 166.45 lower bias, Due to serious
improves or worsen
studies14
(95% CI 582.63 lower - 249.73 inconsistency, Due to
change in ACR
Follow up Mean 24
serious imprecision15
higher)
weeks
1. Systematic review [485]. Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Systematic review [485]. Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
3. Systematic review [485]. Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Systematic review [485]. Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
5. Systematic review [485]. Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Systematic review [485]. Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
7. Systematic review [485]. Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
8. Systematic review [485]. Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
9. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear/inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: No serious. Low number of patients
10. Systematic review [485] with included studies: Fogari 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
11. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
12. Systematic review [485] with included studies: Persson 2009, Ohsawa 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
13. Risk of bias: No serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, unclear sequence generation/ generation of
comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias in one study; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients,
Wide confidence intervals
14. Systematic review [485] with included studies: Ohsawa 2013, Uzu 2016 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
15. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Inconsistency:
Serious. Point estimates vary widely, the confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap with those of most
included studies/ the point estimate of some of the included studies., The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high,
with I2: 81%.; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
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Table S29.
Population: Adults with type 2 diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Aliskiren + ACEi or ARB
Comparator: Placebo + ACEi or ARB
Absolute effect estimates

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.93
79
73
(95% CI 0.40 - 2.19)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
9160 patients in 2
Difference: 6 fewer per
studies1
1000
Follow up Mean 1.58 (95% CI 47 fewer - 94 more)
years

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision2

Aliskiren + ACE/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on allcause mortality

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 1.15
50
57
(95% CI 0.96 - 1.37)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
8561 patients in 1 Difference: 7 more per 1000
study3
(95% CI 2 fewer - 19 more)
Follow up 2.7 years

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision4

Aliskiren + ACEi/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
cardiovascular
mortality

Outcome
Timeframe

Cardiovascular
events

Study results and
measurements

Placebo +
ACE/ARB

Aliskiren +
ACE/ARB

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Relative risk: 1.07
26
28
(95% CI 0.83 - 1.38)
per 1000
per 1000
End-stage kidney Based on data from
disease
8561 patients in 1 Difference: 2 more per 1000
study5
(95% CI 4 fewer - 10 more)
Follow up 2.7 years

Progression to
microalbuminuri
a

Relative risk: 0.94
(95% CI 0.8 - 1.10)
Based on data from
8561 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 2.7 years

Relative risk: 1.24
(95% CI 1.08 - 1.42)
Regression to no Based on data from
albuminuria
8561 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 2.7 years

67
per 1000

63
per 1000

Difference: 4 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 13 fewer - 7 more)
78
per 1000

97
per 1000

Difference: 19 more per
1000
(95% CI 6 more - 33 more)

Relative risk: 0.82
104
85
(95% CI 0.72 - 0.93)
per
1000
per
1000
Progression to
Based on data from
macroalbuminuri
Difference: 19 fewer per
8561 patients in 1
a
1000
study11
Follow up 2.7 years (95% CI 29 fewer - 7 fewer)
Relative risk: 1.19
(95% CI 1.09 - 1.29)

185
per 1000

220
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision6

Aliskiren + ACE/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on endstage kidney disease

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision8

Aliskiren + ACE/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
progression to
microalbuminuria

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision10

Aliskiren + ACE/ARB
probably increases
regression to no
albuminuria

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision12

Aliskiren + ACE/ARB
probably decreases
progression to
macroalbuminuria

Moderate

Aliskiren + ACE/ARB
probably increases
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Regression to
microalbuminuri
a

Based on data from
8561 patients in 1
study13
Follow up 2.7 years

Relative risk: 0.97
(95% CI 0.81 - 1.17)
Doubling of
Based on data from
serum creatinine
8561 patients in 1
study15
Follow up 2.7 years

Serious adverse
events

Kidney
impairment

Difference: 35 more per
1000
(95% CI 17 more - 54 more)
51
per 1000

49
per 1000

Difference: 2 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 10 fewer - 9 more)

Due to serious
imprecision14

regression to
microalbuminuria

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision16

Aliskiren + ACE/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
doubling of serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 1.00
622
622
(95% CI 0.90 - 1.12)
per 1000
per 1000
Aliskiren + ACE/ARB
Based on data from
Moderate
probably has little or
713 patients in 2
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 0 fewer per
no difference on
17
18
studies
bias
1000
serious adverse events
Follow up Mean 16 (95% CI 62 fewer - 75 more)
weeks
Relative risk: 1.13
81
92
(95% CI 0.99 - 1.29)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
9156 patients in 2
Difference: 11 more per
studies19
1000
Follow up Mean 1.58 (95% CI 1 fewer - 23 more)
years

Relative risk: 1.22
99
121
(95% CI 0.94 - 1.59)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
Withdrawal due
9160 patients in 2
Difference: 22 more per
to adverse events
studies21
1000
Follow up Mean 1.58 (95% CI 6 fewer - 58 more)
years

20

Aliskiren + ACE/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
kidney impairment

High22

Aliskiren + ACE/ARB
has little or no
difference on
withdrawal due to
adverse events

High

Relative risk: 1.34
282
378
(95% CI 1.26 - 1.42)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
Aliskiren + ACE/ARB
Difference: 96 more per
Hyperkalemia
9153 patients in 2
High24
increases risk of
1000
studies23
hyperkalemia
(95% CI 73 more - 118
Follow up Mean 1.58
more)
years
1. Systematic review [485] with included studies: AVOID 2008, ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias in one study and unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias in one
study; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
3. Systematic review [485] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
4. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
5. Systematic review [485] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
6. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
7. Systematic review [485] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
8. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review [485] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
10. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
11. Systematic review [485] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
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12. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
13. Systematic review [485] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
14. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
15. Systematic review [485] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
16. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
17. Systematic review [485] with included studies: AVOID 2008 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
18. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, unclear sequence
generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias in one study, unclear concealment
of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias in one study
19. Systematic review with included studies: [492], [493] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
20. Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias and unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias in one study
21. Systematic review [485] with included studies: AVOID 2008, ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
22. Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias and unclear
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias in one study;
Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies
23. Systematic review [485] with included studies: AVOID 2008, ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
24. Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias and unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias in one study
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Table S30.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Calcium channel blocker
Comparator: ACEi or ARB
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 3.86
(95% CI 0.17 - 87.65)
Based on data from
493 patients in 3
studies1
Follow up Mean 12
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Absolute effect estimates
ACEi or ARB

CCB

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision2

There were too few
who experienced the
all-cause mortality, to
determine whether
calcium channel
blockers made a
difference
No studies were found
that looked at endstage kidney disease

(95% CI - )
Difference:

3-point major
cardiovascular
events

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Relative risk: 0.56
(95% CI 0.18 - 1.79)
Based on data from
653 patients in 4
studies3
Follow up Mean 1.43
years

22
per 1000

12
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 10 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision4
(95% CI 18 fewer - 17 more)

We are uncertain
whether calcium
channel blocker
increases or decreases
3-point MACE

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
or cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Serum creatinine

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
235 patients in 6
studies5
Follow up Mean 50
weeks

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 2.46 higher
(95% CI 1.62 lower - 6.54
higher)

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

Calcium channel
blockers may have
little or no difference
on serum creatinine
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1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Measured by:
Very Low
We are uncertain
Scale: Mean
Mean
Due to serious risk of
whether calcium
Based on data from 88
eGFR
bias,
Due
to
serious
channel blocker
7
Difference: MD 5.72 lower
patients in 4 studies
imprecision,
Due
to
improves
or worsen
(95% CI 14.27 lower - 2.82
Follow up Mean 15
8
serious
inconsistency
eGFR
higher)
months
Systematic review with included studies: Jerums 2001, Karalliedde 2008, Viberti 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting;
Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review with included studies: Karalliedde 2008, O'Donnell 1993, Baba 2001, Crepaldi 1998
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting,
Missing intention-to-treat analysis, Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in
potential for selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Low number of patients
Systematic review with included studies: Norgaard 1993, Deerochanawong 2001, Tarnow 2000, O'Donnell 1993,
Crepaldi 1998, Holdaas 1991 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting,
Missing intention-to-treat analysis; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Low number of patients
Systematic review with included studies: Guasch 1997, Norgaard 1993, Thomas 2005, Jerums 2001
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:82%.; Imprecision: Serious. Low
number of patients
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Table S31.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Dual RASi therapy
Comparator: Single RASi therapy
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 1.09
(95% CI 1.00 - 1.20)
Based on data from
10615 patients in 4
studies1
Follow up Mean 31
months

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 1.09
(95% CI 0.96 - 1.24)
Based on data from
9023 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 54 months

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 1.27
(95% CI 0.86 - 1.89)
Based on data from
1553 patients in 2
studies5
Follow up Mean 28
months

Stroke

Relative risk: 1.03
(95% CI 0.82 - 1.28)
Based on data from
6139 patients in 2
studies7
Follow up Mean 39
months

Heart failure

Relative risk: 0.84
(95% CI 0.65 - 1.09)
Based on data from
1448 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 24 months

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk: 1.60
(95% CI 1.26 - 2.04)
Based on data from
6139 patients in 2
studies11
Follow up Mean 39
months

Doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 0.80
(95% CI 0.65 - 1.00)
Based on data from
10486 patients in 3
studies13
Follow up Mean 37
months

Absolute effect estimates
Single RASi
therapy

Dual RASi
therapy

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Dual RASi therapy
probably may increase
Moderate
all-cause mortality,
Due to serious risk of
however, the lower
Difference: 15 more per 1000
bias2
confidence interval
(95% CI 0 fewer - 33 more)
reaches indicates there
may be no difference
166
per 1000

181
per 1000

97
per 1000

106
per 1000

Difference: 9 more per 1000
(95% CI 4 fewer - 23 more)
54
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

69
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 15 more per 1000
bias6
(95% CI 8 fewer - 48 more)
69
per 1000

Dual RASi therapy
may have little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
mortality

Dual RASi therapy
probably has little or
no difference on
myocardial infarction

71
per 1000
Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias8

Dual RASi probably
has little or no
difference on stroke

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 24 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision10
(95% CI 51 fewer - 13 more)

Dual RASi therapy
may have little or no
difference on heart
failure

Difference: 2 more per 1000
(95% CI 12 fewer - 19 more)
147
per 1000

123
per 1000

27
per 1000

43
per 1000

Moderate
Dual RASi probably
Due to serious risk of increases acute kidney
Difference: 16 more per 1000
bias12
injury
(95% CI 7 more - 28 more)
39
per 1000

31
per 1000

Difference: 8 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 14 fewer - 0 fewer)

Dual RASi therapy
probably decreases
Moderate
doubling serum
Due to serious risk of creatinine slightly but
bias14
the lower confidence
indicates there may be
no effect
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1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

Systematic review [481] with included studies: [401], [170], [410], [181] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias
Systematic review [481] with included studies: [181] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [481] with included studies: [401], [410] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias
Systematic review [481] with included studies: [410], [181] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias
Systematic review [481] with included studies: [410] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [481] with included studies: [181], [410] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias
Systematic review [481] with included studies: [401], [181], [410] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
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Table S32.
Population: Network meta-analysis of adults with CKD
Intervention: Dual RASi therapy
Comparator: Single RASi therapy
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality1

Odds Ratio: 0.95
(95% CI 0.77 - 1.16)
Based on data from
16862 patients in 7
studies
Follow up Mean 3.4
years

End-stage kidney
disease3

Odds Ratio: 0.97
(95% CI 0.72 - 1.31)
Based on data from
16507 patients in 7
studies
Follow up Mean 3.4
years

Absolute effect estimates
Single RAS
therapy

Dual RAS
therapy

120
per 1000

115
per 1000

Difference: 5 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 25 fewer - 17 more)
46
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

Moderate
Due to serious
inconsistency2

Dual monotherapy
probably has little or
no difference on allcause mortality

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision4

Dual monotherapy
probably has little or
no difference on endstage kidney disease

45
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 12 fewer - 13 more)

Odds Ratio: 0.95
120
115
(95% CI 0.77 - 1.16)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
Moderate
Cardiovascular
17750 patients in 9
Due to serious
5
events
Difference: 5 fewer per 1000
studies
inconsistency6
(95% CI 25 fewer - 17 more)
Follow up Mean 3.4
years
1. Pairwise meta-analysis
2. Inconsistency: Serious. Point estimates vary widely
3. Pairwise meta-analysis
4. Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
5. Pairwise meta-analysis
6. Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 59.2%.;

Dual monotherapy
probably has little or
no difference on
cardiovascular events
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Chapter 4. Blood pressure management in kidney transplant recipients (CKD G1T-G5T)
Table S33.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: Calcium channel blockers
Comparator: Placebo or no treatment
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Any rejection
Last follow-up

Relative risk: 1.03
(CI 95% 0.86 - 1.23)
Based on data from
945 patients in 15
studies1
Follow up Mean 8.8
months

All cause
mortality
Last follow-up

Relative risk: 0.82
(CI 95% 0.37 - 1.82)
Based on data from
934 patients in 15
studies3
Follow up Mean 16.47
months

Graft loss
1 year

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo/no
treatment

CCB

276
per 1000

284
per 1000

Difference: 8 more per 1000
(CI 95% 39 fewer - 63 more)
34
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per 1000
(CI 95% 21 fewer - 28 more)

Graft loss
at last follow-up

Graft loss (nondihydropryidine)
at last follow-up

Relative risk: 0.91
(CI 95% 0.61 - 1.34)
Based on data from
817 patients in 15
studies9
Follow up Mean 18
months

Graft loss
(dihydroprydine)
at last follow-up

Relative risk: 0.62
(CI 95% 0.43 - 0.90)
Based on data from
926 patients in 8
studies11
Follow up Mean 25
months

Any rejection
3-4 months

Relative risk: 1.01
(CI 95% 0.85 - 1.20)

141
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to serious imprecision4

CCB may have little
or no difference on
all cause mortality

Moderate
Due to serious risk of bias6

CCB may decrease
graft loss at one year

Moderate
Due to serious risk of bias8

CCB probably
decreases graft loss
at last follow-up

Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to serious imprecision10

Non-dihydropryidine
CCb may have little
or no difference on
graft loss

Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to serious imprecision12

Dihydropyridine
CCB may decrease
graft loss

87
per 1000

Difference: 53 fewer per 1000
(CI 95% 80 fewer - 14 fewer)
408
per 1000

CCB may have little
or no difference on
any rejection

99
per 1000

Difference: 10 fewer per 1000
(CI 95% 43 fewer - 37 more)
140
per 1000

Low
Due to very serious risk of
bias2

104
per 1000

Difference: 37 fewer per 1000
(CI 95% 61 fewer - 4 fewer)
109
per 1000

Plain text summary

28
per 1000

Relative risk: 0.57
127
72
(CI 95% 0.37 - 0.87)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
830 patients in 11
Difference: 55 fewer per 1000
studies5
Follow up Mean 28.03 (CI 95% 80 fewer - 17 fewer)
months
Relative risk: 0.74
(CI 95% 0.57 - 0.97)
Based on data from
1745 patients in 22
studies7
Follow up Mean 20
months

Certainty of the Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

412
per 1000

Low
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Based on data from
211 patients in 6
studies13
Follow up Mean 6
months

All-cause
mortality
1 year

Relative risk: 0.65
(CI 95% 0.12 - 3.51)
Based on data from
413 patients in 5
studies15
Follow up Mean 21.6
months

Myocardial
infarction
Last follow-up

Relative risk: 0.67
(CI 95% 0.15 - 3.04)
Based on data from
602 patients in 5
studies17
Follow up Mean 24
months

Stroke
Last follow-up

Heart failure

Dementia

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Difference: 4 more per 1000
(CI 95% 61 fewer - 82 more)

20
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to serious imprecision16

CCB may have little
or no difference on
all-cause mortality

9
per 1000

Difference: 4 fewer per 1000
(CI 95% 11 fewer - 27 more)

Relative risk: 0.33
59
19
(CI 95% 0.01 - 7.65)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 34
patients in 1 studies19 Difference: 40 fewer per 1000
(CI 95% 58 fewer - 392 more)
Follow up 6 months

Low
CCB may have little
Due to serious risk of bias,
or no difference on
Due to serious imprecision18 myocardial infarction

Very Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to very serious
imprecision20

There were too few
who experienced
stroke to determine
whether CCB made a
difference

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
heart failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

(CI 95% - )
21

(CI 95% - )
22

(CI 95% - )
23

(CI 95% - )
24

(CI 95% - )
25

Relative risk: 4.39
(CI 95% 0.22 - 87.82)
Based on data from 60
patients in 1 studies26
Follow up 12 months

CCB may have little
or no difference on
any rejection

13
per 1000

Difference: 7 fewer per 1000
(CI 95% 18 fewer - 50 more)
13
per 1000

Due to very serious risk of
bias14

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(CI 95% 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

Very Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to very serious
imprecision27

There were too few
who experienced
fatigue to determine
whether CCB made a
difference

115

Withdrawal due
to side effects
2-3 months

New onset
hypertension
1 year

Relative risk: 1.04
(CI 95% 0.56 - 1.92)
Based on data from
276 patients in 4
studies28
Follow up Mean 16.25
months

105
per 1000

Difference: 4 more per 1000
(CI 95% 44 fewer - 93 more)

Relative risk: 0.81
605
490
(CI 95% 0.55 - 1.19)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 90
Difference: 115 fewer per
patients in 2 studies30
1000
Follow up Mean 7.5
(CI 95% 272 fewer - 115 more)
months

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
Serum creatinine
1348 patients in 25
Last follow-up
studies32
Follow up Mean 12.82
months

Serum creatinine
Nondihydropyridine
CCB

101
per 1000

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
523 patients in 12
studies34
Follow up Mean 12.8
months

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from
dihydropyridine
791 patients in 12
CCB
studies36
Follow up Mean 12.82
months

Proteinuria
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 90
patients in 2 studies38
Follow up Mean 18.5
months

Systolic blood
pressure
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
478 patients in 8
studies40
Follow up Mean 7.38
months

Diastolic blood
pressure
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
225 patients in 6
studies42
Follow up Mean 5
months

µmol/LMean

g/24 hMean

Difference: MD 0.03 higher
(CI 95% 0.25 lower - 0.32
higher)
mmHgMean

CCB may have little
or no difference on
new onset
hypertension

Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to serious inconsistency33

CCB may decrease
serum creatinine

Moderate
Due to serious risk of bias35

Non-dihydropyridine
CCB probably has
little or no difference
on serum creatinine

Moderate
Due to serious risk of bias37

Dihydropyridine
CCB probably
decreases serum
creatinine

Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to serious imprecision39

CCB may have little
or no difference on
proteinuria

Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to serious inconsistency41

CCB may decrease
systolic blood
pressure slightly

µmol/LMean

Difference: MD 16.01 lower
(CI 95% 24.97 lower - 7.05
lower)

g/24 hMean

Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to serious imprecision31

µmol/LMean

Difference: MD 1.2 lower
(CI 95% 5.73 lower - 3.34
higher)

µmol/LMean

CCB may have little
or no difference on
withdrawal due to
side effects

µmol/LMean

Difference: MD 5.25 lower
(CI 95% 11.07 lower - 0.58
higher)

µmol/LMean

Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to serious imprecision29

mmHgMean

Difference: MD 6.56 lower
(CI 95% 11.20 lower - 1.92
lower)

CCB may decrease
Low
diastolic blood
Due to serious risk of bias,
pressure slightly
Difference: SMD 0.38 lower Due to serious inconsistency43 more than placebo in
(CI 95% 0.76 lower - 0 higher)
the first 1-3 months
mmHgMean

mmHgMean
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Mean arterial
pressure
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
112 patients in 2
studies44
Follow up Mean 15
months

Creatinine
clearance
1-3 months

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
400 patients in 8
studies46
Follow up Mean 9.81
months

GFR
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
533 patients in 11
studies48
Follow up Mean 7.41
months

GFR
Nondihydropyridine
CCB

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
284 patients in 5
studies50
Follow up Mean 7.41
months

GFR
dihydropyridine
CCB

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
835 patients in 12
studies52
Follow up Mean 15.3
months

mmHgMean

mmHgMean

Difference: MD 0.28 higher
(CI 95% 4.61 lower - 5.18
higher)

Mean

mL/min/1.73
m² or
mL/minMean

Difference: MD 4.77 higher
(CI 95% 1.92 higher - 7.63
higher)
mL/min/1.73
m² or
mL/minMean

mL/min/1.73
m² or
mL/minMean

Difference: MD 0.81 higher
(CI 95% 5.28 lower - 6.90
higher)
mL/min/1.73
m² or
mL/minMean

CCB may have little
or no difference on
mean arterial
pressure

Moderate
Due to serious risk of bias47

CCB probably
increases creatinine
clearance slightly

Moderate
Due to serious risk of bias49

CCB probably
increases measured
or estimated GFR

Moderate
Due to serious risk of bias51

Non-dihydropyridine
CCB probably
increases measured
or estimated GFR

Moderate
Due to serious risk of bias53

Dihydropyridine
CCB probably
increases measured
or estimated GFR

Mean

Difference: MD 4.17 higher
(CI 95% 2.20 lower - 10.54
higher)

mL/min/1.73
m² or
mL/minMean

Low
Due to serious risk of bias,
Due to serious imprecision45

mL/min/1.73
m² or
mL/minMean

Difference: MD 5.27 higher
(CI 95% 2.79 higher - 7.74
higher)
5. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Kuypers 2004, Sperschneider 1997 Dilt, Sperschneider 1997 Nifed,
Kumana 2003, Li 2011 (both), Guerin 1989, Wahlberg 1992, Van den Dorpel 1994, Pirsch 1993, Chen 2013a CyP+,
Alcaraz 1991, Chen 2013a CyP-, Van Riemsdijk 2000, Chen 2013b, Morales 1989 Baseline/comparator Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Selective outcome reporting.
7. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Madsen 1998, Dawidson 1991, Guerin 1989, Chen 2013a CyP-,
Patton 1994, Chen 2013a CyP+, Chen 2013b, Morales 1989, Harper 1996, Rump 2000, Pirsch 1993, Frei 1990,
Morales 1994, Wahlberg 1992, Wilkie 1994 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention .
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear outcome reporting , Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for
detection bias; Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies;
Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients, Wide confidence intervals.
9. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Frei 1990, Van den Dorpel 1994, Santos 2002, Dawidson 1991,
Chrysostomou 1993, Wagner 1986, Alcaraz 1991, Lehtonen 2000, Campistol 1991, Pirsch 1993, Morales 1994
Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Selective outcome reporting, unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups,
resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in
potential for selection bias, unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias.
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11. Systematic review [301] with included studies: [290], [270], [285], [262], [263], [287], [296], [242], [238], [231],
[218], [244], [254], [226], [269], [235], [274], [232], [234], [253], [233], [268], [291] Baseline/comparator Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Selective outcome reporting, unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups,
resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in
potential for selection bias, unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias.
13. Systematic review [301] with included studies: [232], [234], [235], [290], [274], [268], [291], [253], [233], [231],
[218], [242], [238], [226], [269] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
14. Risk of bias: Serious. Selective outcome reporting, unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups,
resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in
potential for selection bias, unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients, Wide confidence intervals.
15. Systematic review [301] with included studies: [244], [287], [263], [262], [285], [254], [270], [296]
Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
16. Risk of bias: Serious. Selective outcome reporting, unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups,
resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in
potential for selection bias, unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients;
17. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Alcaraz 1991, Van den Dorpel 1994, Wahlberg 1992, Sperschneider
1997 Dilt, Chen 2013b, Sperschneider 1997 Nifed Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
18. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: No
serious. Low number of patients.
19. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Frei 1990, Pirsch 1993, Patton 1994, Dawidson 1991, Morales 1994
Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
20. Risk of bias: Serious. Selective outcome reporting, unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups,
resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in
potential for selection bias, unclear blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies;
Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Low number of patients.
21. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Van Riemsdijk 2000, Wagner 1986, Rahn 1999 NT, Patton 1994,
Rahn 1999 HT Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
22. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: No serious. Point estimates vary widely, the direction of the
effect is not consistent between the included studies; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals.
23. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Wilkie 1994 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
24. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from one study,
Wide confidence intervals.
25. Systematic review [301] . Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
26. Systematic review [301] . Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
27. Systematic review [301] . Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
28. Systematic review [301] . Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
29. Systematic review [301] . Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
30. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Pirsch 1993 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
31. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Low number of
patients, Only data from one study.
32. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Madsen 1998, Chen 2013a CyP+, Chen 2013a CyP-, Venkat-Raman
1999 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
33. Risk of bias: Serious. Selective outcome reporting, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel,
resulting in potential for performance bias, unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting
in potential for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential
for selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients, Wide confidence intervals.
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34. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Guerin 1989, Pirsch 1993 Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
35. Risk of bias: Serious. Selective outcome reporting, unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups,
resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in
potential for selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals.
36. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Venkat-Raman 1999, Van der Schaaf 1995, Morales 1994,
Sperschneider 1997 Nifed, Sperschneider 1997 Dilt, Chen 2013a CyP-, Morales 1989, Ladefoged 1994, Kuypers
2004, Santos 2002, Wahlberg 1992, Wilkie 1993 CSA, Rahn 1999 HT, Harper 1996, Chen 2013b, Rahn 1999 NT,
Li 2011 CyP+, Chen 2013a CyP+, Alcaraz 1991, Van den Dorpel 1994, Gossmann 2002, Pirsch 1993, Kumana
2003, Li 2011 CyP-, Wilkie 1993 No CNI Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention .
37. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with
I^2: 40%., The confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the
point estimate of some of the included studies., The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included
studies; Imprecision: No serious. Wide confidence intervals.
38. Systematic review [301] with included studies: [279], [256], [253], [240], [251], [291], [232], [255], [218], [274],
[233], [231] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
39. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting.
40. Systematic review [301] with included studies: [295], [286], [294], [285], [279], [262], [270], [263], [244], [271],
[252], [289] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
41. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting.
42. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Rump 2000, Van der Schaaf 1995 Baseline/comparator Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
43. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in
potential for selection bias, Inadequate/unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in
potential for selection bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Low
number of patients.
44. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Rahn 1999 NT, Venkat-Raman 1999, Madsen 1998, Guerin 1989,
Van der Schaaf 1995, Wilkie 1993 CSA, Wilkie 1993 No CNI, Rahn 1999 HT Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
45. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with
I^2: 55%.;
46. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Venkat-Raman 1999, Guerin 1989, Wilkie 1993 CSA, Madsen 1998,
[270], Wilkie 1993 No CNI, Van der Schaaf 1995 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
47. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: Serious. Point estimates vary widely, the confidence interval of
some of the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of some of the included
studies.;
48. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Wilkie 1994, Harper 1996 Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
49. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients.
50. Systematic review [301] . Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
51. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between
the included studies, point estimates vary widely.
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52. Systematic review [301] with included studies: Wilkie 1993 CSA, Madsen 1998, Venkat-Raman 1999, Kuypers
2004, Rump 2000, Wilkie 1993 No CNI, Harper 1996, Guerin 1989, Van der Schaaf 1995, Gossmann 2002, Wilkie
1994 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
53. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting.
54. Systematic review [301] with included studies: [238], [242], [291], [253], [240] Baseline/comparator Control arm
of reference used for intervention.
55. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting.
56. Systematic review [301] with included studies: [294], [270], [271], [286], [252], [289], [244], [273], [257], [296],
[263], [295] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
57. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting.
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Table S34.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ARB
Comparator: Placebo or no treatment
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality
2-3 years

Relative risk: 0.65
(95% CI 0.18 - 2.30)
Based on data from
633 patients in 2
studies1
Follow up Mean 25.5
months

Graft loss

Relative risk: 0.35
(95% CI 0.15 - 0.84)
Based on data from
786 patients in 3
studies3
Follow up Mean 37
months

Acute rejection
5 years

Relative risk: 0.86
(95% CI 0.33 - 2.26)
Based on data from
153 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 5 years

Cardiovascular
events
Last follow-up

Relative risk: 1.06
(95% CI 0.57 - 1.95)
Based on data from
901 patients in 4
studies7
Follow up Mean 28.25
months

Dementia

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo/no
treatment

ARB

19
per 1000

12
per 1000

Difference: 7 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 16 fewer - 25 more)
26
per 1000

9
per 1000

105
per 1000

90
per 1000

40
per 1000

42
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision2

We are uncertain
whether ARB
improves or
worsen all-cause
mortality

Low
Due to serious risk of ARB may decrease
graft loss
Difference: 17 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
4
imprecision
(95% CI 22 fewer - 4 fewer)

Very Low
ARB may have
Due to serious risk of
little or no
bias,
Due
to
very
difference
on acute
Difference: 15 fewer per 1000
6
serious
imprecision
rejection
(95% CI 70 fewer - 132 more)

Difference: 2 more per 1000
(95% CI 17 fewer - 38 more)

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision8

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Relative risk: 4.71
(95% CI 0.23 - 94.58)
Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 6 months

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision10

Relative risk: 0.69
(95% CI 0.08 - 5.66)

29
per 1000

20
per 1000

We are uncertain
whether ARB
increases or
decreases acute
kidney injury
No studies were
found that looked
at falls

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

ARB may have
little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
events

Very Low

We are uncertain
whether ARB
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Last follow-up

Fatigue

Based on data from
633 patients in 2
studies11
Follow up Mean 25.5
months

Due to serious risk of
increases or
bias, Due to serious decreases doubling
Difference: 9 fewer per 1000
inconsistency, Due to serum creatinine
(95% CI 27 fewer - 135 more)
very serious
imprecision12
No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Hyperkalemia
Last follow-up

Relative risk: 3.31
(95% CI 1.34 - 8.18)
Based on data from
188 patients in 2
studies13
Follow up Mean 33
months

Systolic blood
pressure
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
1031 patients in 9
studies15
Follow up Mean 16.78
months

Diastolic blood
pressure
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
781 patients in 5
studies17
Follow up Mean 15
months

GFR
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
200 patients in 5
studies19
Follow up Mean 7.6
months

Serum creatinine
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
452 patients in 7
studies21
Follow up Mean 6.43
months

54
per 1000

179
per 1000

Mean

Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of ARB may increase
hyperkalemia
Difference: 125 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
14
imprecision
(95% CI 18 more - 388 more)

Difference: MD 4.57 lower
(95% CI 8.07 lower - 1.06
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 2.84 lower
(95% CI 4.73 lower - 0.96
lower)

Mean

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias18

ARB may decrease
diastolic blood
pressure slightly

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias20

ARB may have
little or no
difference on
measured or
estimated GFR

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency22

ARB may little or
no difference on
serum creatinine

Mean

Difference: MD 4.41 lower
(95% CI 8.84 lower - 0.01
higher)

Mean

Low
ARB may decrease
Due to serious risk of
systolic blood
bias, Due to serious
pressure slightly
16
inconsistency

Mean

Difference: MD 5.02 higher
(95% CI 3.56 lower - 13.60
higher)

Measured by:
Scale: Mean
Mean
Low
Based on data from
Hemoglobin
Due to serious risk of ARB may decrease
919 patients in 7
Difference: MD 9.21 lower
Last follow-up
bias, Due to serious
hemoglobin
studies23
(95% CI 14.25 lower - 4.18
inconsistency24
Follow up Mean 10.71
lower)
months
1. Systematic review [208] with included studies: SECRET 2004, SMAhRT 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm
of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
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3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, due to low number of events
Systematic review [296] with included studies: [273], [271], [212] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. due to low number of events
Systematic review [296] with included studies: ABCAN Study 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Only data from one study, due to low number of events, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [296] with included studies: Andres 2006, SECRET 2004, ABCAN Study 2010, SMAhRT 2006
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Selective outcome reporting, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization
process, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups,
resulting in potential for selection bias in some studies, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision:
Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [296] with included studies: [209] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only
data from one study, Low number of patients, Wide confidence intervals, due to low number of events, due to
[reason]
Systematic review [296] with included studies: SMAhRT 2006, SECRET 2004 Baseline/comparator: Control arm
of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Inconsistency: Serious. The
direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies, the magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was
high, with I2: 67%.; Imprecision: Very Serious. due to low number of events, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [296] with included studies: ABCAN Study 2010, Uchida 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [296] with included studies: Andres 2006, Uchida 2009, Zhu 2009, Nouri-Majalan 2009, ABCAN
Study 2010, SECRET 2004, Tylicki 2006, Weidanz 2005, SMAhRT 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome
reporting; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 72%., The
confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of
some of the included studies., The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies
Systematic review [296] with included studies: Zhu 2009, Nouri-Majalan 2009, Uchida 2009, SECRET 2004,
SMAhRT 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection
bias, unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, Selective outcome
reporting
Systematic review [296] with included studies: Tylicki 2006, [279], [209], Nouri-Majalan 2009, [288]
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete
data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting
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21. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Uchida 2009, Tylicki 2006, SMAhRT 2006, Rashtchizadeh 2007,
Nouri-Majalan 2009, Andres 2006, Zhu 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
22. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome
reporting; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 67%., The
confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of
some of the included studies., The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies
23. Systematic review [296] with included studies: SECRET 2004, SMAhRT 2006, Tylicki 2006, Andres 2006, NouriMajalan 2009, Rashtchizadeh 2007, Zhu 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
24. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with
I2: 80%, The confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point
estimate of some of the included studies.
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Table S35.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi
Comparator: Placebo, no treatment, non-antihypertensive treatment
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Placebo/no
treatment/nonantihypertensi
ve treatment

ACEi

All-cause
mortality
4 years

Relative risk: 1.90
(95% CI 0.66 - 5.50)
Based on data from
212 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 4 years

46
per 1000

87
per 1000

All-cause
mortality
10 years

Plain text summary

Low
ACEi may have little
Due to serious risk of
or no difference on allDifference: 41 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
cause mortality
imprecision2
(95% CI 16 fewer - 207 more)

Relative risk: 0.47
59
28
Very Low
(95% CI 0.04 - 4.97)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 70
bias, Due to very
Difference: 31 fewer per 1000
patients in 1 study3
serious
imprecision4
(95% CI 57 fewer - 234 more)
Follow up 10 years

Graft loss
Last follow-up

Relative risk: 0.71
(95% CI 0.47 - 1.06)
Based on data from
714 patients in 6
studies5
Follow up Mean 35
months

Any rejection

Relative risk: 1.16
(95% CI 0.54 - 2.50)
Based on data from
405 patients in 4
studies7
Follow up Mean 36
months

Cardiovascular
events
Last follow-up

Relative risk: 0.23
(95% CI 0.07 - 0.74)
Based on data from
119 patients in 2
studies9
Follow up Mean 4.77
years

0
per 1000

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 25
patients in 1 study11
Follow up 4 months
Relative risk: 0.87
(95% CI 0.39 - 1.94)
Based on data from
276 patients in 2
studies13
Follow up Mean 6.65
years

86
per 1000

Doubling serum
creatinine
Last follow-up

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

118
per 1000

We are uncertain
whether ACEi
increases or decreases
all-cause mortality

84
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 34 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision6
(95% CI 63 fewer - 7 more)
92
per 1000

107
per 1000

200
per 1000

46
per 1000

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
graft loss

Low
ACEi may have little
Due to serious risk of
or no difference on any
Difference: 15 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
rejection
imprecision8
(95% CI 42 fewer - 138 more)

Difference: 154 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 186 fewer - 52 fewer)
0
per 1000

Difference:

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

ACEi may decrease
cardiovascular events

There were too few
Low
who experienced acute
Due to serious risk of
kidney injury to
bias, Due to serious
determine whether
imprecision12
ACEi made a
difference

75
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 11 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision14
(95% CI 52 fewer - 81 more)

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
doubled creatinine
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Dementia

No studies were found
that looked at dementia

(95% CI - )15
Difference:

Falls

No studies were found
that looked at falls

(95% CI - )16
Difference:

Fatigue

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue

(95% CI - )17
Difference:

Adverse events

Relative risk: 1.72
(95% CI 1.12 - 2.65)
Based on data from
212 patients in 1
study18
Follow up 4 years

Hyperkalemia
Last follow-up

Relative risk: 5.29
(95% CI 0.63 - 44.53)
Based on data from
212 patients in 1
study20
Follow up 4 years

Creatinine
clearance
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 87
patients in 3 studies22
Follow up Mean 8
months

Measured GFR
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
549 patients in 5
studies24
Follow up Mean 15.4
months

Serum creatinine
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
307 patients in 8
studies26
Follow up Mean 7.5
months

Proteinuria
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
244 patients in 5
studies28
Follow up Mean 12.8
months

220
per 1000

378
per 1000

Difference: 158 more per 1000
(95% CI 26 more - 363 more)
9
per 1000

48
per 1000

Difference: 39 more per 1000
(95% CI 3 fewer - 392 more)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.23 lower
(95% CI 11.92 lower - 11.46
higher)
Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 2.38 lower
(95% CI 6.87 lower - 2.10
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 17 lower
(95% CI 62.02 lower - 28.01
higher)

Mean

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision19

ACEi probably
increases adverse
events

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision21

ACEi may little or no
effect on hyperkalemia

Very Low
Due to very serious
We are uncertain
risk of bias, Due to
whether ACEi
serious inconsistency, increases or decreases
Due to serious
creatinine clearance
imprecision23

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision25

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
measured GFR

Very Low
Due to very serious
inconsistency, Due to
very serious risk of
bias27

We are uncertain
whether ACEi
increases or decreases
serum creatinine

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias29

ACEi probably
decreases proteinuria
slightly

Mean

Difference: MD 0.37 lower
(95% CI 0.64 lower - 0.10
lower)
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Systolic blood
pressure
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
201 patients in 5
studies30
Follow up Mean 7.6
months

Diastolic blood
pressure
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 64
patients in 1 study32
Follow up 18 months

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 7.05 lower
(95% CI 13.83 lower - 0.28
lower)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 2 lower
(95% CI 6.21 lower - 2.21
higher)

Low
ACEi may decrease
Due to serious risk of
systolic blood pressure
bias, Due to serious
slightly
imprecision31

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision33

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Mean
Mean
Low
Mean arterial
Based on data from
ACEi may decrease
Due to serious
pressure
218 patients in 5
mean
arterial pressure
Difference: MD 4.70 lower
inconsistency, Due to
Last follow-up
studies34
slightly
(95% CI 9.59 lower - 0.20
serious risk of bias35
Follow up Mean 10.6
higher)
months
1. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Knoll 2008 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
3. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Paoletti 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study
5. Systematic review [290] with included studies: [239], [247], [238], [230], [256], [209] Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision:
Serious. Wide confidence intervals
7. Systematic review [290] with included studies: [230], [287], [256], [247] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
9. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Paoletti 2007, Hernandez 2000 Baseline/comparator: Control arm
of reference used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision:
Serious. Low number of patients
11. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Beckingham 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study, Low number of patients
13. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Paoletti 2007, Knoll 2008 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
14. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision:
Serious. Wide confidence intervals
15. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Beckingham 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
16. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Beckingham 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
17. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Beckingham 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
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18. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Knoll 2008 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
19. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
20. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Knoll 2008 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
21. Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
22. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Amara 2010, Zhang 2008, Gronhagen-Riska 1984
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
23. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude
of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 74%., The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included
studies; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
24. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Mandelbrot 2015, Knoll 2008, Amara 2010, Van der Schaaf 1995,
Beckingham 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
25. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
26. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Paoletti 2007, Hernandez 2000, Van der Schaaf 1995, Kim 2002a,
Zhang 2008, Rashtchizadeh 2007, Gronhagen-Riska 1984, Trivedi 2003 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
27. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete data and/or
large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: Very Serious. The magnitude of statistical
heterogeneity was high, with I2: 98%., The confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap with those of
most included studies/ the point estimate of some of the included studies., The direction of the effect is not
consistent between the included studies
28. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Van der Schaaf 1995, Kim 2002a, Amara 2010, Zhang 2008, Paoletti
2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
29. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting, Inadequate/lack of blinding of
participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias
30. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Paoletti 2007, Hernandez 2000, Beckingham 1995, Van der Schaaf
1995, Gronhagen-Riska 1984 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
31. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias
in some studies, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not
consistent between the included studies; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
32. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Paoletti 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
33. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from
one study
34. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Amara 2010, Rashtchizadeh 2007, Kim 2002a, Takahara 2002,
Trivedi 2003 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
35. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome
reporting, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical
heterogeneity was high, with I2: 65%.
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Table S36.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: Alpha-blocker
Comparator: Placebo or no treatment
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.98
(95% CI 0.06 - 15.19)
Based on data from 93
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 6 months

Graft loss

Relative risk: 0.98
(95% CI 0.26 - 3.68)
Based on data from 91
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 6 months

Cardiovascular
events

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo/no
treatment
22
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
Alpha-blocker (Quality of evidence)
22
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 21 fewer - 312 more)
89
per 1000

87
per 1000

Difference: 2 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 66 fewer - 239 more)

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision2

Alpha-blocker may
have little or no
difference on all-cause
mortality

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision4

Alpha-blocker may
have little or no
difference on graft loss

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Dementia

Plain text summary

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 91
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 6 months

149
mm Hg Mean

150
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 1 higher
(95% CI 11.38 lower - 13.38
higher)

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision6

Alpha-blocker may
have little or no
difference on systolic
blood pressure
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1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Systematic review [290] with included studies: Vanrenterghem 1988 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, no protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals;
Systematic review [290] with included studies: Vanrenterghem 1988 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, no protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [290] with included studies: Vanrenterghem 1988 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, no protocols available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study
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Table S37.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: Beta-blocker
Comparator: Placebo or no treatment
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

Graft failure

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Hyperkalemia

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo/no
treatment

Beta-blocker

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
graft failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 28
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 2 months

Plain text summary

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference:

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision2

There were too few
who experienced
hyperkalemia to
determine whether
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beta-blocker made a
difference

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 28
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 2 months

120.4
mm Hg Mean

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 28
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 2 months

76.7
mm Hg Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 28
patients in 1 study7
Follow up 2 months

Creatinine
clearance

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 28
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 2 months

118.7
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 1.7 lower
(95% CI 8.12 lower - 4.72
higher)
75.9
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 0.80 lower
(95% CI 4.28 lower - 2.68
higher)
102
μmol Mean

105
μmol Mean

Difference: MD 3 higher
(95% CI 9.68 lower - 15.68
higher)
61.84
ml/min Mean

60.04
ml/min Mean

Low
Beta-blocker may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious difference on systolic
imprecision4
blood pressure

Low
Beta-blocker may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious difference on diastolic
imprecision6
blood pressure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision8

Beta-blocker may
have little or no
difference on serum
creatinine

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

Beta-blocker may
have little or no
difference on
creatinine clearance

Difference: MD 1.80 lower
(95% CI 9.84 lower - 6.24
higher)
1. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Tylicki 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from one study
3. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Tylicki 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
5. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Tylicki 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
7. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Tylicki 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review [290] with included studies: Tylicki 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S38.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: Mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists
Comparator: Placebo
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 23
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 2 years

Graft loss

Acute rejection

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia

Placebo

Certainty of the
Evidence
Mineralocortic
oid receptor (Quality of evidence)
antagonists

Plain text summary

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision2

There were too few
who experienced allcause mortality to
determine whether
MRA made a
difference

Relative risk: 1.05
143
150
(95% CI 0.29 - 3.78)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 23
Difference: 7 more per 1000
patients in 1 study3
(95% CI 102 fewer - 398 more)
Follow up 2 years

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision4

There were too few
who experienced graft
loss to determine
whether MRA made a
difference

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 23
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 2 years

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision6

There were too few
who experienced acute
rejection to determine
whether MRA made a
difference

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision8

There were too few
who experienced the
cardiovascular events,
to determine whether
mineralocorticoid
receptor antagonists
made a difference

Relative risk: 1.05
(95% CI 0.07 - 16.23)
Based on data from 80
patients in 2 studies7
Follow up 3 years

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference:

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference:
25
per 1000

26
per 1000

Difference: 1 more per 1000
(95% CI 23 fewer - 381 more)

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:
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Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 23
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 2 years
Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 23
patients in 1 study11
Follow up 2 years

150.31
µmol/l Mean

123.79
µmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 26.52 lower
(95% CI 83.90 lower - 30.86
higher)
66
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

81
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

MRA may have little
or no difference on
serum creatinine

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision12

MRA may improve
eGFR
Difference: MD 15 higher
(95% CI 8.75 higher - 21.25
higher)
1. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Medeiros 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
3. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Medeiros 2010, [298] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
5. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Medeiros 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
6. Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from one study
7. Systematic review with included studies: [299] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
8. Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
9. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Medeiros 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
11. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Medeiros 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
eGFR
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Table S39.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi or ARB
Comparator: Placebo, no treatment, or standard of care
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.84
(95% CI 0.53 - 1.33)
Based on data from
1692 patients in 9
studies1
Follow up mean 38
months

Graft failure

Relative risk: 0.62
(95% CI 0.40 - 0.95)
Based on data from
1837 patients in 12
studies3
Follow up Mean 31
months

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.76
(95% CI 0.43 - 1.31)
Based on data from
1232 patients in 7
studies5
Follow up Mean 44
months

Dementia

Placebo/no
treatment/stan
dard of care
46
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
ACEi or ARB (Quality of evidence)
39
per 1000

Difference: 7 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 22 fewer - 15 more)
60
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision2

50
per 1000

Difference: 16 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 38 fewer - 20 more)

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision6

Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Any rejection

Relative risk: 1.06
(95% CI 0.65 - 1.72)
Based on data from
567 patients in 5
studies9
Follow up Mean 42
months

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 25
patients in 1 study11
Follow up 4 months

46
per 1000

42
per 1000

Difference: 4 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 24 fewer - 35 more)
88
per 1000

93
per 1000

Difference: 5 more per 1000
(95% CI 31 fewer - 63 more)

per 1000

per 1000

Difference:

ACEi or ARB may
decrease graft failure

ACEi or ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
cardiovascular events

No studies were found
that looked at
dementia

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 0.91
(95% CI 0.48 - 1.75)
Based on data from
909 patients in 4
studies7
Follow up Mean 57
months

ACEi or ARB
probably has little or
no difference on allcause mortality

37
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 23 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision4
(95% CI 36 fewer - 3 fewer)
66
per 1000

Plain text summary

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision8

ACEi or ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
doubling serum
creatinine

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

ACEi or ARB may
have little or no
difference on any
rejection

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced the
Due to serious risk of acute kidney injury, to
bias, Due to very
determine whether
serious imprecision12 ACEi or ARB made a
difference
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Falls

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

1.

Systematic review [296] with included studies: Weidanz 2005, Mandelbrot 2015, Cockfield 2019, Gronhagen-Riska
1984, SMAhRT 2006, Paoletti 2007, SECRET 2004, ABCAN Study 2010, Knoll 2008 Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Imprecision: Serious. Low number of events
3. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Kim 2002a, ABCAN Study 2010, Cockfield 2019, Gronhagen-Riska
1984, Knoll 2008, Mandelbrot 2015, Nouri-Majalan 2009, Paoletti 2007, SECRET 2004, SMAhRT 2006, Uchida 2009,
Weidanz 2005 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. due to few events
5. Systematic review with included studies: [212], [216], [242], [245], [262], [271], [273] Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Imprecision: Serious. due to few events
7. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Paoletti 2007, SMAhRT 2006, SECRET 2004, Knoll 2008
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
8. Imprecision: Serious. due to few events
9. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Nouri-Majalan 2009, Paoletti 2007, Mandelbrot 2015, ABCAN Study
2010, Gronhagen-Riska 1984 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Serious. due to few events
11. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Beckingham 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
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Chapter 5. Blood pressure management in children with CKD
Table S40.
Population: Children with CKD
Intervention: Intensified blood pressure control (MAP <50th percentile)
Comparator: Conventional blood pressure control (MAP 50th-99th percentile)
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.35
(95% CI 0.01 - 8.43)
Based on data from
385 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 5 years

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.80
(95% CI 0.52 - 1.23)
Based on data from
385 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 5 years

Myocardial
infarction

Stroke

Heart failure

Acute kidney
injury

Fatigue

Certainty of the
Conventional
Intensified
Evidence
blood pressure blood pressure
control (MAP control (MAP (Quality of evidence)
50-99th
<50th
percentile)
percentile)
5
per 1000

2
per 1000

Difference: 3 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 5 fewer - 37 more)
199
per 1000

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether intensified
Due to serious risk of
blood pressure control
bias, Due to very
increases or decreases
serious imprecision2
all-cause mortality

159
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 40 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision4
(95% CI 96 fewer - 46 more)

Intensified blood
pressure control may
have little or no
difference on endstage kidney disease
when compared with
conventional blood
pressure control

Difference:

No studies were
found that evaluated
myocardial infarction

Difference:

No studies were
found that evaluated
stroke

Difference:

No studies were
found that evaluated
heart failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that evaluated
acute kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 0.35
(95% CI 0.01 - 8.43)
Based on data from
385 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 5 years

Plain text summary

5
per 1000

2
per 1000

Difference: 3 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 5 fewer - 37 more)

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision6

Intensified blood
pressure control may
have little or no
difference on fatigue
when compared with
conventional blood
pressure control
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Doubling of
serum creatinine

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Intensified blood
pressure control may
Low
improve annual
Annual GFR loss
Due to serious risk of
reduction in GFR
12 months
bias, Due to serious
slightly when
Difference: MD 1.40 lower
8
imprecision
compared
with
(95% CI 2.79 lower - 0.01
conventional
blood
lower)
pressure control
1. Systematic review with included studies: ESCAPE 2004 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious.
Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
3. Systematic review with included studies: ESCAPE 2004 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only
data from one study
5. Systematic review with included studies: ESCAPE 2004 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious.
Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
7. Systematic review with included studies: ESCAPE 2004 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study
Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
385 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 5 years

2.5
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

No studies were
found that evaluated
doubling of serum
creatinine

1.1
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean
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Appendix D. Data supplement – Additional SoF tables developed as part of the evidence review
Chapter 1: Blood pressure measurement
Table S41. Correlation of blood pressure measurement techniques in patients with CKD
Study name

Comparison

Blood pressure measurement
details

Agarwal 2017
(1)

Research-grade
BP
measurement
(SPRINT
protocol) vs.
Routine clinic
measurement vs.
ambulatory BP
measurement

SPRINT measurement – arm
cuff in seated position, inflated
after 5 mins rest. 3 readings
with 30 secs rest between each
interval. No observers were
present.
Routine clinic measurement Single oscillometric
measurement in supine position
with observer present.

Agarwal 2016
(2) - Diagnostic
test accuracy

Home BP or
clinic BP vs.
ambulatory BP
to diagnose
masked
uncontrolled
hypertension

Clinic-based BP – oscillometric
device (OMRON HEM 907)
with appropriate cuff size and 5
mins rest. Auscultatory
measures were taken after
oscillometric methods

Setting/ number of
participants/
characteristics
Single-center, USA
N=275,
Veterans with CKD and
normotensive, 32% ≥ 75
years of age, and 98% of
men

Single-center, USA
N=333, Veterans (mostly
older white men) with
stage 2-4 CKD with
masked uncontrolled
hypertension (controlled
clinic BP (<140/90 mm

Summary of findings

Quality appraisal

Compared to routine clinic BP
measurement, research-grade systolic BP
was 7.9 (95% CI: 9.4 to 6.4) mm Hg lower,
and diastolic BP was 11.7 (95% CI: 12.7 to
10.8) mm Hg lower
Compared to daytime ambulatory BP,
routine clinic BP measurement was systolic
4.8 mm Hg higher and diastolic 0.3 mm Hg
higher;
Effect modifiers (compared to daytime
ambulatory BP) - Diabetes mellitus Systolic BP was 4.8 mm Hg lower in those
without diabetes mellitus and 9.6 mm Hg
lower in those with diabetes mellitus.
Peripheral vascular disease - daytime
ambulatory systolic BP was 8.7 mm Hg
lower in those without and 5 mm Hg lower
in those with.
Routine clinic BP measurement was less
likely to be associated with LVH compared
to research-grade and ambulatory BP
measurement
The prevalence of masked uncontrolled
hypertension varied according to the BP
measurement undertaken – masked
uncontrolled hypertension was 26.7% by
daytime ambulatory BP, 32.8% by 24-hour
ambulatory BP, 56.1% by daytime or night-

The participants in this
group may represent the
veteran population but
may not be representative
of wider group of patients.
Also, it is unclear if the
outcome assessors were
blinded to previous BP
measurements throughout
the study.

The participants in this
group may represent the
veteran population but
may not be representative
of wider group of patients.
Also, it is unclear if the
outcome assessors were
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Study name

Comparison

Blood pressure measurement
details
Home-base BP – Oscillometric
device (OMRON HEM790IT).
5-mins seated rest, triple
measurements twice daily for
one week.
Ambulatory BP - SpaceLabs
90207 monitor

Agena 2011 (3)
- Diagnostic
test accuracy

Clinic-based BP
and home-based
BP vs. daytime
ambulatory BP

Office- BP – Oscillometric
(OMRON HEM790IT). 5-mins
seated rest at baseline and at 7days after home-BP
Home-BP - Oscillometric
(OMRON HEM790IT) twice
daily for 5 days
Daytime ambulatory BP
(reference standard) - Spacelabs
90207 monitor with appropriate
arm cuff circumference.
Measurements taken every 20
mins

Setting/ number of
participants/
characteristics
Hg average of 3 clinic
oscillometric measures)
but elevated ambulatory
BP (≥135/85 mm Hg)

Single-center, Brazil,
n=183, adult transplant
recipients, who had been
transplanted 1-10 years
ago

Summary of findings

Quality appraisal

time ambulatory BP, and 50.8% by home
BP
Compared to daytime ambulatory BP, home
BP area under the curve was 0.78 (95% CI:
0.71–0.85) at baseline and 0.72 (95% CI:
0.65– 0.79) at week 4
Clinic BP area under the curve was 0.82
(95% CI: 0.76–0.87) at baseline and 0.78
(95% CI: 0.72–0.84) at week 4.
There was no difference between clinic and
home BP in diagnosing masked
uncontrolled blood pressure.
Compared to ambulatory BP, mean
difference in systolic BP obtained by homebased BP - 2.3 ± 11.2 mm Hg; Office-based
BP is versus 6.1 ± 15.9 mm Hg (P<0.001).
Diastolic BP was not statistically
significant.
The correlation between home-based BP
and ambulatory BP for systolic BP

blinded to previous BP
measurements throughout
the study.

2

(Pearson R : 0.59) and office-based BP
2

(Pearson R : 0.24).
Home-based BP showed higher agreement
with ambulatory BP than office-based BP
in the diagnosis of hypertension. Also,
home-based BP had better prediction of
hypertension according to ROC curves:
Office-based (≥140/83 mm Hg)
sensitivity/specificity – systolic BP
64%/62%, diastolic BP 74%/62%
Home-based (≥129/78 mm Hg)
sensitivity/specificity – systolic BP
83%/61%, diastolic BP 77%/66%

The participants in this
group may not be
representative of wider
population of transplant
recipients. Also, it is
unclear if the outcome
assessors were blinded to
previous BP
measurements throughout
the study.
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Study name

Comparison

Blood pressure measurement
details

Andersen 2005
(4) –
Diagnostic test
accuracy

Clinic-based BP
and home-based
BP vs.
ambulatory BP

Cohen 2017 (5)
- validation
study (AAMI
protocol)

Clinic-based
(oscillometric)
BP device vs.
auscultatory BP

Standardized office BP –
Oscillometric (OMRON 412C).
5-mins seated rest at baseline
and 3 measurements (average
of 2 readings) with observer
(nurse)
Routine office BP –
Oscillometric, no defined
protocol
Home-BP - Oscillometric
(OMRON 412C) 3 daily for 1
week
Ambulatory BP (reference
standard) - Spacelabs 90207 –
standard protocol
Oscillometric device (OMRON
HEM-907XL) - BP
measurements performed by
one observer
Sequential auscultatory
(aneroid) BP measurements
performed by two observers
(accepted reading ≤4 mm Hg
difference between observer
recordings) – 5 mins seated rest
2 methods for validation
Method 1 – pairs of
oscillometric and aneroid BP
readings
Method 2 – Average of 3 pairs
of oscillometric and aneroid BP
readings

Setting/ number of
participants/
characteristics
Single-center USA,
Veterans (67 ± 12 years)
with CKD, 95% male and
35% with diabetes, 90%
treated with
antihypertensive

Summary of findings

Quality appraisal

Home-based BP had a higher proportion of
readings within 10 mm Hg of the daytime
ambulatory readings (systolic/diastolic) –
home-based BP 50%/82%; routine office
BP – 40%/69%; standardized office BP –
23%/51%
Diagnostic accuracy for hypertension
(compared to daytime ambulatory) –
Home-BP had the highest areas under the
curve (systolic/diastolic) = home-based BP
(0.88/0.88); routine office BP (0.77/0.79);
standardized office BP (0.81/0.83).

The participants in this
group may represent the
veteran population but not
be representative of wider
CKD population. Also, it
is unclear if the outcome
assessors were blinded to
previous BP
measurements throughout
the study.

Single-center USA;
Method 1 n=255, Method
2 n=87; Patients with
CKD (eGFR <60
ml/min/1.73 m2) not on
dialysis, median age 62
(IQR 55-70), 48% black
ethnicity and 56% male.

The OMRON HEM-907XL meets the
criteria for validation (AAMI method (<5
mm Hg difference), for diastolic BP but not
systolic BP in both methods for patients
with non-dialytic CKD
Mean difference – Method 1- systolic 2.5 ±
9.5 mm Hg, diastolic – 1.6 ± 6.5 mm Hg.
Method 2 - systolic 5.1 ± 7.4 mm Hg,
diastolic – 0.2 ±5.4 mm Hg. There was a
strong linear relationship between
oscillometric and auscultatory readings –
systolic (r=0.93 P<0.001); diastolic (r=0.88
P<0.001)

BP devices were not
calibrated to a mercury BP
device. The cuff used was
designed for the
oscillometric device and
not the aneroid device; this
may introduce some
measurement bias.
Physicians were blinded to
the oscillometric readings
before the auscultatory
readings.
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Study name

Comparison

Blood pressure measurement
details

Czarkowski
2009 (6) –
validation study
(International
Protocol)

Clinic-based
(oscillometric)
BP vs.
auscultatory
(mercury) BP
device

Flynn 2012 (7)

Clinic-based
(oscillometric)
BP device vs.
auscultatory
(mercury) BP
device

BP measurement performed
immediately before and after
hemodialysis with at least 10
mins rest in two phases
according to the validation
protocol (IP).
Oscillometric device (OMRON
HEM-907XL) BP
measurements performed on the
arm without fistula.
Sequential auscultatory
(mercury) BP measurements
performed by two observers
using Korotkoff method
Paired auscultatory and
oscillometric BP measurement
obtained on the same day.
Auscultatory (aneroid) BP
measurement – 5 mins rest,
mean of 3 BP measurements
(30 sec intervals).
Oscillometric (SpaceLabs
90218) BP device – Mean of
three resting BP used. The first
reading was excluded because
of potential over inflation.
Normotensive - <90th percentile
Pre-hypertensive - ≥90th - <95th
percentile
Hypertensive - ≥95th percentile

Setting/ number of
participants/
characteristics
Single-center Poland,
n=33, ESKD on
hemodialysis

Summary of findings

Quality appraisal

OMRON HEM-907 compared to
auscultatory BP device passed the IP
validation protocol for phase 1, 2.1 and 2.2
for systolic blood pressure for both before
and after hemodialysis. However, diastolic
blood pressure did not pass Phase 2.2 for
either before or after hemodialysis.

Small study, that included
participants with BP above
those recommended for
inclusion in the IP
protocol (≥180/130 mm
Hg). Three observers
involved were blinded to
the other BP measurement.
Only one cuff-size was
used. This may not be
generalizable to the
hemodialysis population

Multi-center, USA and
Canada; n=235; Children
(1-16 years) with CKD
(GFR 30-90 ml/min/1.73
m2), 57% male, 71% white

Oscillometric reported higher BP than
auscultatory measurements Oscillometric – systolic BP mean 115 (95%
CI: 113, 117) mm Hg; diastolic BP mean
71 (95% CI: 70, 73) mm Hg
Auscultatory – systolic BP mean 106 (95%
CI: 105, 108) mm Hg; diastolic BP mean
66 (95% CI: 64, 67) mm Hg
Oscillometric measurements were on
average 9 (95% CI: 7, 10) mm Hg higher
(P<0.001) for systolic BP and 6 (95% CI:
4,7) mm Hg higher in diastolic BP.
There is poor correlation between
oscillometric and auscultatory BP
measurement in children (systolic r=0.62;
diastolic r=0.49)
Overall, oscillometric measurement
overestimates auscultatory measures for
both systolic and diastolic BP.
More children were classified as
hypertensive using the oscillometric BP

Measurement bias - Multicenter study with multiple
personnel taking BP
measurements. The
oscillometric device
(SpaceLabs 90217) is
recommended for
ambulatory BP use in
adults. It has not been
validated in children.
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Study name

Comparison

Blood pressure measurement
details

Setting/ number of
participants/
characteristics

Summary of findings

Quality appraisal

measurement compared to auscultatory BP
measurement – hypertensive 13%
auscultatory vs. 30% oscillometric

Iimuro 2013 (8)

Ambulatory BP
vs. oscillometric
office-based BP

24hr ambulatory BP
measurement (TM2421) at least
6 months after enrolment in
cohort study.
Office-based oscillometric BP –
after 5 mins seated rest, average
of 3 seated measurements was
taken

Multi-center, Japan,
n=1075; adults (mean 58.5
years) in the CKD Japan
Cohort study.

The correlation coefficient between officebased oscillometric and ambulatory in this
study is low: systolic BP r=0.5, diastolic BP
r=0.52.
In this study, a high proportion (30%) of
patients are reported to have masked
hypertension (non-hypertensive at office
BP and hypertensive BP)

The time frame between
ambulatory and officebased BP is long (median
41 days (IQR: 0-154
days). This may contribute
to the overestimation of
masked hypertension in
this study

Manto 2018 (9)
- Diagnostic
test accuracy

Office-based
oscillometric
device
Home-based
oscillometric BP
device
Ambulatory BP

Office-based oscillometric BP
(OMRON M2) – after 5 mins
seated rest, mean of 3
measurements taken on the left
arm
Home-based oscillometric BP –
18 measures (6 x 3 days) were
taken. Participants received
training
Ambulatory BP – 24hr
ambulatory BP measures using
“Eutherapie” device

Single-center, Cameroon;
n=46; Adults (mean age
(56.2 ± 11.4)), nondialytic CKD (GFR <60
ml/min/1.73 m2), 61%
male

Compared to ambulatory BP (reference
standard) in diagnosing hypertension
(<140/90 mm Hg – office, <135/85 mm Hg
home and ambulatory):
- Office-based BP – sensitivity 40%,
specificity 87%
- Home-based BP – sensitivity 60%,
specificity 81%
Office-based BP measurement
overestimated SBP 12% and DBP 5%
Home-based BP measurement
overestimated SBP 11% and DBP 2%.
Home-based BP reported the best
correlation with ambulatory BP (k=0.49
(95% CI: 0.36, 0.62) compared to officebased BP and ambulatory BP (k=0.22 (95%
CI: 0.21, 0.35)

Study used consecutive
sampling methods and had
a small sample size (n=46)
from a single center.
Findings may not be
generalizable to the CKD
population
Home-based BP
measurement was only
used 3 days as opposed to
7 days in other studies due
to resource constraints.
This may explain the
lower sensitivity and
specificity reported
compared to other studies.
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Study name

Comparison

Blood pressure measurement
details

Setting/ number of
participants/
characteristics
Single nephrology
outpatient center Ireland,
n=80, adult patients with
nondialytic CKD or a
functioning kidney
transplant

O'Shaughnessy
2011 (10)

Office-based
oscillometric
devices –
BpTRU vs.
Vital signs
monitor

BpTRU device – 6 BP
measurements at 2 min
intervals, an observer does not
need to be present
Vital signs monitor – routine
clinic measurement (no
protocol)

Ryu 2015 (11) Diagnostic test
accuracy

Office-based
oscillometric BP
vs. ambulatory
BP

Office-based oscillometric
(OMARON 1A-2) BP device –
5 mins seated rest, 3 BP
measures at 1-2 mins intervals
(mean of the last two
measures).
Ambulatory BP (TM-2430)
device – 24hr BP

Multi-center, Korea;
n=1317; Adults (mean age
56 ± 11.9) and 63% male
with nondialytic CKD
(49% stage 3) that were
hypertensive for > 6
months and treated with
an antihypertensive for >3
months

Thompson
2007 (12) –
Validation
study
(European
Society of
Hypertension
(ESH))

Home-based BP
oscillometric vs.
auscultatory
(mercury
syphygmometer)

Home-based oscillometric BP
device (Microlife 3AC1-1PC) –
9 measurements from nonfistula arm during the
intradialytic period.
Auscultatory – 5 mins seated
rest
Readings undertaken by three
observers

Single center, USA; n=33;
Adults with ESKD on
hemodialysis, 73% male,
mean age 57.6 ± 15.3
years, mean time on
dialysis 24.5 months, 64%
had diabetes and 79%
Hispanic

Summary of findings

Quality appraisal

Measurement with a standard protocol and
no observer present (BpTRU) compared to
usual office-based BP measurement had a
lower mean systolic BP 10.1 (95% CI: 7.4,
12.8) mm Hg and diastolic BP (2.8 (95%
CI: 0.4, 5.1) mm Hg.
Patients measured with the standardized
protocol had lower proportion of systolic
hypertension (48.8%) and diastolic
hypertension (61.3%) compared to usual
office-based BP measurement (both 65.8%)
Office-based oscillometric BP
measurement compared to ambulatory BP
(reference standard) exhibited moderate
correlation r=0.532 and ROC area under the
curve 0.77 (95% CI: 0.74 to 0.8) in
diagnosing uncontrolled hypertension.
The time points in 24hr ambulatory BP
most closely correlated with office BP were
7:00AM, 2:00PM and 9:30PM. The
percentage of measurements of office-based
BP within 30% of ambulatory BP
measures:
7:00AM – 95.6%, 2:00PM – 92.1%, and
9:30PM -95.3%
On average, oscillometric devices
overestimated systolic BP by 1.3 ± 4.4 mm
Hg (P=0.09) and diastolic BP by 2.4± 4.5
mm Hg (P=0.005).
As arterial stiffness increased with one unit
increase in augmentation index and pulse
index increased the difference in diastolic
BP between auscultatory and oscillometric
measurement increased by 0.12 mm Hg
(P<0.05).

Study used consecutive
sampling methods and had
a small sample size (n=80)
from a single center.
Findings may not be
generalizable to the CKD
population

The interval between the
index test and the
reference standard is
unclear.
It is unclear if observers
were blinded to previous
BP measures from either
test.

Unclear if the observers
were blinded to the
recordings of the other BP
measurement device. Also,
unclear if the oscillometric
BP device was calibrated
to the mercury
sphygmomanometer
before the study.
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Study name

Wuhl 2004 (13)
– Diagnostic
test accuracy

Comparison

Ambulatory BP
(reference
standard) vs.
office-based BP
auscultatory or
oscillometric
Home-based BP
device

Blood pressure measurement
details

Setting/ number of
participants/
characteristics

Summary of findings

Quality appraisal

Small sample size in a
single center with majority
Hispanic population may
not be generalizable to the
entire hemodialysis
population.
Only data from 31% of
participants from the
ESCAPE trial.
59% of participants had
data for BP measures after
6 months of therapy. It is
unclear if
observers/participants
were blinded to BP
measurements of the other
BP measurement methods.

Ambulatory BP device
Multi-center, Europe;
Daytime ambulatory BP is underestimated
(SpaceLabs 90207) – 24hr
n=118 at baseline and
by office-based BP (-4 mm Hg) and home
readings undertaken at baseline n=70 at 6 months;
BP measurement (-6 mm Hg).
and 6 months after start of
Participants from the
Evening home-based BP is not a predictor
treatment
ESCAPE trial (n=385)
of night-time ambulatory BP, with
Office-based BP device {Gimpel, 2009 #393} significant variation (6.7 ± 11 mm Hg,
measurements undertaken by
pediatric population (3-19 r=0.48).
healthcare professional either
years) BP >50th percentile In the diagnosis of hypertension (>95 th
auscultatory
or managed with
percentile) compared to ambulatory BP, the
(sphygmomanometer) or
antihypertensive
sensitivity and specificity:
oscillometric (device Dinamap)
Office-based BP – 70%/70%
and was measured every two
Home-based BP – 52%/82%
months during the trial.
Combined office and home-based BP –
Home-based BP device
81%/60%
(OMARON-MX1) measurement was optionally
and performed by the
participants 2 to 7 days from
ambulatory BP measurement
BP = blood pressure; CI = confidence intervals; ESKD = end-stage kidney disease; IQR = interquartile range; ROC = receiver operator curve SD = standard deviation; WMD =
weighted mean difference
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Table S42. Accuracy of blood pressure measurement techniques in the general population
Study name
Andreadls 2019
(1)

Comparison
Unattended (patient
resting) versus attended
(medical observer
present) automated
office BP

Albasri 2017 (2)

Community pharmacy
BP vs. daytime
ambulatory BP and 24-hr
ambulatory BP

Community pharmacy
BP vs. home-based BP
Community pharmacy
BP vs. clinic-based BP

Hodgkinson 2013
(3)

Ambulatory vs.
auscultatory (mercury
sphygmomanometer) BP
devices

Number of studies (n)
Summary of findings
Quality appraisal
12 studies (n=1762),
QUADAS2 – overall
• Mean systolic BP difference (MD −
observational and RCTs.
assessment – low risk of
3.66 mm Hg, 95% − 6.58 to − 0.75 mm
5 studies included
bias and high
Hg) with substantial heterogeneity
normotensive and
applicability. Major
I2=97.1%, P<0.001
hypertensive
concerns
• Mean diastolic BP difference (MD −
participants. Other
• Patient selection, as
1.67 mm Hg, 95%CI − 2.78 to − 0.55
studies included only
recruitment was not
mm Hg) with substantial heterogeneity
hypertensive
random.
I2=89%, P<0.001
participants.
Three studies used
Subgroup analysis of hypertensive
different methodologies
participants only did not change the
for office blood pressure,
findings of the analysis.
including one study with
a semi-automated device.
Daytime ambulatory = 3 No difference compared to daytime
Unclear if this review is
(n=319), Adults mean
ambulatory BP (WMD 7.8 (95% CI: -1.2 to an update of a previous
age 57 years
4.3) systolic mm Hg)
review (search date from
24hr Ambulatory = 3
Overestimates compared to 24hr
2009 to 2015). Unclear if
(n=429), adults mean
ambulatory BP (WMD 7.8 (95% CI: 1.5 to
the pharmacy BP was
age 52.7 years
14.1) systolic mm Hg) I2 = 92%
either auscultatory and
5 studies (n=1848),
Overestimates compared to home-based BP oscillometric or
oscillometric only.
adults mean age 58.3
(WMD 2.4 (95% CI: 0.00 – 4.8) systolic
The underlying data had
years
mm Hg, I2= 66%
6 studies (n=2100),
No difference compared to clinic-based BP poor reporting of the time
between the reference
adults mean age 60.9
(WMD 0.9 (95% CI: -3.5 to 1.7) mm Hg,
2
standard (community
years
I = 78%
pharmacy BP) and the
Studies results range from – 2.3 mm Hg
index test, this may
lower to 11 mm Hg higher in systolic BP.
reduce the certainty in the
evidence, along with the
large heterogeneity
between the studies
40 studies (29 studies in Studies conducted in the general population No formal quality
the general population)
and passed a validation procedure for BP
appraisal was undertaken.
devices. 50% of these studies (12/24) report
30% of systolic BP readings have

Additional comments
Methodological strong
review

Diastolic blood pressure
similar findings to
systolic blood pressure
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Study name

Comparison

Number of studies (n)

Summary of findings
differences ≥5 mm Hg of the auscultatory
device (range 52 – 87%)
No difference between oscillometric and
ambulatory devices for systolic BP (WMD
-1.52, (95%CI: -3.29 to 0.25) mm Hg), I2=
93.3%
or diastolic BP (WMD 0.33 (95% CI: -0.97
to 164), I2= 95.3%

Jegatheswaran
2017 (4)

Oscillometric BP device
(BPTRU) vs. ambulatory
BP devices

19 studies (n=5993),
adults

Stergiou 2009 (5)

Home oscillometric BP
device versus officebased BP device or
daytime ambulatory BP
device

8 studies, children

Home BP devices report lower systolic BP
compared to office-based BP devices.
Systolic daytime ambulatory BP is higher
than office-based BP measurement. The
ESCAPE trial {Group, 2009 #462}
reported a sensitivity of 48%, specificity
92% when home blood pressure combined
with office-based blood pressure
measurement to diagnose hypertension.
Another study Stergiou et al. 2008
{Stergiou, 2008 #464} reported sensitivity
55% and specificity 92%.

Stergiou 2011 (6)

Home oscillometric BP
device vs. ambulatory
BP device

18 studies, mixed
population (hypertensive
and general)

Verberk 2005 (7)

Office-based vs. homebased BP devices

Untreated patients, 18
studies (n=6976)

Descriptive review - studies comparing
home oscillometric BP devices to
ambulatory BP devices had a sensitivity
range of 48-100% and specificity range of
44-96% in diagnosing hypertension (n=10,
1270 participants).
In the diagnosis of white-coat hypertension
(n=5, 708 participants), sensitivity range
was 50-89%, and specificity range 79-92%.
There was inconclusive evidence regarding
the diagnostic agreement between home
oscillometric BP devices and ambulatory
BP devices.
In untreated patients, the mean difference
between office-based and home-based
systolic BP measurement was 6.9 (95% CI:

Quality appraisal

Additional comments

There was substantial
heterogeneity between
the studies. Studies were
mostly well conducted.
Most studies did not
report a rest period for
oscillometric readings.
No formal critical
appraisal undertaken

Subgroup analysis for
good study design did
not resolve
heterogeneity.

No meta-analysis or
formal quality assessment
was undertaken.
Authors had received
funding from companies
that develop home
oscillometric devices
(Microlife, Omron and
UEBE Medical)

No formal quality
appraisal of studies was
undertaken.

The differences were
larger in men than
women.
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Study name

Comparison

Number of studies (n)
Treated patients, 12
studies (n=8928)

Summary of findings
6.6, 7.2) mm Hg; diastolic BP 4.9 (95% CI:
4.7, 5.1) mm Hg.
In treated patients, the mean difference
between, the difference between officebased and home-based systolic BP
measurement was 5.3 (95% CI: 5.1, 5.6)
mm Hg; diastolic BP 3.1 (95% CI: 2.9, 3.3)
mm Hg

Quality appraisal

Additional comments
The differences between
systolic BP
measurements increased
with age in untreated
patients. Also, the
differences between
measurements increased
with higher systolic BP
values in the office
measurements.
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Table S43. Systematic reviews of approaches to blood pressure measurement in the general population and associations with clinical outcomes
Review name
Asayama (2014) (1)
Patient level metaanalysis

Intervention
HBPM

Comparator
Conventional
BPM

Jegatheswaran
(2017) (2)
Piper (2015) (3)

AOBP

ABPM

ABPM,
HBPM

OBPM

Reino (2017) (4)

ABPM

Office

Summary
HBPM substantially refines risk stratification at CBP levels assumed to carry no or only mildly increased risk,
in particular in the presence of masked hypertension.
Inclusion criteria:
• Longitudinal studies of the general population with baseline information on conventional and selfmeasured BP and CVD risk factors and not being treated for hypertension. Follow-up included fatal
and non-fatal outcomes.
• Five cohorts of 5,008 participants met inclusion criteria.
Key findings:
• Masked hypertension defined as either <130/80 mm Hg or >135/85 mm Hg CBPM associated with
increased risk of CVD events and mortality. Prevalence of masked hypertension
o <130/80 mm Hg – 5% for optimal (<120/80), 18% for normal (120-129/80-84) and 30%
high/normal (130-139/85-89) BP categories as measured by HBPM at baseline
o >135/85 mm Hg – 3% for optimal, 13% for normal and 22% high BP categories as measured
by HBPM at baseline
Association with CVD events and mortality for HBPM decreases with increasing severity of hypertension as
measured by CBPM.
Because of the significant heterogeneity we believe that use of the AOBP should not replace awake ambulatory
BP (ABPM) as the reference standard. See earlier
Evidence supports ABPM as the reference standard for confirming elevated office BP screening results to avoid
misdiagnosis and overtreatment of persons with isolated clinic hypertension. (see earlier summary for
diagnostic test accuracy)
Inclusion criteria:
• Studies enrolling untreated and treated adults in high income with either ABPM or HBPM used to
confirm OBPM. For evidence of benefits of screening only RCTs reporting changes in health
outcomes with screening versus no screening were included.
• 6 good quality and 5 fair quality studies were identified for assessment of predictive value.
Results:
• Both ABPM and HBMP after adjustment for OBPM were predictors of CVD events and mortality.
The proportion of persons with an elevated BP at screening by OBPM who were hypertensive on confirmatory
testing by ABPM or HBPM was highly variable and ranged from 35% to 95%. Only one study compared
ABPM with HBPM and found no difference.
Likelihood ratios show that isolated BP measurement in the office does not confirm or rule out the presence of
poor BP control. Likelihood of underestimating or overestimating BP control is high when relying on in-office
BP measurement alone.
Inclusion criteria:
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Review name

Intervention

Comparator

Shimbo (2016) (5)

ABPM

HBPM

Tucker (2017) (6) –
review of RCTS

Selfmonitoring

No selfmonitoring

Summary
• Primary care setting with patients treated for diagnosed hypertension and data for both AOBP and
ABPM.
• 12 studies included of which 5 were suitable for calculation of sensitivity, specificity and likelihood
ratios and 4 data suitable for meta-analysis.
Results:
• In general, the mean office BP measurements were higher than those obtained with ABPM in any
period—from 5/0 mm Hg to 27.4/10.1 mm Hg in the day, and from 7.9/6.3 mm Hg to 31.2/13.7 mm
Hg over 24 hours.
• Diagnosing uncontrolled BP
o AOBP sensitivity 56% to 92% and specificity 26% to 62%; +LR 1.2 to 1.4 and -LR 0.3 to
0.72.
o Meta-analysis for studies with threshold of 140/90 mm Hg for office and 130/80 for home BP
– AOBP +LR 1.35 (95% CI:1.32-1.38), pooled -LR 0.44 (95% CI: 0.37-0.53); DOR 3.47 (95% CI: 3.02-3.98);
Sensitivity 81.9% (95% CI: 74.8%-87%); specificity 41.1% (95% CI: 35.1%-48.4%).
There is no strong empiric evidence to support the guidelines that recommend ABPM over HBPM for the
diagnosis and management of hypertension.
Inclusion criteria:
• Longitudinal studies including both ABPM and HBPM measurement with follow-up for CVD events
and mortality.
• Data from 7 cohorts met the inclusion criteria
Results:
• Heterogeneity precluded meta-analysis
Both ABPM and HBPM were associated with CVD outcomes. There is no consistent evidence to support
differences in strength of the association between ABPM and HBPM
Self-monitoring alone is not associated with lower BP or better control, but in conjunction with co-interventions
(including systematic medication titration by doctors, pharmacists, or patients; education; or lifestyle
counselling) leads to clinically significant BP reduction which persists for at least 12 months. The
implementation of self-monitoring in hypertension should be accompanied by such co-interventions.
Patient level meta-analysis.
Inclusion criteria:
• Self-monitoring required to be without medical professionals input using a validated monitor.
• Control group no organized self-help blood pressure measurement.
• Minimum 100 patients and at least 24 months follow-up and published since 2000
Of 32 relevant studies, IPD was available for 25 (final patients included 6,300 of total from relevant studies of
8,292).
Results:
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Review name

Thakkar (2019) (7)
- Review of RCTS
and observational
studies

Intervention

HBPM,
ABPM

Comparator

Office BP

Summary
• Self-monitoring associated with lower clinic BP at 12 months (systolic −3.2 mm Hg, 95% CI −4.9 to
−1.6mm Hg and diastolic −1.5mm Hg, 95% CI −2.2 to −0.8 mm Hg) both with significant
heterogeneity. Similar results at 18 months.
• Clinic BP control improved at 12 months with self-monitoring (RR of uncontrolled BP 0.7 [95% CI:
0.56-0.86]) with significant heterogeneity
• Intensity of co-intervention. Pre-defined 4 intensity levels. Level 1 no feedback, Level 2 web/phone,
Level 3 web/phone plus education, Level 4 counselling/tele counselling).
o Reductions in clinic SBP at 12 months Level 1 −1.0 mm Hg, [95% CI: −3.3 to 1.2 mm Hg];
level 4 −6.1 mm Hg, [95% CI: −9.0 to −3.2 mm Hg]
o Reductions in clinic diastolic BP level 1 at 12 months −1.1 mm Hg, [95% CI: −2.4 to 0.2 mm
Hg]; level 4 −2.3 mm Hg, [95% CI: −4.0 to −0.6 mm Hg]
o RR of having uncontrolled BP with a self-monitoring intervention at 12 months - level 1 (RR:
1.0; 95% CI: 0.7 to 1.4), level 4 (RR: 0.4; 95% CI: 0.3 to 0.6)
o Significant heterogeneity between the pre-defined Levels.
• Four studies used both clinic and ambulatory BP
o No change in ABPM with self-monitoring at 12 months for systolic or diastolic BP with no
significant heterogeneity
• Pre-specified subgroup analysis included patients with and without CKD for examining the impact of
self-monitoring on clinic measured blood pressure and uncontrolled BP. No difference in benefit of
self-monitoring for those with and without CKD was noted. Overall sub-group analysis supported the
hypothesis that benefits of self-monitoring was via increase in prescribed antihypertensive medication.
257 articles included (manual office BP in 154 articles, automated office BP in 77 articles, method no specified
in 16 articles; out of office BP – ambulatory BP in 172 articles, home BP in 52 articles, ambulatory and home in
23 articles.
• Weighted mean prevalence of masked hypertension as a proportion of participants with normal office
BP (ambulatory BP – 32%, 95%CI 21%, 41%, I2=99.64%; home BP – 27%, 95%CI 17%, 37%,
I2=99.59%).
• Masked hypertension/masked uncontrolled hypertension - 2.09 times (95%CI 1.80, 2.40) suffer
cardiovascular and/or cerebrovascular events compared to normotensive patients.
o The relative risk of cardiovascular and/or cerebrovascular was comparable across the
modality of BP measurement for detection of masked hypertension – home BP (RR 1.90,
95%CI 1.57, 2.29) or ambulatory BP (RR 2.38, 95%CI 1.90, 2.98) was comparable for
masked hypertension.
• The diagnostic agreement of ambulatory and home BP measurement in diagnosing masked
hypertension or masked uncontrolled hypertension was modest (Kappa = 0.46, 95%CI 0.40, 0.52,
I2=64%, 8 studies, 4015 participants).
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Review name
Uhlig (2013) (8)

Intervention
Self-measured
blood pressure
(SMBP) with
or without
support

Comparator
Usual care

Summary
Self-measured BP monitoring with or without additional support lowers BP compared with usual care, but the
BP effect beyond 12 months and long-term benefits remain uncertain. Additional support enhances the BPlowering effect.
Inclusion criteria:
• Prospective comparative studies of SMBP with or without versus usual care or SMBP with different
intervention and at least 8 weeks follow-up in adults being treated for hypertension. SMBP had to be in
the home either by patient or companion.
• 52 studies met inclusion criteria
Results:
• SMBP monitoring alone was associated with changes in both systolic BP and diastolic BP at 6 months
(weighted mean difference, -3.9 mm Hg and -2.4 mm Hg, respectively) compared to usual care.
However, no differences at 12 months – 26 studies
• SMBP plus additional mean net reduction at 12 months in systolic BP (range: -2.1 to -8.3 mm Hg) and
diastolic BP (range: 0.0 to -4.4 mm Hg) compared to usual care – 5 high quality studies. Meta-analysis
of remaining 20 studies was not possible.
• SMBP plus additional support vs. SMBP alone or with less intense support little or no differences in
the 13 studies.
• Only one study provided clinical outcomes other than BP. 34 studies reported data related to
medication use, quality of life health care utilization.
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Table S44. Systematic reviews of economic evaluations of differing approaches to BP measurement in the general population
Review name
Zhang (2017)
(1)

Intervention
Community based
hypertension
investigations
(including selfmonitoring)

Study types
Cost benefit
Cost effectiveness
Cost utility

Jacob (2017) (2)
(Community
Preventative
Services Task
Force)

Self-measured
blood pressure
monitoring
(SMBP) to
control
hypertension.
Three categories:
SMPB alone.
SMBP with
support and
SMBP with teambased care (TBC)

Economic cost or
economic benefit
of interventions
conducted in
high-income
countries.

Summary
Overall, 34 economic evaluations were included, of which 3 were self-monitoring interventions all of which
were conducted in the US. Summary of details:
• Automated blood pressure monitoring used in all 3 studies with interventions provided by nonphysicians.
• Ritzwoller et al (2013)
o 2-year duration RCT of self-monitoring for BP control in low-income inner city African
American and Hispanic with hypertension and obesity (achieving weight loss goal also an
outcome for the RCT).
o ICER: $727/mm Hg drop in SBP. This was considered to cost effective. No long-term
outcomes assessed.
• Trogden et al (2012)
o 1- and 2-year cost effectiveness model for high-risk plan members with uncontrolled
hypertension
o ICER: $965/person under control; $52,769/life year gained in 1 year; $2,337/life year gained
in 10 years. This was considered to be cost-effective.
• Wang et al (2012)
o 18-month duration RCT of telephone-based interventions for 1. Behavioral management. 2.
Medication management. 3 Combined for patients with hypertension. Veterans Affairs
patients attending a primary care medical center.
o This was a cost analysis and did not calculate incremental benefits, hence no ICER.
Overall, 22 studies met inclusion criteria, of these only 1 provided ICERs as cost per QALY. For the remaining
studies the authors estimated QALYs on the basis of decline in mm Hg SBP. Self-measurement was used as a
guide to treatment, as a diagnostic tool or both.
Summary of intervention and changes in healthcare costs:
• SMBP alone (6 studies) o 2 studies cost saving [assumed saving due to diagnosis of white coat]
o 2 studies ineffective with higher costs and increased SBP.
o 1 study estimated ICER $100,00 to $144,00 per QALY (20 year)
• SMPB with support (6 studies)
o 4 studies estimated ICER $4,000 ($756 to $7,400 IQI) per QALY (20 year)
• SMBP with TBC
o 4 studies estimated ICER $10,800 ($6,600 to $113,900 IQI) per QALY (20 year)
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Chapter 2: Lifestyle interventions for lowering blood pressure in patients with CKD not
receiving dialysis
Table S45.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD and habitual low-salt intake
Intervention: Higher dietary salt intake (through NaCl supplement)
Comparator: Regular salt intake
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Doubling serum
creatinine

(95% CI - )

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

All-cause
mortality

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia and
cognitive
impairment

Absolute effect estimates
Regular salt
intake

Higher-salt
intake

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia and
cognitive impairment

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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Mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 58
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 4 weeks
(mean)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 4.35 higher
(95% CI 0.06 lower - 8.76
higher)

Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious publication
bias2

Higher salt intake
may have little or no
difference on mean
arterial pressure

Measured by:
Low
Scale: Mean
Mean
Due to serious
Higher salt intake
Urinary sodium Based on data from 58
imprecision,
Due
to
may
increase urinary
3
Difference: MD 53.23 higher
excretion
patients in 1 study
serious
publication
sodium
excretion
(95% CI 27.06 higher - 79.39
Follow up 4 weeks
4
bias
higher)
(mean)
1. Systematic review with included studies: Ekinci 2009, Ekinci 2009a Patients in Ekinci 2009 were treated with
Telisartan; patients in Ekinci 2009a were treated with both telisartan and hydrochlorothiazide. Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias. However, the
outcomes are objective and unlikely to be influenced, Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study; Publication
bias: Serious. Commercially funded study and unclear role of sponsor
3. Systematic review with included studies: Ekinci 2009a, Ekinci 2009 Patients in Ekinici 2009 were treated with
Telisartan; patients in Ekinici 2009a were treated with both telisartan and hydrochlorothiazide. Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias. However, the
outcomes are objective and unlikely to be influenced, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in
potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study, Only data
from one study; Publication bias: Serious. Commercially funded studies and unclear role of sponsor, Mostly
commercially funded studies
References
[73] Ekinci EI, Thomas G, Thomas D, Johnson C, Macisaac RJ, Houlihan CA, Finch S, Panagiotopoulos S,
O'Callaghan C, Jerums G. Effects of salt supplementation on the albuminuric response to telmisartan with or
without hydrochlorothiazide therapy in hypertensive patients with type 2 diabetes are modulated by habitual
dietary salt intake. Diabetes care 2009;32(8):1398-403
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Table S46.
Population: Adults with diabetes and habitual high-salt intake
Intervention: Higher dietary salt intake (through NaCl supplement)
Comparator: Regular salt intake
Outcome
Timeframe

Dementia and
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

All-cause
mortality

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Study results and
measurements

Absolute effect estimates
Regular salt
intake

Higher salt
intake

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia and
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 58
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 4 weeks
(mean)

Urinary sodium
excretion

Measured by:
Scale: -

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 3.61 higher
(95% CI 1.82 lower - 9.04
higher)
Mean

Mean

Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious publication
bias2

Higher salt intake
may have little or no
difference on mean
arterial pressure

Low
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Based on data from 58
Due to serious
Difference: MD 63.97 higher
Higher salt intake
patients in 1 study3
publication bias, Due
(95% CI 19.59 higher - 108.35
may increase urinary
Follow up 4 weeks
to serious
higher)
sodium excretion
(mean)
imprecision4
Systematic review with included studies: Ekinci 2009a, Ekinci 2009 Patients in Ekinici 2009 were treated with
Telisartan; patients in Ekinici 2009a were treated with both telisartan and hydrochlorothiazide. Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias. However, the
outcomes are objective and unlikely to be influenced, Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study; Publication
bias: Serious. Commercially funded study and unclear role of study sponsor.
Systematic review with included studies: Ekinci 2009a, Ekinci 2009 Patients in Ekinici 2009 were treated with
Telisartan; patients in Ekinici 2009a were treated with both telisartan and hydrochlorothiazide. Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias. However, the
outcomes are objective and unlikely to be influenced, Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from
one study; Publication bias: Serious. Commercially funded study and unclear role of study sponsor
References
[73] Ekinci EI, Thomas G, Thomas D, Johnson C, Macisaac RJ, Houlihan CA, Finch S, Panagiotopoulos S,
O'Callaghan C, Jerums G. Effects of salt supplementation on the albuminuric response to telmisartan with or
without hydrochlorothiazide therapy in hypertensive patients with type 2 diabetes are modulated by habitual
dietary salt intake. Diabetes care 2009;32(8):1398-403
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Table S47.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Aerobic exercise to improve blood pressure
Comparator: Control (no exercise/placebo)
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

End-stage kidney
disease

Malignancy

Adverse events

Certainty of the
Aerobic
Evidence
Control (no
exercise to
(Quality of evidence)
exercise/place
improve blood
bo exercise)
pressure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at malignancy

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 2.23
(95% CI 1.13 - 4.39)
Based on data from
142 patients in 3
studies1
Follow up 43 Weeks
(mean)

Plain text
summary

133
per 1000

297
per 1000

Low
Aerobic exercise
Due to serious risk of versus control may
increase adverse
Difference: 164 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
2
imprecision
events
(95% CI 17 more - 451 more)

Relative risk: 2.64
214
565
Aerobic exercise in
(95% CI 1.22 - 5.74)
Low
per
1000
per
1000
Adverse events addition to calorie
Based on data from 58
Due to serious risk of
calorie restricted
restricted diets may
3
patients in 1 study
Difference: 351 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
diet
increase adverse
Follow up 26 Weeks (95% CI 47 more - 1014 more)
imprecision4
events
(mean)

Doubling in
serum creatinine

Fatigue

eGFR loss

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling in
serum creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
135 patients in 2
studies5

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.62 higher
(95% CI 2.6 lower - 3.84
higher)

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

Aerobic exercise vs
control may have
little or no
difference on
eGFR loss
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Follow up 19 Weeks
(mean)

Systolic blood
pressure
reduction

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Based on data from
147 patients in 3
studies7
Follow up 22 Weeks
(mean)

Diastolic blood
pressure
reduction9

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Based on data from
147 patients in 3
studies10
Follow up 22 Weeks
(mean)

Body weight

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
150 patients in 3
studies12
Follow up 30.6 Weeks
(mean)

Fat mass

Measured by:
Scale: - High better
Based on data from
147 patients in 3
studies14
Follow up 23 Weeks
(mean)

Body mass index

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
218 patients in 3
studies16
Follow up 32 weeks
(mean)

Measured by: SF-36
Quality of life Scale: - High better
Mental
Based on data from 66
component score patients in 2 studies18

2.
3.

Mean

Difference: MD 5.40 higher
(95% CI 3.80 lower - 14.60
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.16 lower
(95% CI 3.12 lower - 2.79
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 1.84 higher
(95% CI 0.71 lower - 4.39
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.70 lower
(95% CI 1.19 lower - 0.21
lower)

Mean

Aerobic exercise
versus control
Moderate
probably has little
Due to serious risk of
or no difference on
bias11
diastolic blood
pressure reduction

Mean

Difference: MD 4.69 lower
(95% CI 13.14 lower - 3.77
higher)

Mean

Aerobic exercise
Low
versus control may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference on
inconsistency8
systolic blood
pressure

Mean

Difference: MD 3.64 higher
(95% CI 3.35 lower - 10.63
higher)

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias13

Aerobic exercise
versus may have
little or no
difference on body
weight

Aerobic exercise
Low
versus control may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference
on fat
inconsistency15
mass

Aerobic exercise
Moderate
versus control
Due to serious risk of probably decreases
bias17
body mass index
slightly

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias19

Aerobic exercise
versus control may
have little or no
difference on
mental component
score

Aerobic exercise
versus control may
Low
have little or no
Due
to
very
serious
Difference: MD 2.80 higher
difference on
21
risk of bias
(95% CI 6.37 lower - 11.97
physical
higher)
component score
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [84], [89], [88], [83] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients
Systematic review [99] with included studies: Ikizler 2018 Calorie rest Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention [83]

Measured by: SF-36
Quality of life Scale: - High better
Physical
Based on data from 20
component score patients in 1 study20
Follow up 4 Weeks
1.

Mean

Mean

Mean
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study;
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [83], [93], [84] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [83], [81], [88], [83] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity
was high, with I2: 73%.
longest follow-up
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [81], [84], [88], [83] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias
Systematic review [99] with included studies: Leehey 2009, LANDMARK 3 2011, Headley 2014
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [84], [83], [81], [88] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:78%.
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [81], [84], [82], [83] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [89], [81] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias
Systematic review [99] with included studies: Mustata 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias
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Table S48.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Mix of resistance and cardiovascular exercise
Comparator: Control (no exercise/placebo)
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 72
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 52 Weeks

Malignancy

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 1.60
(95% CI 0.44 - 5.83)
Based on data from
104 patients in 2
studies3
Follow up Mean 38
Weeks

Certainty of the
Mix of
Evidence
Control (no
resistance &
(Quality of evidence)
exercise/place
cardiovascular
bo)
exercise
0
per 1000

per 1000

Difference:

56
per 1000

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced allDue to serious risk of
cause mortality, to
bias, Due to serious
determine whether mix
indirectness, Due to
of resistance & aerobic
very serious
exercise made a
2
imprecision
difference

90
per 1000

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether mix of
Due to serious risk of
resistance & aerobic
bias, Due to serious
Difference: 34 more per 1000 imprecision, Due to exercise versus control
(95% CI 31 fewer - 270 more) serious indirectness4 increases or decreases
malignancy

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Adverse events

Fatigue

Relative risk: 1.17
(95% CI 0.76 - 1.79)
Based on data from
140 patients in 3
studies5
Follow up 52 Weeks

Plain text summary

250
per 1000

293
per 1000

Difference: 43 more per 1000
(95% CI 60 fewer - 198 more)

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias6

(95% CI - )

Mix of resistance &
cardiovascular
exercise versus control
may have little or no
difference on adverse
events

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

<10% reduction
of eGFR

Relative risk: 1.76
471
829
Low
(95% CI 1.03 - 3.01)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 40
bias, Due to serious
patients in 1 study7 Difference: 358 more per 1000
imprecision8
(95% CI 14 more - 947 more)
Follow up 12 Weeks

Mix of resistance &
aerobic exercise may
increase <10%
reduction of eGFR

Urinary protein
(>25%
reduction)

471
523
Relative risk: 1.11
Low
per
1000
per
1000
(95% CI 0.59 - 2.10)
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 40
Difference: 52 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
patients in 1 study9
imprecision10
Follow up 12 Weeks (95% CI 193 fewer - 518 more)

Mix of resistance &
aerobic exercise may
have little or no
difference on urinary
protein (>25%
reduction)

eGFR

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better

Mean

Mean

Low

Mix of resistance &
aerobic exercise versus
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Based on data from
143 patients in 5
studies11
Follow up Mean 44
weeks

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
111 patients in 3
studies13
Follow up Mean 51
weeks

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
143 patients in 4
studies15
Follow up Mean 40
weeks

Body weight

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
111 patients in 3
studies17
Follow up 51 Weeks
(Mean)

Body mass index

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
130 patients in 3
studies19
Follow up 51 Weeks
(mean)

Difference: MD 2.28 lower
(95% CI 6.40 lower - 1.85
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.32 higher
(95% CI 3.94 lower - 4.59
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 1.99 higher
(95% CI 6.73 lower - 10.71
higher)

Mean

Mix of resistance &
aerobic exercise versus
Moderate
control probably has
Due to serious risk of
little or no effect on
14
bias
diastolic blood
pressure

Mix of resistance &
Low
aerobic exercise versus
Due to serious risk of
control may have little
bias, Due to very
or no effect on systolic
16
serious risk of bias
blood pressure

Mean

Difference: MD 5.16 lower
(95% CI 12.28 lower - 1.96
higher)

Mean

Due to serious risk of control may have little
bias, Due to serious
or no difference on
imprecision12
creatinine clearance

Mean

Difference: MD 3.29 lower
(95% CI 5.16 lower - 1.41
lower)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias18

Mix of resistance &
aerobic exercise
probably has little or
no difference on
bodyweight

Mix of resistance &
Moderate
aerobic exercise versus
Due to serious risk of
control probably
bias20
decreases body mass
index

We are uncertain
whether mix of
Mean
Mean
Measured by: SF-36
Very Low
resistance &
Quality of life Scale: - High better
Due to very serious cardiovascular aerobic
Mental
Based on data from 32 Difference: MD 3.80 higher
risk of bias, Due to
versus control
component score patients in 1 study21
(95% CI 3.66 lower - 11.26
serious imprecision22 increases or decreases
Follow up 52 Weeks
higher)
physical component
score
1. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [82] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Indirectness: Serious. The outcome time frame in studies were insufficient; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low
number of patients, Only data from one study
3. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [82], [87] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Indirectness: Serious. The outcome time frame in studies were insufficient; Imprecision: Serious. due to few
events
5. Systematic review [99] with included studies: LANDMARK 3 2011, Leehey 2016, Greenwood 2015
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting
7. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [46] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
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8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Indirectness: No serious. The outcome time frame in studies were insufficient;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [46] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [87], [93], [80], [78], [82] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [78], [82], [80] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [93], [82], [87], [78], [80], [88] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [82], [80], [78] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [78], [82], [80] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias
Systematic review [99] with included studies: Leehey 2016 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of
patients
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Table S49.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Low-protein diet
Comparator: Normal-protein diet
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.77
(95% CI 0.51 - 1.18)
Based on data from
1680 patients in 5
studies1
Follow up Mean 25.6
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 1.05
(95% CI 0.73 - 1.53)
Based on data from
1680 patients in 5
studies3
Follow up Mean 25.6
months

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Absolute effect estimates
Normalprotein diet

Low-protein
diet

55
per 1000

42
per 1000

Difference: 13 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 27 fewer - 10 more)
144
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision2

Low-protein diet
probably has little or
no difference on allcause mortality

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision4

Low-protein diet
probably has little or
no difference on endstage kidney disease

151
per 1000

Difference: 7 more per 1000
(95% CI 39 fewer - 76 more)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular
events.

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia or
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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GFR

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
1680 patients in 8
studies5
Follow up 18 months

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.18 lower
(95% CI 0.75 lower - 0.38
higher)

Very Low
Due to serious
indirectness, Due to
very serious
inconsistency6

We are uncertain
whether low-protein
diet improves or
worsens end GFR

Measured by:
We are uncertain
Scale: - Lower better
Very Low
Mean
Mean
whether low-protein
Based on data from
Due to very serious
Body weight
diet increases or
Difference: MD 3.09 lower
223 patients in 2
risk of bias, Due to
decreases body
7
8
(95% CI 5.02 lower - 1.16
studies
serious imprecision
weight.
lower)
Follow up 31 months
Systematic review [108] with included studies: [19], [13], [18], [15], [12] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review with included studies: [13], [19], [12], [15], [18] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [108] with included studies: [20], [13], [18], [19], [4], [6], [15], [3] Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
Inconsistency: Very Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:96%., Point estimates vary
widely, the confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point
estimate of some of the included studies. Point estimates vary widely.; Indirectness: Serious. due to outcome reported is
surrogate outcome.
Systematic review [108] with included studies: [5], [6] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision:
Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Low number of patients/ small studies
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Table S50.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Very low-protein diet
Comparator: Normal-protein diet
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )

Falls

Fatigue

Very-low
protein diet

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

All-cause
mortality

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.64
(95% CI 0.49 - 0.85)
Based on data from
1010 patients in 10
studies3
Follow up mean: 23
months

Protein energywasting

Relative risk: 1.31
(95% CI 0.42 - 4.13)
Based on data from
2373 patients in 15
studies5
Follow up mean: 25
months

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Normalprotein diet

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 1.26
(95% CI 0.62 - 2.54)
Based on data from
681 patients in 6
studies1
Follow up mean:
18.4months

Cardiovascular
events

Absolute effect estimates

39
per 1000

49
per 1000

Difference: 10 more per 1000
(95% CI 15 fewer - 60 more)
458
per 1000

Very low-protein
diet may have little
or no difference on
all-cause mortality

Moderate
Due to serious
inconsistency4

Very low-protein
diet probably
improves end-stage
kidney disease

Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
very serious
imprecision6

Very low-protein
diet may have little
or no difference on
protein energywasting

293
per 1000

Difference: 165 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 234 fewer - 69 fewer)
4
per 1000

Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious risk of bias2

5
per 1000

Difference: 1 more per 1000
(95% CI 2 fewer - 13 more)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia or
cognitive impairment

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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Doubling in
serum creatinine

(95% CI - )
Difference:

GFR

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
456 patients in 6
studies7
Follow up mean: 18
months

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.12 higher
(95% CI 0.12 lower - 0.52
higher)

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling in serum
creatinine
Very Low
Due to serious
We are uncertain
imprecision, Due to
whether very lowserious indirectness,
protein diet improves
Due to serious
or worsen GFR.
inconsistency, Due to
8
serious risk of bias

Very Low
Due
to
serious risk of
Mean
Mean
We are uncertain
bias, Due to serious
whether very lowinconsistency, Due to
Body weight
protein diet increases
Difference: MD 1.4 higher
very serious risk of
or decreases body
(95% CI 3.4 lower - 6.21
bias, Due to serious
weight.
higher)
imprecision, Due to
serious risk of bias10
Systematic review [108] with included studies: [8], [7], [9], [14], [22], [11] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias - although difficult to blind for low protein diet, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process for
majority of studies included, resulting in potential for selection bias.; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [108] with included studies: [11], [8], [22], [9], [14], [23], [21], [10], [17], [7] Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was moderate, with I2: 56%.;
Systematic review [108] with included studies: [12], [17], [15], [18], [11], [19], [6], [4], [10], [21], [23], [9], [14], [22],
[5] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, due to limited number of studies included in analysis
Systematic review [108] with included studies: [10], [7], [23], [17], [22], [11] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process for majority of included studies,
resulting in potential for selection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high,
with I2: 68%.; Indirectness: Serious. due to reported outcome being a surrogate outcome; Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals
Systematic review [108] with included studies: [21], [10], [11], [8] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process and Unclear sequence
generation/ generation of comparable groups for 3/4 studies, resulting in potential for selection bias.; Inconsistency:
Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was moderate, with I2: 57%.; Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals
Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
291 patients in 4
studies9
Follow up mean: 26
months

1.
2.

3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
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Table S51.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: High base (non-acidic) fruit and vegetable diet
Comparator: Usual diet with bicarbonate supplement
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

eGFR

Usual diet
with
bicarbonate
supplement

High base
(non-acidic)
fruit and
vegetable diet

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia or
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: -

Mean

Mean

Low

Increased base (nonacidic) fruit and

177

Based on data from
143 patients in 2
studies1
Follow up 24 months
(mean)
Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 71
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 12 months

Body weight

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
143 patients in 2
studies5
Follow up 24 months

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 9 lower
(95% CI 39.11 lower - 21.11
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 5.09 lower
(95% CI 7.73 lower - 2.44
lower)

Due to very serious
risk of bias2

vegetable intake may
have little or no
difference on eGFR

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
serious imprecision4

We are uncertain
whether increased
base (non-acidic)
fruit and vegetable
intake improves or
worsen serum
creatinine

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias6

Increased base (nonacidic) fruit and
vegetable intake may
decrease body
weight

We are uncertain
whether increased
base (non-acidic)
Systolic blood
fruit
and vegetable
Difference: MD 5.81 lower
pressure
intake
improves or
(95% CI 8.84 lower - 2.77
worsen
systolic
lower)
blood pressure
Systematic review [40] with included studies: Goraya 2013, Goraya 2014 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting,
Potential incomplete data - attrition rate not provided, Missing intention-to-treat analysis
Systematic review [40] with included studies: Goraya 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting,
Potential incomplete data - attrition rate not provided, Missing intention-to-treat analysis; Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [40] with included studies: Goraya 2014, Goraya 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting,
Potential incomplete data - attrition rate not provided, Missing intention-to-treat analysis; Inconsistency: No serious.
The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was moderate, with I2:56 %.
Systematic review [40] with included studies: Goraya 2014, Goraya 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting,
Potential incomplete data - attrition rate not provided, Missing intention-to-treat analysis; Inconsistency: Serious. The
magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:79 %.
Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
143 patients in 2
studies7
Follow up 24 months

1.

Difference: MD 0.84 higher
(95% CI 0.84 lower - 2.53
higher)

Mean

Mean

Very Low
Due to serious
inconsistency, Due to
very serious risk of
bias8
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Table S52.
Population: Adults with CKD and diabetes
Intervention: Carbohydrate-restricted low-iron-available polyphenol-enriched (CR-LIPE) diet
Comparator: Usual diet (standard protein-restricted diet [0.8 g/kg/d], isocaloric for ideal body
weight maintenance)
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.50
(95% CI 0.22 - 1.12)
Based on data from
170 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 4 years

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia and
cognitive
impairment

Doubling of
serum creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Body weight

Absolute effect estimates
Usual diet

CR-LIPE

177
per 1000

89
per 1000

Difference: 89 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 138 fewer - 21 more)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision2

CR-LIPE may have
little or no
difference on allcause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
events

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia and
cognitive
impairment

(95% CI - )
Difference:
Relative risk: 0.53
(95% CI 0.33 - 0.86)
Based on data from
170 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 4 years

392
per 1000

208
per 1000

Difference: 184 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 263 fewer - 55 fewer)

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: -

CR-LIPE may
decrease doubling
of serum creatinine

Mean

Mean

Low

CR-LIPE may have
little or no
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Based on data from
170 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 4 years

Blood pressure

Difference: MD 2 lower
(95% CI 6.22 lower - 2.22
higher)

Measured by:
Scale: Difference:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

difference on body
weight

No studies were
found that looked
at blood pressure

Systematic review [109] with included studies: Facchini 2003 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [109] with included studies: Facchini 2003 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [109] with included studies: Facchini 2003 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S53.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Intensive dietary counselling
Comparator: Usual (health) care
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 1.59
(95% CI 0.60 - 4.21)
Based on data from
371 patients in 4
studies1
Follow up 8 months
(mean)

Relative risk: 0.94
(95% CI 0.06 - 14.33)
End-stage kidney
Based on data from 62
disease
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 3 months

Cardiovascular
events

Usual (health)
care

Intensive
dietary
counselling

33
per 1000

52
per 1000

Difference: 19 more per 1000
(95% CI 13 fewer - 106 more)
33
per 1000

31
per 1000

Difference: 2 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 31 fewer - 440 more)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Fatigue

Falls

1.
2.

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Very Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
very serious risk of
bias2

We are uncertain
whether intensive
dietary counselling
increases or
decreases all-cause
mortality

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision4

Intensive dietary
counselling may
have little or no
difference on endstage kidney
disease
No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
events
No studies were
found that looked
at dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Systematic review [109] with included studies: Sutton 2007, Leon 2006, Campbell 2008, Flesher 2011
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias - however difficult to blind and outcome is objective measure; Unclear concealment of allocation
during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors,
resulting in potential for detection bias, Missing intention-to-treat analysis, Potential selective outcome reporting;
Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
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3.
4.

Systematic review [109] with included studies: Campbell 2008 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, however difficult to blind participants due to nature of intervention. Unclear blinding of outcome assessors,
resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one
study
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Chapter 3: Blood pressure management in patients with CKD, with and without diabetes, not
receiving dialysis
Table S54.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Low blood pressure target
Comparator: Standard blood pressure target
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Serious adverse
events

Relative risk: 0.98
(95% CI 0.39 - 2.45)
Based on data from
1855 patients in 2
studies1
Follow up Mean 2.75
years

Falls

Fatigue

Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Absolute effect estimates
Standard blood Low blood
pressure target pressure target
74
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

73
per 1000

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether low blood
Due to serious risk of
pressure target
bias,
Due
to
very
increases or
Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
2
serious
inconsistency
decreases
serious
(95% CI 45 fewer - 107 more)
adverse events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.93
(95% CI 0.48 - 1.78)
Based on data from
1855 patients in 2
studies3
Follow up Mean 2.7
years

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.99
(95% CI 0.35 - 2.81)
Based on data from
1726 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 4.7 years

Plain text
summary

20
per 1000

19
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 10 fewer - 16 more)
8
per 1000

8
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 5 fewer - 14 more)

Low blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference on all4
imprecision
cause mortality

Very Low
Due to serious
indirectness, Due to
very serious
imprecision6

We are uncertain
whether low blood
pressure target
increases or
decreases
cardiovascular
mortality
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End-stage kidney
disease

No studies were
found that looked
at end-stage kidney
disease

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Non-fatal
myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 0.55
(95% CI 0.29 - 1.03)
Based on data from
1726 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 4.7 years

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.57
(95% CI 0.17 - 1.93)
Based on data from
1726 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 4.7 years

Heart failure

Dementia

Relative risk: 0.91
(95% CI 0.42 - 1.99)
Based on data from
1726 patients in 1
study11
Follow up 4.7 years

31
per 1000

17
per 1000

Difference: 14 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 22 fewer - 1 more)
8
per 1000

5
per 1000

Difference: 3 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 7 fewer - 7 more)
15
per 1000

14
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 9 fewer - 15 more)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Low
Due to serious
indirectness, Due to
serious imprecision8

Low blood
pressure target may
have little or no
difference on
myocardial
infarction

Very Low
Due to serious
indirectness, Due to
very serious
imprecision10

We are uncertain
whether low blood
pressure target
increases or
decreases stroke

Very Low
Due to serious
indirectness, Due to
very serious
imprecision12

We are uncertain
whether low blood
pressure target
increases or
decreases heart
failure
No studies were
found that looked
at dementia

1.

Systematic review with included studies: ACCORD Study 2016, Lewis 1999 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency:
Very Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I 2: 89%. The confidence interval of some of
the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of some of the included studies., The
direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies;
3. Systematic review with included studies: ABCD-2V Study 2006, ACCORD Study 2016 Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Selective outcome reporting, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in
potential for selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals;
5. Systematic review with included studies: [417] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Indirectness: Serious. Subgroup analysis from a general diabetes RCT; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from
one study, Wide confidence intervals;
7. Systematic review with included studies: [417] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
8. Indirectness: Serious. due to subgroup analysis from RCT conducted in general diabetes population; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study;
9. Systematic review with included studies: [417] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
10. Indirectness: Serious. due to subgroup analysis of general diabetes population RCT; Imprecision: Very Serious.
Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals;
11. Systematic review with included studies: [417] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
12. Indirectness: Serious. due to subgroup analysis of general diabetes RCT; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study;
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Table S55.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Low blood pressure target (≤120 systolic mm Hg)
Comparator: Standard blood pressure target (≤140 systolic mm Hg)
Absolute effect estimates

Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Serious adverse
events

Relative risk: 1.58
(95% CI 1.02 - 2.46)
Based on data from
1726 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 4.7 years

Falls

Fatigue

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

40
per 1000

63
per 1000

Difference: 23 more per 1000
(95% CI 1 more - 58 more)

Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious indirectness2

Difference:

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

All-cause
mortality

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.99
(95% CI 0.35 - 2.81)
Based on data from
1726 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 4.7 years

Low blood pressure
target (≤120 mm hg)
may increase serious
adverse events
slightly

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 0.88
(95% CI 0.45 - 1.72)
Based on data from
1726 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 4.7 years

End-stage kidney
disease

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
Standard blood Low blood
pressure target pressure target (Quality of evidence)
(≤140 mm Hg) (≤120 mm Hg)

21
per 1000

19
per 1000

Difference: 2 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 11 fewer - 15 more)
8
per 1000

8
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 5 fewer - 14 more)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Very Low
Due to serious
indirectness, Due to
very serious
imprecision4

We are uncertain
whether low blood
pressure target (≤120
mm hg) increases or
decreases all-cause
mortality

Very Low
Due to serious
indirectness, Due to
very serious
imprecision6

We are uncertain
whether low blood
pressure target (≤120
mm Hg) increases or
decreases
cardiovascular
mortality
No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease
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Non-fatal
myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 0.55
(95% CI 0.29 - 1.03)
Based on data from
1726 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 4.7 years

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.57
(95% CI 0.17 - 1.93)
Based on data from
1726 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 4.7 years

Heart failure

Dementia

Relative risk: 0.91
(95% CI 0.42 - 1.99)
Based on data from
1726 patients in 1
study11
Follow up 4.7 years

31
per 1000

17
per 1000

Difference: 14 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 22 fewer - 1 more)
8
per 1000

5
per 1000

Difference: 3 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 7 fewer - 7 more)
15
per 1000

14
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 9 fewer - 15 more)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Low blood pressure
Low
target (≤120 mm Hg)
Due to serious
may have little or no
imprecision, Due to
difference on
8
serious indirectness
myocardial infarction
Very Low
Due to very serious
imprecision, Due to
very serious
indirectness10

We are uncertain
whether low blood
pressure target (≤120
mm Hg) increases or
decreases stroke

Very Low
Due to serious
indirectness, Due to
very serious
imprecision12

We are uncertain
whether low blood
pressure target (≤120
mm hg) increases or
decreases heart
failure
No studies were
found that looked at
dementia

1.
2.

Systematic review with included studies: [412] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Indirectness: Serious. due to subgroup analysis of general diabetes population; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from
one study
3. Systematic review with included studies: ACCORD Study 2016 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
4. Indirectness: Serious. due to subgroup analysis from general diabetes RCT; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data
from one study, Wide confidence intervals
5. Systematic review with included studies: ACCORD Study 2016 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
6. Indirectness: Serious. due to subgroup analysis of general diabetes population; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data
from one study, Wide confidence intervals
7. Systematic review with included studies: ACCORD Study 2016 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
8. Indirectness: Serious. due to subgroup analysis of general diabetes population; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from
one study
9. Systematic review with included studies: ACCORD Study 2016 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
10. Indirectness: Very Serious. due to subgroup analysis of general diabetes population; Imprecision: Very Serious.
Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
11. Systematic review with included studies: ACCORD Study 2016 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
12. Indirectness: Serious. due to subgroup analysis of general diabetes population; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data
from one study, Wide confidence intervals;
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Table S56.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Low blood pressure target (<80 diastolic mm Hg)
Comparator: Standard blood pressure target (80-89 diastolic mm Hg)
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Doubling serum
creatinine

(95% CI - )

Absolute effect estimates
Standard blood Low blood
pressure target pressure target

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)
No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

Regression to no
albuminuria

Relative risk: 2.31
(95% CI 1.35 - 3.94)
Based on data from
138 patients in 2
studies1
Follow up Mean 3.6
years

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 2.87
(95% CI 0.12 - 69.06)
Based on data from
129 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 1.9 years

cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 1.43
(95% CI 0.25 - 8.29)
Based on data from
129 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 1.9 years

End-stage kidney
disease

Myocardial
infarction

Stroke

Heart failure

177
per 1000

409
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 232 more per 1000
bias2
(95% CI 62 more - 520 more)
0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

Low diastolic blood
pressure target
probably increases
regression to no
albuminuria

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether low diastolic
Due to serious risk of blood pressure target
bias, Due to very
increases or
serious imprecision4 decreases all-cause
mortality

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether low diastolic
Due to serious risk of blood pressure target
bias, Due to very
increases or
Difference: 14 more per 1000
6
serious
imprecision
decreases
(95% CI 24 fewer - 233 more)
cardiovascular events
32
per 1000

46
per 1000

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
myocardial infarction

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
stroke

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
heart failure

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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Dementia

Falls

Fatigue

Acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: Urinary albumin
Based on data from 12
excretion
patients in 1 study7
Follow up 1.9 years

Systolic blood
pressure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
129 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 1.9 years

121.7
μg/min Mean

5.5
μg/min Mean

Difference: MD 116.2 lower
(95% CI 254.47 lower - 22.07
higher)
124
mm Hg Mean

118
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 6 lower
(95% CI 9.76 lower - 2.24
lower)

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether low diastolic
Due to serious risk of blood pressure target
bias, Due to very
increases or
serious imprecision8
decreases urinary
albumin excretion
Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

Low diastolic blood
pressure target may
decrease systolic
blood pressure

Measured by:
80
75
Low diastolic blood
Scale: Low
mm Hg Mean mm Hg Mean
pressure target may
Diastolic blood
Based on data from
Due to serious risk of
decrease diastolic
Difference: MD 5 lower
pressure
129 patients in 1
bias, Due to serious
blood pressure
11
12
(95% CI 7.11 lower - 2.89
study
imprecision
slightly
lower)
Follow up 1.9 years
1. Systematic review with included studies: ABCD-2V Study 2006, ABCD Study 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process,
resulting in potential for selection bias
3. Systematic review with included studies: ABCD-2V Study 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process,
resulting in potential for selection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of
patients, Wide confidence intervals
5. Systematic review with included studies: ABCD-2V Study 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process,
resulting in potential for selection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of
patients, Wide confidence intervals
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7.

Systematic review with included studies: ABCD-2V Study 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process,
resulting in potential for selection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Low number of
patients, Only data from one study
9. Systematic review with included studies: ABCD-2V Study 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process,
resulting in potential for selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
11. Systematic review with included studies: ABCD-2V Study 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Selective outcome reporting, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process,
resulting in potential for selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S57.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Low blood pressure target (<130/80 mm Hg) plus multifactorial care
Comparator: Usual care
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.87
(95% CI 0.35 - 2.15)
Based on data from
205 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 24 months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 1.24
(95% CI 0.47 - 3.27)
Based on data from
205 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 24 months

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 0.97
(95% CI 0.24 - 3.99)
Based on data from
205 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 24 months

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.64
(95% CI 0.10 - 3.92)
Based on data from
205 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 24 months

Heart failure

Relative risk: 0.82
(95% CI 0.37 - 1.82)
Based on data from
205 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 24 months

Dementia

Usual care

Low blood
pressure target
(<130/80 mm
Hg) + multifactorial care

109
per 1000

95
per 1000

79
per 1000

98
per 1000

Plain text summary

Low blood pressure
Low
target plus multiDue to very serious factorial care may have
Difference: 14 fewer per 1000
imprecision2
little or no difference
(95% CI 71 fewer - 125 more)
on all-cause mortality

Difference: 19 more per 1000
(95% CI 42 fewer - 179 more)
40
per 1000

39
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 30 fewer - 120 more)
30
per 1000

19
per 1000

30
per 1000

19
per 1000

Low blood pressure
target plus multiLow
factorial care may have
Due to very serious
little or no difference
imprecision4
on end-stage kidney
disease
Low blood pressure
target plus multiLow
factorial care may have
Due to very serious
little or no difference
imprecision6
on myocardial
infarction

Low blood pressure
Low
target plus multiDue to very serious factorial care may have
Difference: 11 fewer per 1000
imprecision8
little or no difference
(95% CI 27 fewer - 88 more)
on stroke
Low blood pressure
Low
target plus multiDue to very serious factorial care may have
Difference: 11 fewer per 1000
imprecision10
little or no difference
(95% CI 27 fewer - 88 more)
on heart failure

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Falls

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of
evidence)

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at
dementia

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
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Difference:

Acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )
Difference:
290.3
µmol/l Mean

Serum creatinine

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
163 patients in 1
study11
Follow up 24 months

eGFR

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Based on data from
163 patients in 1
study13
Follow up 24 months

26.6
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

281.9
µmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 8.4 lower
(95% CI 38.28 lower - 21.58
higher)
24
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

Low blood pressure
Low
target plus multiDue to very serious factorial care may have
imprecision12
little or no difference
on serum creatinine
Low blood pressure
Low
target plus multiDue to very serious factorial care may have
imprecision14
little or no difference
on eGFR

Difference: MD 2.6 lower
(95% CI 6.06 lower - 0.86
higher)
Systematic review with included studies: [418] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [418] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [418] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [418] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [418] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [418]. Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [418]. Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
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Table S58.
Population: Adults with CKD and low proteinuria (PCR ≤0.22 g/g and PE <0.3 g/d)
Intervention: Low MAP target (<92 mm Hg)
Comparator: Standard MAP target (102-107 mm Hg)
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.95
(95% CI 0.66 - 1.37)
Based on data from
733 patients in 1
study1
Follow up Mean 10.4
years

All-cause
mortality, endstage kidney
disease or
doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 1.11
(95% CI 0.7 - 1.02)
Based on data from
733 patients in 1
study3
Follow up Mean 4.1
years

All-cause
mortality, endstage kidney
disease or
doubling serum
creatinine
Long-term
follow-up

Relative risk: 1.13
(95% CI 0.94 - 1.36)
Based on data from
733 patients in 1
study5
Follow up Mean 10.4
years

All-cause
mortality or endstage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.89
(95% CI 0.56 - 1.4)
Based on data from
1143 patients in 2
studies
Follow up Mean 11
years

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 1.06
(95% CI 0.66 - 1.70)
Based on data from
1143 patients in 2
studies
Follow up Mean 11
years

Cardiovascular
mortality

Standard MAP
target (102107 mm Hg)

Low MAP
target (<92
mm Hg)

134
per 1000

127
per 1000

Difference: 7 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 46 fewer - 50 more)
162
per 1000

118
per 1000

Difference: 15 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 59 fewer - 53 more)
630
per 1000

668
per 1000

Difference: 38 more per 1000
(95% CI 214 fewer - 441 more)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Cardiovascular
events

(95% CI - )

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision2

Low MAP target
(<92 mm Hg) may
have little or no
difference on allcause mortality

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

Low map target
(<92 mm Hg) may
have little or no
difference on allcause mortality,
end-stage kidney
disease or doubling
serum creatinine

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

Low map target
(<92 mm Hg) may
decrease all-cause
mortality, endstage kidney
disease or doubling
serum creatinine

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision7

Low map target
(<92 mm Hg) may
have little or no
effect on all-cause
mortality or endstage kidney
disease

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision8

Low MAP target
(<92 mm Hg) may
make little or no
difference to endstage kidney
disease

406
per 1000

Difference: 47 more per 1000
(95% CI 22 fewer - 129 more)

133
per 1000

Plain text
summary

180
per 1000

Difference: 18 more per 1000
(95% CI 49 fewer - 3 more)

359
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
mortality in
patients with low
PCR
No studies were
found that looked
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Fatigue

Falls

Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Annual GFR loss

Difference:

at cardiovascular
events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 1.19
(95% CI 0.69 - 2.05)
Based on data from
733 patients in 1
study9
Follow up Mean 10.4
years

7
per 1000

8
per 1000

Difference: 1 more per 1000
(95% CI 2 fewer - 7 more)

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Difference:

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

Low MAP target
(<92 mm Hg) may
have little or no
difference on
doubling serum
creatinine

No studies were
found that looked
at annual GFR loss

1.
2.
3.
4.

Systematic review with included studies: [307] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [308] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
5. Systematic review with included studies: [308] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
7. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study;
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review with included studies: [307] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S59.
Population: Adults with CKD and high proteinuria (PCR >0.22 g/g or PE >0.3 g/d)
Intervention: Low MAP target (<92 mm Hg)
Comparator: Standard MAP target (102-107 mm Hg)
Absolute effect estimates

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of
evidence)

Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality, endstage kidney
disease or
doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 0.85
(95% CI 0.7 - 1.02)
Based on data from
733 patients in 1
study1
Follow up Mean 4.1
years

All-cause
mortality, endstage kidney
disease or
doubling serum
creatinine
Long-term
follow-up

396
531
Relative risk: 0.89
Low map target (<92
per 1000
per 1000
(95% CI 0.80 - 0.99)
Low
mm Hg) may decrease
Based on data from
Due to serious risk
all-cause mortality,
733 patients in 1
of
bias,
Due
to
end-stage kidney
3
Difference: 135 more per 1000
study
4
serious
imprecision
disease
or doubling
Follow up Mean 10.4 (95% CI 24 fewer - 143 more)
serum creatinine
years

All-cause
mortality or endstage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.77
(95% CI 0.56 - 0.88)
Based on data from
1090 patients in 2
studies
Follow up Mean 11
years

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.93
(95% CI 0.54 - 1.61)
Based on data from
357 patients in 1
study6
Follow up Mean 10.4
years

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.70
(95% CI 0.55 - 0.89)
Based on data from
1090 patients in 2
studies
Follow up Mean 11
years

Cardiovascular
mortality

Cardiovascular
events

Standard MAP
target (102107 mm Hg)

Low MAP
target (<92
mm Hg)

287
per 1000

244
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk
of bias, Due to
Difference: 43 fewer per 1000
serious
imprecision2
(95% CI 86 fewer - 6 more)

255
per 1000

196
per 1000

Difference: 59 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 112 fewer - 31 fewer)
14
per 1000

13
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 6 fewer - 9 more)
790
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk
of bias5

Low map target (<92
mm Hg) may have
little or no difference
on all-cause mortality,
end-stage kidney
disease or doubling
serum creatinine

Low map target (<92
mm Hg) probably
decreases all-cause
mortality or end-stage
kidney disease

Low
Low map target (<92
Due to serious risk
mm Hg) may have
of bias, Due to
little or no difference
serious imprecision7 on all-cause mortality

553
per 1000

Difference: 237 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 355 fewer - 87 fewer)

Plain text summary

Moderate
Due to serious risk
of bias8

Low map target (<92
mm Hg) probably
decreases end-stage
kidney disease

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular
mortality

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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Acute kidney
injury

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Falls

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Annual GFR loss

Relative risk: 2.92
(95% CI 1.19 - 7.18)
Based on data from
733 patients in 1
study9
Follow up Mean 4.1
years

35
per 1000

102
per 1000

Difference: 67 more per 1000
(95% CI 7 more - 216 more)

Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Difference:

Low
Due to serious risk
of bias, Due to
serious
imprecision10

Low map target (<92
mm hg) may increase
doubling serum
creatinine

No studies were found
that looked at annual
GFR loss in patients
with low PCR

1.
2.

Systematic review with included studies: [308] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
3. Systematic review with included studies: [308] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
5. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias;
6. Systematic review with included studies: [307] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
7. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
8. Risk of bias: Serious.
9. Systematic review with included studies: [308] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S60.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: ACEi
Comparator: Placebo or standard of care
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.94
(95% CI 0.86 - 1.03)
Based on data from
10595 patients in 33
studies1
Follow up Mean 31
months

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.94
(95% CI 0.77 - 1.16)
Based on data from
6984 patients in 5
studies3
Follow up Mean 36
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.61
(95% CI 0.38 - 0.97)
Based on data from
774 patients in 5
studies5
Follow up Mean 28
months

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.29
(95% CI 0.10 - 0.83)
Based on data from
1480 patients in 4
studies7
Follow up Mean 48
months

Heart failure

Relative risk: 0.47
(95% CI 0.15 - 1.44)
Based on data from
2358 patients in 3
studies9
Follow up Mean 57
months

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 0.73
(95% CI 0.42 - 1.28)
Based on data from
1926 patients in 8
studies11
Follow up Mean 37
months

≥50% GFR loss

Relative risk: 0.36
(95% CI 0.12 - 1.11)
Based on data from
233 patients in 2
studies13

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo/standa
rd of care

ACEi

140
per 1000

132
per 1000

Difference: 8 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 20 fewer - 4 more)
103
per 1000

Plain text summary

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias2

ACEi probably has
little or no difference
on all-cause mortality

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias4

ACEi probably has
little or no difference
on cardiovascular
mortality

97
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 24 fewer - 16 more)
182
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

111
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 71 fewer per 1000
bias6
(95% CI 113 fewer - 5 fewer)
25
per 1000

ACEi probably
decreases end-stage
kidney disease

7
per 1000
Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision8

ACEi probably
decreases stroke

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
heart failure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision12

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
myocardial infarction

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 61 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision14
(95% CI 84 fewer - 11 more)

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
≥50% GFR loss

Difference: 18 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 22 fewer - 4 fewer)
11
per 1000

5
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 9 fewer - 5 more)
28
per 1000

20
per 1000

Difference: 8 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 16 fewer - 8 more)
96
per 1000

35
per 1000
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Follow up Mean 18
months

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk: 3.21
(95% CI 0.13 - 78.31)
Based on data from
317 patients in 1
study15
Follow up 30 months

Doubling of
serum creatinine

Relative risk: 0.68
(95% CI 0.47 - 1.0)
Based on data from
6780 patients in 9
studies17
Follow up Mean 29
months

Falls

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced the
Due to serious risk of acute kidney injury, to
bias, Due to very
determine whether
serious imprecision16
ACEi made a
difference

ACEi probably
decreases doubling of
serum creatinine but it
Moderate
may have little or no
Due to serious risk of
effect
with the upper
Difference: 14 fewer per 1000
bias18
confidence
interval
(95% CI 23 fewer - 0 fewer)
reaching the point of
no effect
43
per 1000

29
per 1000

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

Systematic review with included studies: Chase 1993, CAPTOPRIL 1992, Mimura 2008, Mathiesen 1991, Hommel
1995, Garg 1998, DIABHYCAR 2000, Crepaldi 1998, Ihle 1996, Hou 2006, HOPE 1996, Romero 1993, AIPRI 1996,
Bojestig 2001, Yu 2006, Cordonnier 1999, SOLVD (Treatment) 1992, Parving 1989, Capek 1994, Bakris 1994, Bakris
1992, Ravid 1993, RASS 2002, PREVEND IT 2000, Phillips 1993, JAPAN-IDDM 2002, Nankervis 1998, Sano 1994,
REIN-1 Stratum 1999, Li 2003, Laffel 1995, Keane 1997, Kamper 1992 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
Systematic review with included studies: [193], [378], [189], [331], [197] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
Systematic review with included studies: Kamper 1992, Keane 1997, REIN-1 Stratum 1999, Cinnotti 2001, Ihle 1996
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias
Systematic review with included studies: [338], [331], [341], [197] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Low number of events
Systematic review with included studies: [197], [341], [338] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of events
Systematic review with included studies: [189], [188], [199], [331], [341], [197], [186], [340] Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of events
Systematic review with included studies: Mimura 2008, Cinnotti 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
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14. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of events
15. Systematic review with included studies: Keane 1997 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
16. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
17. Systematic review with included studies: Ravid 1993, Parving 1989, Romero 1993, JAPAN-IDDM 2002, HOPE 1996,
Capek 1994, AIPRI 1996, DIABHYCAR 2000, CAPTOPRIL 1992 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
18. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
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Table S61.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: ARB
Comparator: Placebo or standard of care
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.88
(95% CI 0.74 - 1.05)
Based on data from
8604 patients in 19
studies1
Follow up Mean 31
months

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.95
(95% CI 0.65 - 1.39)
Based on data from
3558 patients in 6
studies3
Follow up Mean 41
months

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.75
(95% CI 0.52 - 1.09)
Based on data from
2812 patients in 7
studies5
Follow up Mean 31
months

Heart failure

Relative risk: 0.70
(95% CI 0.55 - 0.90)
Based on data from
3121 patients in 9
studies7
Follow up Mean 39
months

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 0.72
(95% CI 0.36 - 1.44)
Based on data from
1498 patients in 5
studies9
Follow up Mean 31
months

3-point major
cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.82
(95% CI 0.68 - 0.99)
Based on data from
1021 patients in 1
study11
Follow up 36 months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.74
(95% CI 0.55 - 0.99)
Based on data from
2471 patients in 3
studies13

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo/standa
rd of care

ARB

158
per 1000

139
per 1000

123
per 1000

117
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 19 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
inconsistency2
(95% CI 41 fewer - 8 more)

Difference: 6 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 43 fewer - 48 more)
45
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency4

34
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 11 fewer per 1000
bias6
(95% CI 22 fewer - 4 more)
151
per 1000

ARB may have
little or no
difference on allcause mortality

ARB may have
little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
mortality

ARB probably has
little or no
difference on
stroke

106
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 45 fewer per 1000
bias8
(95% CI 68 fewer - 15 fewer)
25
per 1000

Plain text
summary

18
per 1000

Difference: 7 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 16 fewer - 11 more)
332
per 1000

272
per 1000

53
per 1000

39
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

ARB probably
decreases heart
failure

ARB may have
little or no
difference on
myocardial
infarction

Low
ARB may decrease
Due to serious risk of
3-point major
bias,
Due
to
serious
cardiovascular
Difference: 60 fewer per 1000
imprecision12
events
(95% CI 106 fewer - 3 fewer)

Moderate
ARB probably
Due to serious risk of decreases end-stage
Difference: 14 fewer per 1000
bias14
kidney disease
(95% CI 24 fewer - 1 fewer)
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Follow up Mean 37
months

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk: 0.34
(95% CI 0.03 - 3.22)
Based on data from
1991 patients in 1
study15
Follow up 54 months

Doubling of
serum creatinine

Relative risk: 0.77
(95% CI 0.63 - 0.94)
Based on data from
5751 patients in 7
studies17
Follow up Mean 35
months

Falls

Fatigue

3
per 1000

1
per 1000

Difference: 2 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 3 fewer - 7 more)
187
per 1000

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced
Due to serious risk of the acute kidney
bias, Due to very
injury to determine
serious imprecision16
whether ARB
made a difference

144
per 1000

Low
ARB may decrease
Due to serious risk of
doubling of serum
Difference: 43 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
creatinine
inconsistency18
(95% CI 69 fewer - 11 fewer)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

1.

Systematic review with included studies: Suzuki 2006a, TRANSCEND 2009, Weil 2012, Tan 2002, Takahashi 2006,
Weil 2012, Yasuda 2013, ATTEMPT-CVD 2018, IRMA-2 2001, Shen 2012, Muirhead 1999, Mehdi 2009, ORIENT
2006, RENAAL 2001, SAFIR 2013, I-PRESERVE 2008, Nakamura 2005b, IDNT 2001, OCTOPUS 2009, Cice 2010
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I 2:45%.
3. Systematic review with included studies: TRANSCEND 2009, I-PRESERVE 2008, Cice 2010, Suzuki 2006a,
ORIENT 2006, Takahashi 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:65%.
5. Systematic review with included studies: Yasuda 2013, Suzuki 2006a, Cice 2010, ATTEMPT-CVD 2018, HIJCREATE 2010, ORIENT 2006, Mehdi 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias
7. Systematic review with included studies: Mehdi 2009, ORIENT 2006, Suzuki 2006a, Yasuda 2013, Val-HeFT 1999,
I-PRESERVE 2008, ATTEMPT-CVD 2018, Cice 2010, Takahashi 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias
9. Systematic review with included studies: Suzuki 2006a, ORIENT 2006, ATTEMPT-CVD 2018, Mehdi 2009, Cice
2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
11. Systematic review with included studies: HIJ-CREATE 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
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12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
13. Systematic review with included studies: ATTEMPT-CVD 2018, Yasuda 2013, TRANSCEND 2009
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
14. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias
15. Systematic review with included studies: TRANSCEND 2009 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
16. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
17. Systematic review with included studies: Yasuda 2013, IDNT 2001, Mehdi 2009, ORIENT 2006, RENAAL 2001,
TRANSCEND 2009, ATTEMPT-CVD 2018 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
18. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:55 %.
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Table S62.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Aldosterone antagonist
Comparator: Placebo or standard care
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.79
(95% CI 0.07 - 9.11)
Based on data from
931 patients in 4
studies1
Follow up Mean 19
months

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.80
(95% CI 0.66 - 0.99)
Based on data from
2728 patient in 1
study3
Follow up 21 months

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 3.0
(95% CI 0.13 - 70.53)
Based on data from 54
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 12 months

Heart failure

End-stage kidney
disease

Fatigue

Relative risk: 0.65
(95% CI 0.54 - 0.78)
Based on data from
2728 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 21 months
Relative risk: 0.93
(95% CI 0.60 - 1.44)
Based on data from
2728 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 21 months

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo/standa
rd care (All)

Aldosterone
antagonist

7
per 1000

6
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 7 fewer - 57 more)
135
per 1000

108
per 1000

Difference: 27 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 46 fewer - 1 fewer)

Difference:
185
per 1000

120
per 1000

Difference: 65 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 85 fewer - 41 fewer)
30
per 1000

28
per 1000

Difference: 2 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 12 fewer - 13 more)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Low
Aldosterone antagonist
Due to serious risk of may have little or no
bias, Due to serious
effect on all-cause
imprecision2
mortality

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision4

Aldosterone antagonist
probably decreases
cardiovascular
mortality

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced the
Due to serious risk of myocardial infarction,
bias, Due to very
to determine whether
serious imprecision6 aldosterone antagonist
made a difference
Moderate
Due to very serious
imprecision, Due to
serious imprecision8

Aldosterone antagonist
probably decreases
heart failure

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision10

Aldosterone antagonist
probably has little or
no difference on endstage kidney disease

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Acute kidney
injury

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.56
(95% CI 0.04 - 8.5)
Based on data from
875 patients in 2
studies11

17
per 1000

10
per 1000

Difference: 7 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 16 fewer - 128 more)

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision12

There were too few
who experienced the
stroke, to determine
whether aldosterone
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Follow up Mean 8
months
Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

antagonist made a
difference

(95% CI - )
Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
dementia or cognitive
impairment

Relative risk: 1.30
We are uncertain
370
481
Very Low
(95% CI 0.69 - 2.44)
whether aldosterone
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 54
antagonist increases or
bias, Due to very
patients in 1 study13 Difference: 111 more per 1000
decreases doubling
14
serious imprecision
Follow up 12 months (95% CI 115 fewer - 533 more)
serum creatinine

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Systematic review [492] with included studies: [420], [144], [206], [143] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of events, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [492] with included studies: [207] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Primary study [405] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide
confidence intervals
Primary study [207] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Primary study [207] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [419], [405] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Low number of events
Systematic review [492] with included studies: Mehdi 2009 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data
from one study
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Table S63.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Beta-blocker
Comparator: Placebo or standard of care
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.64
(95% CI 0.43 - 0.97)
Based on data from
3001 patients in 4
studies1
Follow up Mean 15
months

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.65
(95% CI 0.35 - 1.21)
Based on data from
1567 patients in 3
studies3
Follow up Mean 15
months

Cardiovascular
mortality and
events

Relative risk: 0.83
(95% CI 0.72 - 0.96)
Based on data from
2891 patients in 3
studies5
Follow up Mean 15
months

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 1.56
(95% CI 0.20 - 12.36)
Based on data from
159 patients in 2
studies7
Follow up Mean 12
months

Heart failure

Relative risk: 0.58
(95% CI 0.46 - 0.74)
Based on data from
1544 patients in 2
studies9
Follow up Mean 12
months

>50% GFR loss

Relative risk: 3.0
(95% CI 0.13 - 70.42)
Based on data from 52
patients in 1 study11
Follow up 12 months

Acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )

Placebo/
standard of
care

Beta-blocker

223
per 1000

143
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Moderate
Beta-blocker
Due to serious risk of probably decreases
Difference: 80 fewer per 1000
bias2
all-cause mortality
(95% CI 127 fewer - 7 fewer)
228
per 1000

148
per 1000

402
per 1000

334
per 1000

13
per 1000

20
per 1000

Beta-blocker
Moderate
probably has little
Due to serious risk of or no difference on
Difference: 80 fewer per 1000
bias4
cardiovascular
(95% CI 148 fewer - 48 more)
mortality

Beta-blocker
Moderate
probably decreases
Due to serious risk of
cardiovascular
Difference: 68 fewer per 1000
bias6
mortality and
(95% CI 113 fewer - 16 fewer)
events

Difference: 7 more per 1000
(95% CI 10 fewer - 148 more)
198
per 1000

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision8

We are uncertain
whether betablocker increases
or decreases
myocardial
infarction

115
per 1000

Moderate
Beta-blocker
Due to serious risk of probably decreases
Difference: 83 fewer per 1000
bias10
heart failure
(95% CI 107 fewer - 51 fewer)
0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

There were too few
who experienced
Very Low
the >50% GFR
Due to serious risk of
loss, to determine
bias, Due to very
whether betaserious imprecision12
blocker made a
difference
No studies were
found that looked
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Difference:

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Fatigue

(95% CI - )
Difference:

at acute kidney
injury
No studies were
found that looked
at dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

1.

Systematic review with included studies: BLOCADE 2015, Cice 2001, SENIORS 2009, MERIT-HF
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
3. Systematic review with included studies: Cice 2001, BLOCADE 2015, SENIORS 2009 Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
5. Systematic review with included studies: SENIORS 2009, MERIT-HF, BLOCADE 2015 Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
7. Systematic review with included studies: Cice 2001, BLOCADE 2015 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals
9. Systematic review with included studies: MERIT-HF, Cice 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
11. Systematic review with included studies: BLOCADE 2015 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Very Serious.
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Table S64.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Beta-blocker
Comparator: RASi
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.93
(95% CI 0.70 - 1.24)
Based on data from
1820 patients in 5
studies1
Follow up Mean 26
months

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.98
(95% CI 0.70 - 1.38)
Based on data from
1150 patients in 3
studies3
Follow up Mean 26
months

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.58
(95% CI 0.35 - 0.95)
Based on data from
779 patients in 5
studies5
Follow up Mean 22
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 1.62
(95% CI 0.87 - 3.02)
Based on data from
240 patients in 3
studies7

≥ 50% loss of
GFR

Relative risk: 0.53
(95% CI 0.09 - 3.03)
Based on data from
104 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 12 months

Acute kidney
injury

Absolute effect estimates
RASi

Beta-blocker

94
per 1000

87
per 1000

Difference: 7 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 28 fewer - 23 more)
106
per 1000

104
per 1000

Difference: 2 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 32 fewer - 40 more)
103
per 1000

60
per 1000

Difference: 43 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 67 fewer - 5 fewer)
113
per 1000

183
per 1000

Difference: 70 more per 1000
(95% CI 15 fewer - 228 more)
65
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias2

Beta-blocker
probably has little
or no difference on
all-cause mortality

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

Beta-blocker may
have little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
mortality

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency6

Beta-blocker may
decrease
cardiovascular
events

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision8

Beta-blocker may
have little or no
difference on endstage kidney disease

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision10

There were too few
who experienced the
≥ 50% loss of GFR,
to determine
whether betablocker made a
difference

34
per 1000

Difference: 31 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 59 fewer - 132 more)

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Falls

Fatigue

Relative risk: 1.59
(95% CI 0.42 - 6.00)
Based on data from
104 patients in 1
study11
Follow up 12 months

65
per 1000

103
per 1000

Difference: 38 more per 1000
(95% CI 38 fewer - 325 more)

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision12

We are uncertain
whether betablocker increases or
decreases falls

(95% CI - )
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No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue
1. Systematic review with included studies: COPE study, CIBIS III, Nielsen 1997, Hannedouche 1994, HDPAL 2014
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias
3. Systematic review with included studies: CIBIS III, HDPAL 2014, Nielsen 1997 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
5. Systematic review with included studies: Bjork 1992, COPE study, HDPAL 2014, Nielsen 1997, Elving 1994
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. Point estimates vary widely
7. Systematic review with included studies: HDPAL 2014, Hannedouche 1994, Nielsen 1997 Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of events, Low number of patients
9. Systematic review with included studies: HDPAL 2014 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
11. Systematic review with included studies: HDPAL 2014 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias;
Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Difference:
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Table S65.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Calcium channel blockers
Comparator: Placebo
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.96
(95% CI 0.67 - 1.30)
Based on data from
2015 patients in 4
studies1
Follow up Mean 32
months

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 1.06
(95% CI 0.33 - 3.38)
Based on data from
1739 patients in 2
studies3

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.86
(95% CI 0.74 - 0.99)
Based on data from
2335 patients in 3
studies5
Follow up Mean 33
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 1.03
(95% CI 0.81 - 1.32)
Based on data from
1136 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 32 months

Doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 1.07
(95% CI 0.87 - 1.31)
Based on data from
1136 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 32 months

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Placebo

Calcium
channel
blockers

117
per 1000

112
per 1000

Difference: 5 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 39 fewer - 35 more)
33
per 1000

35
per 1000

Difference: 2 more per 1000
(95% CI 22 fewer - 79 more)
263
per 1000

226
per 1000

178
per 1000

183
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias2

Calcium channel
blockers probably
has little or no
difference on allcause mortality

Calcium channel
Low
blockers may have
Due to serious risk of
little or no difference
bias, Due to serious
on cardiovascular
4
imprecision
mortality

Calcium channel
Moderate
blockers probably
Due to serious risk of
decreases
Difference: 37 fewer per 1000
bias6
cardiovascular
events
(95% CI 68 fewer - 3 fewer)

Difference: 5 more per 1000
(95% CI 34 fewer - 57 more)
237
per 1000

Calcium channel
Low
blockers may have
Due to serious risk of
little or no difference
bias, Due to serious
on end-stage kidney
imprecision8
disease

254
per 1000

Calcium channel
Low
blockers may have
Due to serious risk of
little or no difference
Difference: 17 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
on doubling serum
10
imprecision
(95% CI 31 fewer - 73 more)
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue
1. Systematic review with included studies: [372], [446], [344], [393] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias
3. Systematic review with included studies: Berl 2003, Ruggenenti 2004 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
5. Systematic review with included studies: Lewis 2001, Crepaldi 1998, Berl 2003 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias
7. Systematic review with included studies: Lewis 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review with included studies: Lewis 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Difference:
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Table S66.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Calcium channel blockers
Comparator: RASi
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 1.57
(95% CI 0.60 - 4.10)
Based on data from
1210 patients in 7
studies1
Follow up Mean 26
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 1.67
(95% CI 0.81 - 3.45)
Based on data from
12959 patients in 3
studies3
Follow up Mean 43
months

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision2

CCB may have
little or no
difference on allcause mortality

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 12 more per 1000
bias4
(95% CI 3 fewer - 44 more)

CCB probably has
little or no
difference on endstage kidney
disease

RASi

Calcium
channel
blockers

10
per 1000

16
per 1000

Difference: 6 more per 1000
(95% CI 4 fewer - 31 more)
18
per 1000

30
per 1000

3-point major
cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.56
(95% CI 0.18 - 1.79)
Based on data from
464 patients in 4
studies5
Follow up Mean 18
months

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 14 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision6
(95% CI 26 fewer - 25 more)

CCB may have
little or no
difference on 3point major
cardiovascular
events

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 1.73
287
497
(95% CI 0.29 - 10.16)
per 1000
per 1000
Low
Based on data from
Due to serious risk of
13039 patients in 2 Difference: 210 more per 1000
bias, Due to serious
studies7
(95% CI 204 fewer - 2629
imprecision8
Follow up Mean 43
more)
months

CCB may have
little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
events

Acute kidney
injury

32
per 1000

18
per 1000

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Fatigue

Relative risk: 1.26
(95% CI 0.90 - 1.78)
Based on data from
281 patients in 2
studies9
Follow up Mean 29
months

282
per 1000

355
per 1000

Difference: 73 more per 1000
(95% CI 28 fewer - 220 more)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias10

CCB may have
little or no
difference on
doubling serum
creatinine

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

216

Falls

(95% CI - )
Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

1.

Systematic review with included studies: Karalliedde 2008, Yilmaz 2001, Viberti 2002, ESPIRAL 1995, Zucchelli
1992, Brown 2001a, Jerums 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
3. Systematic review with included studies: [160], [169], [167] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias
5. Systematic review with included studies: Crepaldi 1998, Baba 2001, Karalliedde 2008, O'Donnell 1993
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
7. Systematic review with included studies: [161], [164] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
9. Systematic review with included studies: Petersen 2001, ESPIRAL 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
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Table S67.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Direct renin inhibitor
Comparator: Placebo
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.97
(95% CI 0.79 - 1.20)
Based on data from
1617 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 12 months

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.86
(95% CI 0.75 - 0.99)
Based on data from
1617 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 12 months

Heart failure

Relative risk: 0.57
(95% CI 0.17 - 1.98)
Based on data from
1658 patients in 2
studies5
Follow up Mean 9
months

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.67
(95% CI 0.37 - 1.20)
Based on data from
1617 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 12 months

Myocardial
infarction

End-stage kidney
disease

Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 0.47
(95% CI 0.27 - 0.82)
Based on data from
1617 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 12 months

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo

Direct renin
inhibitor

183
per 1000

178
per 1000

Difference: 5 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 38 fewer - 37 more)
357
per 1000

307
per 1000

Difference: 50 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 89 fewer - 4 fewer)
279
per 1000

159
per 1000

Difference: 120 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 232 fewer - 273 more)
33
per 1000

22
per 1000

Difference: 11 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 21 fewer - 7 more)
47
per 1000

22
per 1000

Difference: 25 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 34 fewer - 8 fewer)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious risk of bias2

Direct renin
inhibitor may have
little or no
difference on allcause mortality

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

Direct renin
inhibitor may
decrease
cardiovascular
events

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency, Due to
serious imprecision6

We are uncertain
whether direct
renin inhibitor
increases or
decreases heart
failure

Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious risk of bias8

Direct renin
inhibitor may have
little or no
difference on
stroke

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

Direct renin
inhibitor may
decrease
myocardial
infarction

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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Falls

Fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

1.

Systematic review with included studies: ASTRONAUT 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
3. Systematic review [127] with included studies: ASTRONAUT 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
5. Systematic review with included studies: ASTRONAUT 2011, ARIANA-CHF-RD 2016 Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:76%.;
Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
7. Systematic review with included studies: ASTRONAUT 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review with included studies: ASTRONAUT 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S68.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Direct renin inhibitor
Comparator: RASi
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 1.11
(95% CI 0.95 - 1.29)
Based on data from
1256 patients in 1
study1
Follow up Median 37
months

All-cause
mortality and
cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.97
(95% CI 0.85 - 1.12)
Based on data from
1256 patients in 1
study3
Follow up Median 37
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 1.26
(95% CI 0.52 - 3.05)
Based on data from
114 patients in 1
study5
Follow up Mean 24
months

Acute kidney
injury

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Fatigue

Absolute effect estimates
RASi

Direct renin
inhibitor

329
per 1000

365
per 1000

Difference: 36 more per 1000
(95% CI 16 fewer - 95 more)
396
per 1000

384
per 1000

71
per 1000

89
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

Low
Direct renin inhibitor
Due to serious risk of may have little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference on allimprecision2
cause mortality

Direct renin inhibitor
Low
may have little or no
Due to serious risk of
difference on allDifference: 12 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
cause mortality and
4
imprecision
(95% CI 59 fewer - 48 more)
cardiovascular events

Difference: 18 more per 1000
(95% CI 34 fewer - 146 more)

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether direct renin
Due to serious risk of
inhibitor improves or
bias, Due to very
worsen end-stage
6
serious imprecision
kidney disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia or
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Systematic review with included studies: ATMOSPHERE 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: ATMOSPHERE 2011 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: Woo 2014, [196] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision:
Very Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S69.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Direct renin inhibitor + ACEi or ARB
Comparator: Placebo or standard of care
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Relative risk: 0.93
(95% CI 0.40 - 2.19)
Based on data from
All-cause mortality 9160 patients in 2
studies1
Follow up Mean
1.58 years

Placebo or
standard of
care

Direct-renin
inhibitor +
ACEi/ARB

79
per 1000

73
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 47 fewer - 94 more)

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 1.15
(95% CI 0.96 - 1.37)
Based on data from
8561 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 2.7 years

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 4.22
26
110
(95% CI 0.46 - 36.0)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
76 patients in 1
Difference: 84 more per 1000
study5
(95% CI 14 fewer - 910 more)
Follow up 12
months

50
per 1000

57
per 1000

Difference: 7 more per 1000
(95% CI 2 fewer - 19 more)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision2

Direct renin inhibitor
+ ACE/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on allcause mortality

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision4

Direct renin inhibitor
+ ACEi/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
cardiovascular
mortality

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision6

We are uncertain
whether direct renin
inhibitor +
ACEi/ARB increases
or decreases
cardiovascular events

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision8

Direct renin inhibitor
+ ACE/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on endstage kidney disease

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision10

Direct renin inhibitor
+ ACE/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
progression to
microalbuminuria

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 1.07
(95% CI 0.83 - 1.38)
Based on data from
8561 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 2.7 years

Progression to
microalbuminuria

Relative risk: 0.94
(95% CI 0.8 - 1.10)
Based on data from
8561 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 2.7 years

Regression to no
albuminuria

Relative risk: 1.24
78
97
(95% CI 1.08 - 1.42)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
8561 patients in 1 Difference: 19 more per 1000
study11
(95% CI 6 more - 33 more)
Follow up 2.7 years

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision12

Direct renin inhibitor
+ ACE/ARB
probably increases
regression to no
albuminuria

Relative risk: 0.82
104
85
(95% CI 0.72 - 0.93)
per 1000
per 1000
Progression to
Based on data from
macroalbuminuria
8561 patients in 1 Difference: 19 fewer per 1000
study13
(95% CI 29 fewer - 7 fewer)
Follow up 2.7 years

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision14

Direct renin inhibitor
+ ACE/ARB
probably decreases
progression to
macroalbuminuria

26
per 1000

28
per 1000

Difference: 2 more per 1000
(95% CI 4 fewer - 10 more)
67
per 1000

63
per 1000

Difference: 4 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 13 fewer - 7 more)
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Regression to
microalbuminuria

Relative risk: 1.19
185
220
(95% CI 1.09 - 1.29)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
8561 patients in 1 Difference: 35 more per 1000
study15
(95% CI 17 more - 54 more)
Follow up 2.7 years

Relative risk: 0.97
(95% CI 0.81 - 1.17)
Doubling of serum Based on data from
creatinine
8561 patients in 1
study17
Follow up 2.7 years

Serious adverse
events

Relative risk: 1.00
(95% CI 0.90 - 1.12)
Based on data from
713 patients in 2
studies19
Follow up Mean 16
weeks

51
per 1000

49
per 1000

Difference: 2 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 10 fewer - 9 more)
622
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 62 fewer - 75 more)

Relative risk: 1.22
99
121
(95% CI 0.94 - 1.59)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
Withdrawal due to
9160 patients in 2
adverse events
Difference: 22 more per 1000
studies23
(95% CI 6 fewer - 58 more)
Follow up Mean
1.58 years

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Direct renin inhibitor
+ ACE/ARB
probably increases
regression to
microalbuminuria

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision18

Direct renin inhibitor
+ ACE/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
doubling of serum
creatinine

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias20

Direct renin inhibitor
+ ACE/ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
adverse events

High22

Direct renin inhibitor
+ ACE/ARB
increases risk of
kidney impairment

622
per 1000

Relative risk: 1.13
81
92
(95% CI 0.99 - 1.29)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
Kidney impairment 9156 patients in 2
Difference: 11 more per 1000
studies21
(95% CI 1 fewer - 23 more)
Follow up Mean
1.58 years

1.

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision16

High
24

Direct renin inhibitor
+ ACE/ARB has
little or no difference
on withdrawal due to
adverse events

Relative risk: 1.33
280
372
(95% CI 1.15 - 1.54)
per 1000
per 1000
Direct renin inhibitor
Based on data from
High
+ ACE/ARB
Hyperkalemia
9229 patients in 3
26
increases
risk of
Difference: 92 more per 1000
studies25
hyperkalemia
Follow up Mean 17 (95% CI 42 more - 151 more)
months
Systematic review [498] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009, AVOID 2008 Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias in one study and unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias in one
study; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [498] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Primary study [366] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, due to abstract only publication; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [498] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [498] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
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10. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
11. Systematic review [498] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
12. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
13. Systematic review [498] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
14. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
15. Systematic review [498] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
16. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
17. Systematic review [498] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
18. Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
19. Systematic review [498] with included studies: AVOID 2008 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
20. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, unclear sequence
generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias in one study, unclear concealment
of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias in one study
21. Systematic review with included studies: [506], [505] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
22. Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias and unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias in one study
23. Systematic review [498] with included studies: ALTITUDE 2009, AVOID 2008 Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
24. Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias and unclear
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias in one study;
Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies
25. Systematic review [498] with included studies: [366], [506], [505] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
26. Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias and unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias in one study
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Table S70.
Population: Adults with CKD
Intervention: Diuretics
Comparator: RASi
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.77
(95% CI 0.37 - 1.58)
Based on data from
551 patients in 1
study1
Follow up Median 44
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.94
(95% CI 0.74 - 1.19)
Based on data from
17369 patients in 1
study3
Follow up Mean 60
months

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 1.03
(95% CI 0.93 - 1.13)
Based on data from
17405 patients in 1
study5
Follow up Mean 60
months

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Fatigue

Absolute effect estimates
RASi

Diuretics

59
per 1000

45
per 1000

17
per 1000

16
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Low
Diuretics may have
Due to serious risk of
little or no
bias,
Due
to
serious
difference
on allDifference: 14 fewer per 1000
2
imprecision
cause
mortality
(95% CI 37 fewer - 34 more)

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 4 fewer - 3 more)
94
per 1000

97
per 1000

Difference: 3 more per 1000
(95% CI 7 fewer - 12 more)

(95% CI -)
Difference:

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

Diuretics may have
little or no
difference on endstage kidney
disease

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

Diuretics may have
little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
events
No studies were
found that looked
at dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI -)

(95% CI -)

(95% CI -)

(95% CI -)
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1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Systematic review with included studies: COPE 2005 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: ALLHAT Study Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome
assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: ALLHAT Study Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S71.
Population: Older adults (65-85 years old) with CKD
Intervention: High-dose ARB
Comparator: Calcium channel blocker combined with ARB
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Cardiovascular
mortality

Hazard ratio: 1.08
(95% CI 0.39 - 3.92)
Based on data from
353 patients in 1 study
Follow up 3 years

Deterioration of
kidney function

Hazard ratio: 1.58
(95% CI 0.10 - 25.6)
Based on data from
353 patients in 1 study
Follow up 3 years

Dementia and
cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Cardiovascular
events
1.

2.

Calcium
channel
blocker
combined with
ARB

High dose
ARB

86
per 1000

93
per 1000

Difference: 7 more per 1000
(95% CI 52 fewer - 211 more)
6
per 1000

9
per 1000

Difference: 3 more per 1000
(95% CI 5 fewer - 137 more)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision1

High-dose ARB
may have little or
no effect on
cardiovascular
mortality

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision2

We are uncertain
whether high-dose
ARB increases or
decreases
deterioration of
kidney function
No studies were
found that looked
at dementia and
cognitive
impairment

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia and
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia and
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia and
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Hazard ratio: 2.25
93
197
(95% CI 1.20 - 4.20)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
353 patients in 1 study Difference: 104 more per 1000
(95% CI 18 more - 243 more)
Follow up 3 years

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision3

High-dose ARB
may increase fatal
and non-fatal
cardiovascular
events

Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, Inadequate
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, Inadequate
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
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3.

Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, Inadequate
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S72.
Population: Adults with CKD, type 2 diabetes, and moderately increased albuminuria
Intervention: Calcium channel blockers + RAS blockade
Comparator: RAS blockade
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

End stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
mortality

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Falls

Fatigue

Acute kidney
injury

Systolic blood
pressure

Calcium
channel
RAS blockade
blockers +
RAS blockade

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
events

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia or
cognitive
impairment

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: -

Plain text
summary

148
mm Hg Mean

146
mm Hg Mean

Very Low

We are uncertain
whether calcium
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Based on data from 33
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 2 years

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 63
patients in 2 studies3
Follow up Mean 68
weeks

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 33
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 2 years

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Difference: MD 2 lower
(95% CI 13.74 lower - 9.74
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 1.93 higher
(95% CI 8.82 lower - 12.67
higher)
95
μmol/l Mean

98
μmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 3 higher
(95% CI 11.78 lower - 17.78
higher)

Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
very serious
imprecision2

channel blockers +
RAS vs. RAS
improves or
worsen systolic
blood pressure
(mm Hg) at 2 years

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
very serious
imprecision4

We are uncertain
whether calcium
channel blockers +
RAS v. RAS
improves or
worsen diastolic
blood pressure
(mm Hg) at 2 years

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
very serious
imprecision6

We are uncertain
whether calcium
channel blockers +
RAS vs. RAS
improves or
worsen serum
creatinine (μmol/l)
at 2 years

41.5
9.2
Measured by:
Calcium channel
(UAE mg/24h (UAE mg/24h
Low
Scale: blockers plus RAS
%) Mean
%) Mean
Due to serious risk of
Albuminuria
Based on data from 58
blockade may
bias, Due to serious
Difference: MD 32.30 lower
patients in 1 study7
decrease
8
imprecision
(95% CI 46.94 lower - 17.66
Follow up 12 weeks
albuminuria
lower)
Systematic review with included studies: Perez-Maraver 2005 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting,
Missing intention-to-treat analysis; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from one study,
Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review with included studies: [485], [483] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Selective outcome reporting, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting
in potential for detection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in
potential for selection bias, Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Missing intention-to-treat analysis; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Wide confidence
intervals
Systematic review with included studies: Perez-Maraver 2005 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting,
Missing intention-to-treat analysis; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review with included studies: Okura 2012 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete data and/or large
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loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting, Missing intention-to-treat analysis; Imprecision: Serious. Low
number of patients
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Table S73.
Population: Adults with CKD and chronic hyperkalemia
Intervention: Potassium binder
Comparator: Placebo
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.32
(95% CI 0.03 - 3.07)
Based on data from
492 patients in 3
studies1
Follow up Mean 2
months

Cardiovascular
mortality

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo

Potassium
binder

8
per 1000

3
per 1000

Difference: 5 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 8 fewer - 17 more)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Low
Potassium binder may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious difference on all-cause
imprecision2
mortality

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular
mortality

(95% CI - )
Difference:

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Doubling serum
creatinine

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Relative risk: 0.33
(95% CI 0.01 - 8.06)
Based on data from
295 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 3 months

7
per 1000

2
per 1000

Difference: 5 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 7 fewer - 49 more)

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
dementia or cognitive
impairment

(95% CI - )

Diarrhea

Relative risk: 1.03
(95% CI 0.24 - 4.51)
Based on data from
229 patients in 3
studies7

There were too few
who experienced the
end-stage kidney
disease, to determine
whether potassium
binder made a
difference

Difference:

(95% CI - )

Nausea

Very Low
Due to very serious
imprecision, Due to
serious publication
bias4

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 2.10
(95% CI 0.65 - 6.78)
Based on data from
229 patients in 3
studies5
Follow up Mean 10
days

Plain text summary

31
per 1000

65
per 1000

82
per 1000

84
per 1000

Low
Potassium binder may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
Difference: 34 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
difference on nausea
6
imprecision
(95% CI 11 fewer - 179 more)

Difference: 2 more per 1000
(95% CI 62 fewer - 288 more)

Low
Potassium binder may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference on diarrhea
8
imprecision
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Follow up Mean 10
days

Constipation

Relative risk: 1.68
(95% CI 0.65 - 4.37)
Based on data from
229 patients in 3
studies9
Follow up Mean 10
days

Vomiting

Relative risk: 1.72
(95% CI 0.35 - 8.51)
Based on data from
122 patients in 2
studies11
Follow up Mean 5
days

Abdominal pain

Relative risk: 1.52
(95% CI 0.06 - 36.34)
Based on data from 90
patients in 1 study13
Follow up 2 days

Acute kidney
injury

41
per 1000

69
per 1000

Difference: 28 more per 1000
(95% CI 14 fewer - 138 more)
44
per 1000

76
per 1000

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Potassium binder may
have little or no
difference on
constipation

Low
Potassium binder may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
Difference: 32 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
difference on vomiting
12
imprecision
(95% CI 29 fewer - 330 more)

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Falls

Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious risk of bias10

(95% CI - )

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced the
Due to serious risk of
abdominal pain, to
bias, Due to very
determine whether
serious imprecision14 potassium binder made
a difference
No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Hypokalemia

Serious adverse
events

Fatigue

Relative risk: 7.00
(95% CI 0.39 - 125.44)
Based on data from 32
patients in 1 study15
Follow up 7 days
Relative risk: 0.33
(95% CI 0.03 - 3.15)
Based on data from
326 patients in 2
studies17
Follow up Mean 7
weeks

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)
21
per 1000

Very Low
We are uncertain
Due to serious risk of
whether potassium
bias, Due to very
binder increases or
serious imprecision16 decreases hypokalemia

7
per 1000

There were too few
Low
who experienced the
Due to serious risk of
hospitalization, to
bias,
Due
to
serious
determine
whether
Difference: 14 fewer per 1000
18
imprecision
potassium
binder
made
(95% CI 20 fewer - 45 more)
a difference

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Serum potassium

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
105 patients in 2
studies19

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.75 lower

Low
Potassium binder may
Due to serious risk of
decrease serum
bias, Due to serious
potassium
20
inconsistency
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Follow up Mean 7
weeks
Diastolic blood
Measured by:
pressure - Newer
Scale: agents
Based on data from 74
(patiromer, ZS-9, patients in 1 study21
RLY5016)
Follow up 12 weeks
Systolic blood
Measured by:
pressure - Newer
Scale: agents
Based on data from 74
(patiromer, ZS-9, patients in 1 study23
RLY5016)
Follow up 12 weeks
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.

(95% CI 1.27 lower - 0.23
lower)
77.63
Mean

74.98
Mean

Difference: MD 2.65 lower
(95% CI 3.44 lower - 1.86
lower)
133.5
Mean

128.5
Mean

Low
Potassium binder may
Due to serious risk of
decrease diastolic
bias, Due to serious
blood pressure
22
imprecision

Low
Potassium binder may
Due to serious risk of
decrease systolic blood
bias, Due to serious
pressure
imprecision24

Difference: MD 5 lower
(95% CI 5.98 lower - 4.02
lower)
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [367], [122], Ash 2015, [113] Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Primary study [367] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study; Publication bias: Serious. Mostly
commercially funded studies and unclear management of conflict of interest
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [122], [113], [116] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [113], [122], [116] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [124] with included studies: Ash 2015, OPAL-HK 2015, [116] Baseline/comparator Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [113], [116] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [113] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [116] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study, Low number of
patients
Systematic review [124] with included studies: Lepage 2015, [367] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients, due to no events
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [116], [122] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:90%.
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [122] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
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23. Systematic review [124] with included studies: [122] Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
24. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
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Table S74.
Population: Adults with CKD and chronic hyperkalemia
Intervention: Calcium polystyrene sulphonate (CPS)
Comparator: Sodium polystyrene sulphonate (SPS)
Outcome
Timeframe

Fatigue

Acute kidney
injury

Study results and
measurements

Absolute effect estimates
SPS

CPS

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Nausea

426
179
Relative risk: 0.42
Low
per 1000
per 1000
(95% CI 0.21 - 0.83)
Due to serious risk of CPS may decrease
Based on data from 97
Difference: 247 fewer per
bias, Due to serious
nausea
patients in 1 study1
1000
imprecision2
Follow up 3 days
(95% CI 337 fewer - 72 fewer)

Diarrhea

Relative risk: 2.82
(95% CI 0.12 - 67.64)
Based on data from 97
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 3 days

Vomiting

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced
Due to serious risk of
the diarrhea, to
bias, Due to very
determine whether
serious imprecision4
CPS made a
difference

Relative risk: 0.19
43
8
Very Low
We are uncertain
(95% CI 0.01 - 3.82)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
whether CPS
Based on data from 97
bias,
Due
to
very
increases or
5
Difference: 35 fewer per 1000
patients in 1 study
6
serious
imprecision
decreases
vomiting
(95% CI 43 fewer - 121 more)
Follow up 3 days

Constipation

Relative risk: 0.70
170
119
Very Low
(95% CI 0.26 - 1.88)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 97
bias, Due to very
Difference: 51 fewer per 1000
patients in 1 study7
serious
imprecision8
(95% CI 126 fewer - 150 more)
Follow up 3 days

We are uncertain
whether CPS
increases or
decreases
constipation

Abdominal pain

Relative risk: 0.31
64
20
Very Low
(95% CI 0.03 - 2.91)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 97
bias, Due to very
Difference: 44 fewer per 1000
patients in 1 study9
serious
imprecision10
(95% CI 62 fewer - 122 more)
Follow up 3 days

We are uncertain
whether CPS
increases or
decreases
abdominal pain

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Cardiovascular
mortality

(95% CI - )

No studies were
found that looked
at all-cause
mortality
No studies were
found that looked
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End-stage kidney
disease

Doubling serum
creatinine

Cardiovascular
events

Falls

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia or
cognitive
impairment

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 97
patients in 1 study13
Follow up 3 days

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 97
patients in 1 study15
Follow up 3 days

3.

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at end-stage kidney
disease

(95% CI - )

Serum potassium

2.

at cardiovascular
mortality

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
117 patients in 2
studies11
Follow up Mean 15
days

1.

Difference:

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.38 higher
(95% CI 0.03 lower - 0.79
higher)
136.6
Mean

139.25
Mean

Difference: MD 2.65 higher
(95% CI 4.79 lower - 10.09
higher)
82.2
Mean

77.9
Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency12

CPS may have
little or no
difference on
serum potassium

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision14

We are uncertain
whether CPS
increases or
decreases systolic
blood pressure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision16

CPS may have
little or no
difference on
diastolic blood
pressure

Difference: MD 4.3 lower
(95% CI 9.32 lower - 0.72
higher)
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [118] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [118] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
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4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [118] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study, Low number of patients
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [118] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [118] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study, Low number of patients
Systematic review [124] with included studies: Nasir 2014, Nakayama 2018 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Inconsistency: Serious.
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [118] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals, Low number of patients
Systematic review [124] with included studies: [118] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
References
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Table S75.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Lower MAP (<92 mm Hg) target
Comparator: Higher MAP (102-107 mm Hg) target
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality, ESKD,
doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 0.90
(95% CI 0.75 - 1.09)
Based on data from
1094 patients in 1
study1
Follow up Mean 4
years

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 1.07
(95% CI 0.50 - 2.28)
Based on data from
1934 patients in 2
studies3
Follow up Mean 5
years

All-cause
mortality
Long-term
follow-up

Relative risk: 1.25
(95% CI 0.78 - 1.99)
Based on data from
1453 patients in 2
studies5
Follow up Mean 10.5
years

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 1.09
(95% CI 0.55 - 2.19)
Based on data from
1094 patients in 1
study7
Follow up Mean 4
years

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.89
(95% CI 0.81 - 0.97)
Based on data from
1934 patients in 2
studies9
Follow up Mean 5
years

End-stage kidney
disease
Long-term
follow-up

Relative risk: 0.73
(95% CI 0.41 - 1.30)
Based on data from
14535 patients in 2
studies11
Follow up Mean 8.4
years

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 1.18
(95% CI 0.92 - 1.51)

Higher MAP
(102-107 mm
Hg) target

Lower MAP
(<92 mm Hg)
target

305
per 1000

274
per 1000

90
per 1000

96
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 31 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision2
(95% CI 76 fewer - 27 more)

Difference: 6 more per 1000
(95% CI 45 fewer - 115 more)
81
per 1000

101
per 1000

27
per 1000

29
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency4

Lower MAP (<92
mm Hg) target may
have little or no
difference on allcause mortality,
ESKD, doubling
serum creatinine

Lower map (<92 mm
Hg) target may have
little or no difference
on all-cause mortality

Lower map (<92 mm
Hg) target may have
Moderate
little or no difference
Due to serious risk of
on all-cause mortality
Difference: 20 more per 1000
bias6
after long-term
(95% CI 18 fewer - 80 more)
follow-up

Difference: 2 more per 1000
(95% CI 12 fewer - 32 more)
391
per 1000

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision8

348
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 43 fewer per 1000
bias10
(95% CI 74 fewer - 12 fewer)
425
per 1000

310
per 1000

170
per 1000

201
per 1000

We are uncertain
whether lower map
(<92 mm Hg) target
increases or
decreases
cardiovascular
mortality
Lower MAP (<92
mm Hg) target
probably decreases
end-stage kidney
disease

Lower map (<92 mm
Hg) target may have
Moderate
little or no difference
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 115 fewer per
on end-stage kidney
bias12
1000
disease after long(95% CI 251 fewer - 128 more)
term follow-up
Low

Lower MAP (<92
mm Hg) target may
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Based on data from
1094 patients in 1
study13
Follow up Mean 4
years

Doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 1.24
(95% CI 0.77 - 2.00)
Based on data from
1094 patients in 1
study15
Follow up Mean 4
years

Mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
1934 patients in 2
studies17
Follow up Mean 5
years

Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference on
Difference: 31 more per 1000
imprecision14
cardiovascular events
(95% CI 14 fewer - 87 more)

52
per 1000

64
per 1000

Mean

Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 12 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision16
(95% CI 12 fewer - 52 more)

Difference: MD 7.05 lower
(95% CI 10.88 lower - 3.23
lower)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias18

Lower MAP (<92
mm Hg) target may
have little or no
difference on
doubling serum
creatinine

Lower MAP (<92
mm Hg) target
probably decreases
mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Lower MAP (<92
Mean
Mean
Low
Based on data from
mm hg) target may
Due to serious risk of
Annual GFR loss
1594 patients in 2
have little or no
Difference:
MD
0.36
lower
bias, Due to serious
studies19
difference
on annual
20
(95% CI 1.68 lower - 0.97
imprecision
Follow up Mean 6
decline
in
GFR
higher)
years
1. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
3. Systematic review with included studies: MDRD 1994, AASK 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in
potential for detection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 85%.,
Point estimates vary widely
5. Systematic review with included studies: [324], [322] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
7. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
9. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002, MDRD 1994 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias
11. Systematic review with included studies: [322], [324] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias
13. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
14. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
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15. Systematic review with included studies: AASK 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
16. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
17. Systematic review with included studies: MDRD 1994, AASK 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
18. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
19. Systematic review with included studies: MDRD 1994, AASK 2002 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
20. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
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Table S76.
Population: Adults with CKD and proteinuria (>1g/24 h for at least 3 months) without diabetes
Intervention: Low blood pressure target (<130/80 mm Hg)
Comparator: Standard diastolic blood pressure target (<90 mm Hg)
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.50
(95% CI 0.05 - 5.49)
Based on data from
335 patients in 1
study1
Follow up Mean 1.6
years

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 1.12
(95% CI 0.75 - 1.69)
Based on data from
335 patients in 1
study3
Follow up Mean 1.6
years

Doubling serum
creatinine

Cardiovascular
events

Myocardial
infarction

Heart failure

Certainty of the
Standard
Low blood
Evidence
diastolic blood pressure target
(Quality of evidence)
pressure target (<130/80 mm
(<90 mm Hg)
Hg)
12
per 1000

6
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 11 fewer - 54 more)

202
per 1000

Low blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias,
Due
to
serious
difference
on endDifference: 24 more per 1000
4
inconsistency
stage
kidney
(95% CI 50 fewer - 139 more)
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
events

(95% CI - )

6
per 1000

6
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 6 fewer - 90 more)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.34
(95% CI 0.01 - 8.17)
Based on data from
335 patients in 1
study7
Follow up Mean 1.6
years

We are uncertain
whether low blood
Very Low
pressure target
Due to serious risk of (<130/80 mm Hg)
bias, Due to very
increases or
serious imprecision2
decreases
cardiovascular
mortality

226
per 1000

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 1.01
(95% CI 0.06 - 15.95)
Based on data from
335 patients in 1
study5
Follow up Mean 1.6
years

Plain text
summary

6
per 1000

2
per 1000

Difference: 4 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 6 fewer - 43 more)

We are uncertain
whether low blood
Very Low
pressure target
Due to serious risk of (<130/80 mm Hg)
bias, Due to very
increases or
serious imprecision6
decreases
myocardial
infarction
No studies were
found that looked
at heart failure

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether low blood
Due to serious risk of
pressure target
bias, Due to very
(<130/80 mm Hg)
serious imprecision8
increases or
decreases stroke
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Dementia

Fatigue

Serious adverse
events

Falls

Acute kidney
injury

All-cause
mortality

Systolic blood
pressure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 1.49
(95% CI 0.94 - 2.36)
Based on data from
335 patients in 1
study9
Follow up Mean 1.6
years

149
per 1000

222
per 1000

A low blood
Low
pressure target
Due to serious risk of probably has little
or no difference on
Difference: 73 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
10
imprecision
serious adverse
(95% CI 9 fewer - 203 more)
events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )11

Relative risk: 0.67
(95% CI 0.11 - 3.96)
Based on data from
335 patients in 1
study12
Follow up Mean 1.6
years

18
per 1000

12
per 1000

Difference: 6 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 16 fewer - 53 more)

We are uncertain
whether low blood
Very Low
pressure target
Due to serious risk of
(<130/80 mm Hg)
bias, Due to very
increases or
serious imprecision13
decreases all-cause
mortality

Measured by:
133.7
129.6
Scale: Low
A Low blood
mm Hg Mean mm Hg Mean
Based on data from 1
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
Difference: MD 4.1 lower
patient in 335 studies14
bias, Due to serious
decrease systolic
(95% CI 6.62 lower - 1.58
Follow up Mean 1.6
inconsistency15
blood pressure
lower)
years

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
335 patients in 1
study16
Follow up Mean 1.6
years

Mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
335 patients in 1
study18
Follow up Mean 1.6
years

82.3
Mean

79.5
Mean

Difference: MD 2.80 lower
(95% CI 4.14 lower - 1.46
lower)
99.5
mm Hg Mean

96.2
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 5.84 lower
(95% CI 9.13 lower - 2.54
lower)

Low
A low blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
bias, Due to serious
decrease diastolic
inconsistency17
blood pressure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency19

A low blood
pressure target
decreases mean
arterial pressure
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1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.

Systematic review with included studies: [311] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [311] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The
confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap with those of most included studies/ the point estimate of
some of the included studies., The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 86%.
Systematic review with included studies: [311] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [311] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [311] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Inconsistency: No serious. The
direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
One study available [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Systematic review with included studies: [311] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
unclear blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [306] with included studies: [311] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:95%.
Systematic review with included studies: [311] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:93%.
Systematic review with included studies: [311] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Inconsistency: Serious.
The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2:96%.
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Table S77.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Lower blood pressure target (≤120 mm Hg)
Comparator: Standard blood pressure target
Absolute effect estimates

Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Hypokalemia

Relative risk: 1.86
(95% CI 1.02 - 3.39)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 3.26 years

>30% loss in
eGFR

Relative risk: 2.07
(95% CI 1.46 - 2.94)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 3.26 years

>40% loss in
eGFR

Relative risk: 1.56
(95% CI 0.88 - 2.76)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 3.26 years

Mild cognitive
impairment

Hazard Ratio: 1.00
(95% CI 0.77 - 1.31)
Based on data from
2385 patients in 1
study
Follow up 3.26 years

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.73
(95% CI 0.54 - 0.98)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study8
Follow up 3.26 years

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.59
(95% CI 0.33 - 1.06)
Based on data from
2464 patients in 1
study10
Follow up 3.26 years

End-stage kidney
disease or >50%
loss of GFR

Relative risk: 0.93
(95% CI 0.46 - 1.87)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study12
Follow up 3.26 years

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.85
(95% CI 0.67 - 1.08)

Certainty of the
Evidence
Low blood
Standard blood
pressure target (Quality of evidence)
pressure target
(≤120 mm Hg)
12
per 1000

22
per 1000

Difference: 10 more per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 29 more)
33
per 1000

68
per 1000

Difference: 35 more per 1000
(95% CI 15 more - 64 more)
14
per 1000

22
per 1000

Difference: 8 more per 1000
(95% CI 2 fewer - 25 more)
22
per 1000

22
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 5 fewer - 7 more)
53
per 1000

39
per 1000

23
per 1000

14
per 1000

Plain text
summary

Low
A lower blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
bias, Due to serious
increase
imprecision2
hypokalemia

Low
A lower blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
bias, Due to serious
increase a >30%
imprecision4
loss in eGFR

A lower blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious
effect on eGFR
imprecision6
loss >40%

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision7

Low blood
pressure target
(≤120 mm Hg)
may have little or
no difference on
mild cognitive
impairment

Low
A lower blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
decrease all-cause
Difference: 14 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
9
imprecision
mortality
(95% CI 24 fewer - 1 fewer)

Difference: 9 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 15 fewer - 1 more)
12
per 1000

11
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 6 fewer - 10 more)
100
per 1000

85
per 1000

A lower blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of make little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference on
imprecision11
cardiovascular
mortality
A lower blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious effect on end-stage
imprecision13
kidney disease or
>50% loss of GFR
Low

A lower blood
pressure target may
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Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study14
Follow up 3.26 years

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 0.97
(95% CI 0.64 - 1.46)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study16
Follow up 3.26 years

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.99
(95% CI 0.58 - 1.68)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study18
Follow up 3.26 years

Heart failure

Relative risk: 0.78
(95% CI 0.52 - 1.17)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study20
Follow up 3.26 years

Probable
dementia

Hazard Ratio: 0.79
(95% CI 0.56 - 1.11)
Based on data from
2385 patients in 1
study
Follow up 3.26 years

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk: 1.45
(95% CI 1.10 - 1.91)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study23
Follow up 3.26 years

Falls

Relative risk: 0.90
(95% CI 0.71 - 1.13)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study25
Follow up 3.26 years

Fatigue

Difference: 15 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 33 fewer - 8 more)
34
per 1000

33
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 12 fewer - 16 more)
21
per 1000

20
per 1000

Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 8 fewer - 10 more)
40
per 1000

31
per 1000

Difference: 9 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 19 fewer - 7 more)
14
per 1000

11
per 1000

Difference: 3 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 6 fewer - 2 more)
33
per 1000

48
per 1000

Difference: 15 more per 1000
(95% CI 3 more - 30 more)
105
per 1000

Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision15

A lower blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference on
imprecision17
myocardial
infarction
A lower blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference on
19
imprecision
stroke
A lower blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
make little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference on heart
21
imprecision
failure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision22

95
per 1000

Low
A lower blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
have little or no
Difference: 10 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
26
imprecision
difference
on falls
(95% CI 30 fewer - 14 more)

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

Difference:

Serious adverse
events

Hyperkalemia

Relative risk: 1.34
(95% CI 1.01 - 1.78)

Low blood
pressure target
(≤120 mm Hg)
may have little or
no difference on
probable dementia

Low
A lower blood
Due to serious risk of pressure target may
bias, Due to serious
increase acute
imprecision24
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 0.97
(95% CI 0.90 - 1.05)
Based on data from
2646 patients in 1
study27
Follow up 3.26 years

have little or no
difference on
cardiovascular
events

A lower blood
Low
pressure target may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias,
Due
to
serious
difference
on the
Difference: 15 fewer per 1000
28
inconsistency
risk
of
serious
(95% CI 49 fewer - 24 more)
adverse events
486
per 1000

471
per 1000

59
per 1000

79
per 1000

Low

A lower blood
pressure target may
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1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.

22.

Based on data from
Due to serious risk of
increase
2646 patients in 1
Difference: 20 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
hyperkalemia
study29
(95% CI 1 more - 46 more)
imprecision30
Follow up 3.26 years
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
One study available [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
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23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.

29.
30.

bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Inconsistency:
Serious. Point estimates vary widely, the direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies
Systematic review with included studies: [313] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
References
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Table S78.
Population: Adults ≥75 years of age with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Low blood pressure target (≤120 mm Hg)
Comparator: Standard blood pressure target
Absolute effect estimates

Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )

Falls

Fatigue

Certainty of the
Evidence
Low blood
Standard blood
pressure target (Quality of evidence)
pressure target
(≤120 mm Hg)

Plain text
summary

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

146
per 1000

96
per 1000

Low blood
pressure target
(≤120 mm Hg)
may decrease
cardiovascular
events in elderly
adults with CKD

Cardiovascular
events

Hazard Ratio: 0.64
(95% CI 0.45 - 0.92)
Based on data from
1161 patients in 1
study

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 50 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision1
(95% CI 77 fewer - 11 fewer)

All-cause
mortality

Hazard Ratio: 0.64
(95% CI 0.43 - 0.96)
Based on data from
1161 patients in 1
study

Low blood
pressure target
Low
(≤120 mm Hg)
Due to serious risk of
may decrease allDifference: 38 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
cause mortality in
imprecision2
(95% CI 62 fewer - 4 fewer)
elderly adults with
CKD

Kidney
composite
(ESKD or >50%
GFR loss)

Relative risk: 0.66
(95% CI 0.49 - 0.90)
Based on data from
1161 patients in 1
study

Low blood
pressure target
Low
(≤120 mm Hg)
Due to serious risk of
may decrease
Difference: 68 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
adverse kidney
3
imprecision
(95% CI 101 fewer - 20 fewer)
outcomes in elderly
adults with CKD

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment
1.

111
per 1000

199
per 1000

73
per 1000

131
per 1000

(95% CI - )
Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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2.

3.

Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
References
[313] Cheung AK, Rahman M, Reboussin DM, Craven TE, Greene T, Kimmel PL, Cushman WC, Hawfield AT,
Johnson KC, Lewis CE, Oparil S, Rocco MV, Sink KM, Whelton PK, Wright JT, Basile J, Beddhu S, Bhatt
U, Chang TI, Chertow GM, Chonchol M, Freedman BI, Haley W, Ix JH, Katz LA, Killeen AA,
Papademetriou V, Ricardo AC, Servilla K, Wall B, Wolfgram D, Yee J. Effects of Intensive BP Control in
CKD. Journal of the American Society of Nephrology: JASN 2017;28(9):2812-2823
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Table S79.
Population: Adults with CKD without diabetes
Intervention: Calcium channel blockers
Comparator: RASi
Absolute effect estimates

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 1.43
(95% CI 0.52 - 3.92)
Based on data from
717 patients in 4
studies1
Follow up Mean 33
months

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 1.97
(95% CI 0.85 - 4.53)
Based on data from
121 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 48 months

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 1.73
(95% CI 0.29 - 10.16)
Based on data from
241 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 36 months

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
Difference: 12 more per 1000
serious
imprecision6
(95% CI 11 fewer - 147 more)

Doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 1.25
(95% CI 0.86 - 1.80)
Based on data from
241 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 36 months

Calcium channel
Low
blockers may have
Due to serious risk of
little or no
bias,
Due
to
serious
difference
on
Difference: 72 more per 1000
8
imprecision
doubling
serum
(95% CI 40 fewer - 230 more)
creatinine

RASi

Calcium
channel
blockers

16
per 1000

23
per 1000

Difference: 7 more per 1000
(95% CI 8 fewer - 47 more)

Plain text
summary

Calcium channel
Low
blockers may have
Due to serious risk of
little or no
bias, Due to serious
difference
on allimprecision2
cause mortality

Calcium channel
Low
blockers may have
Due to serious risk of
little or no
bias,
Due
to
serious
difference
on endDifference: 113 more per 1000
4
imprecision
stage
kidney
(95% CI 18 fewer - 413 more)
disease
117
per 1000

230
per 1000

16
per 1000

28
per 1000

287
per 1000

We are uncertain
whether calcium
channel blockers
increase or
decrease
cardiovascular
events

359
per 1000

We are uncertain
whether calcium
Very Low
All-cause of
channel blockers
Due to serious risk of
mortality and CV
increase or
bias, Due to very
Difference: 15 more per 1000
events
10 decrease composite
(95% CI 22 fewer - 133 more) serious imprecision
death and CV
events
1. Systematic review with included studies: Zucchelli 1992, ESPIRAL 1995, Yilmaz 2001, Brown 2001a
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
3. Systematic review with included studies: Zucchelli 1992 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
5. Systematic review with included studies: ESPIRAL 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
Relative risk: 1.38
(95% CI 0.43 - 4.41)
Based on data from
241 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 36 months

39
per 1000

54
per 1000
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bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
7. Systematic review with included studies: ESPIRAL 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review with included studies: ESPIRAL 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
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Table S80.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: ACEi or ARB monotherapy
Comparator: Dual (ACEi + ARB) therapy
Absolute effect estimates

Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Relative risk: 0.92
(95% CI 0.84 - 1.01)
Based on data from
All-cause mortality 10486 patients in 3
studies1
Follow up Mean 52
months

Certainty of the
Evidence
Dual (ACEi +
ACEi or ARB
(Quality of evidence)
ARB)
monotherapy
therapy
174
per 1000

160
per 1000

Plain text summary

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision2

ACEi or ARB
monotherapy
probably has little or
no difference on allcause mortality

Cardiovascular
mortality

Relative risk: 0.91
99
90
(95% CI 0.81 - 1.04)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
9026 patients in 1
Difference: 9 fewer per 1000
study3
(95% CI 19 fewer - 4 more)
Follow up 56 months

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision4

ACEi or ARB
monotherapy
probably has little or
no difference on
cardiovascular
mortality

End-stage kidney
disease

Relative risk: 0.84
11
9
(95% CI 0.54 - 1.30)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
8933 patients in 1
Difference: 2 fewer per 1000
study5
(95% CI 5 fewer - 3 more)
Follow up 56 months

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision6

ACEi or ARB
monotherapy
probably has little or
no difference on endstage kidney disease

Myocardial
infarction

Difference: 14 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 28 fewer - 2 more)

Relative risk: 2.0
14
28
(95% CI 0.13 per 1000
per 1000
Very Low
We are uncertain
31.03)
Due to serious risk of whether ACEi alone
Based on data from
bias, Due to very
increases or decreases
Difference: 14 more per 1000
105 patients in 1
8
serious
imprecision
myocardial infarction
7
(95% CI 12 fewer - 420 more)
study
Follow up 48 months

Stroke

Relative risk: 0.97
46
45
(95% CI 0.78 - 1.21)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
Moderate
6139 patients in 2
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 1 fewer per 1000
studies9
bias10
Follow up Mean 40 (95% CI 10 fewer - 10 more)
months

ACEi or ARB
monotherapy
probably has little or
no difference on
stroke

Heart failure

Relative risk: 1.19
123
146
(95% CI 0.92 - 1.55)
Low
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
Due to serious risk of
1448 patients in 1 Difference: 23 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
study11
imprecision12
(95% CI 10 fewer - 68 more)
Follow up 24 months

ARB monotherapy
may have little or no
difference on heart
failure

Doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 1.24
(95% CI 1.00 - 1.54)
Based on data from
10486 patients in 3
studies13
Follow up Mean 42
months

37
per 1000

46
per 1000

Difference: 9 more per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 20 more)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias14

ACEi or ARB
monotherapy
probably decreases
doubling serum
creatinine

255

0
per 1000
Micro- to
macroalbuminuria

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from
144 patients in 1
study15
Follow up 13 months

0
per 1000

Difference:

There were too few
who experienced the
progression from
Low
micro- to
Due to serious risk of macroalbuminuria, to
bias, Due to serious
determine whether
imprecision16
ACEi or ARB made a
difference compared
to dual RAS
inhibition

Relative risk: 0.62
65
40
(95% CI 0.49 - 0.79)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from
Moderate
Acute kidney injury 10381 patients in 2
Due
to
serious risk of
Difference: 25 fewer per
studies17
bias18
1000
Follow up Mean 40 (95% CI 33 fewer - 14 fewer)
months

Serious adverse
events

Falls

Fatigue

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Relative risk: 0.91
(95% CI 0.83 - 1.00)
Based on data from
1448 patients in 1
study19
Follow up Minimum
24 months

575
per 1000

523
per 1000

Difference: 52 fewer per
1000
(95% CI 98 fewer - 0 fewer)

ACEi or ARB
monotherapy
probably decreases
acute kidney injury

Low
ARB alone may
Due to serious risk of
slightly decrease
bias, Due to serious
serious adverse events
imprecision20

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Primary study [411], [420], [402] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Serious.
Primary study [420] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
Primary study [420] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
Systematic review [482] with included studies: PRONEDI 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study.
Systematic review with included studies: [420], [411] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
On study available [411] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
Primary study [402], [420], [411] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias.
Systematic review [482] with included studies: [421] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
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16. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
17. Primary study [411], [420] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
18. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias.
19. Systematic review [482] with included studies: [411] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
20. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias;
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study.
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Table S81.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Diuretics + ACEi or ARB
Comparator: ACEi or ARB
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Cardiovascular
events

(95% CI - )

Cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Absolute effect estimates
ACEi or ARB

Diuretics +
ACEi or ARB

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of
evidence)

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

All-cause
mortality

End-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at endstage kidney disease

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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Table S82.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Diuretics + calcium channel blockers
Comparator: ACEi or ARB + calcium channel blockers
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Fatigue

Absolute effect estimates
ACEi or ARB
+ CCB

Diuretics +
CCB

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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Table S83.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Diuretics + ACEi or ARB
Comparator: ACEi or ARB + calcium channel blockers
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Fatigue

Falls

Absolute effect estimates
ACEi or ARB
+ CCB

Diuretics +
ACEi or ARB

Difference:

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 1.04
(95% CI 0.27 - 3.94)
Based on data from
110 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 12 months

Plain text summary

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

71
per 1000

74
per 1000

Difference: 3 more per 1000
(95% CI 52 fewer - 209 more)

(95% CI - )
Difference:

1.
2.

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Very Low
Due to very serious
imprecision, Due to
serious risk of bias2

We are uncertain
whether diuretics +
CCB increases or
decreases fatigue

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Systematic review with included studies: [424] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias;
Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
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Table S84.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Diuretics + ACEi or ARB + beta blockers
Comparator: Placebo plus standard of care
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Placebo

Certainty of the
Evidence
Diuretics +
ACEi or ARB (Quality of evidence)
+ BB

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at endstage kidney disease

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:
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Table S85.
Population: Adults with CKD, type 2 diabetes, and moderately increased albuminuria
Intervention: Calcium channel blocker
Comparator: ARB plus diuretics
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from
131 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 6 months

End stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
mortality

Major
cardiovascular
events
3-points

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

ARB plus
diuretics
0
per 1000

Calcium
channel
blocker
per 1000

Difference:

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
very serious
imprecision2

There were too few
who experienced the
all-cause mortality, to
determine whether
calcium channel
blocker made a
difference

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at endstage kidney disease

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular
mortality

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from
131 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 6 months

per 1000

per 1000

Difference:

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
very serious
imprecision4

There were too few
who experienced the 3point major
cardiovascular events,
to determine whether
calcium channel
blocker made a
difference

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
or cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:
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1.
2.

3.
4.

Systematic review with included studies: [462] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Missing intention-to-treat
analysis; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients
Systematic review with included studies: [462] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential
for selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Missing
intention-to-treat analysis; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients
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Table S86.
Population: Adults with CKD with type 2 diabetes and albuminuria (AER >100 mg/24 hr)
Intervention: Direct renin inhibitor
Comparator: Placebo
Outcome
Timeframe

All-cause mortality

Cardiovascular
mortality

Myocardial
infarction

Stroke

Heart failure

End-stage kidney
disease

Doubling of serum
creatinine

Cognitive
impairment/
dementia

Micro- to
macroalbuminuria

Study results and
measurements

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo

Direct renin
inhibitor

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at myocardial
infarction

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at stroke

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at heart failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling of
serum creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
Difference:

(95% CI - )
Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at cognitive
impairment or
dementia
No studies were
found that looked
at progression from
micro- to
macroalbuminuria
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Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Adverse events

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at adverse events

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

140
mm Hg Mean

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
52 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 10
months

80
mm Hg Mean

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
52 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 10
months

Urinary albumin
excretion rate

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
52 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 10
months

132
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 8 lower
(95% CI 15.61 lower - 0.39
lower)

Direct renin
inhibitor probably
decreases systolic
BP

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision4

Direct renin
inhibitor probably
has little or no
difference on
diastolic blood
pressure

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision6

There was no
standard deviation
for urinary albumin
excretion rate, to
determine whether
direct renin
inhibitor made a
difference

76
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 4 lower
(95% CI 8.35 lower - 0.35
higher)

Mean

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision2

Mean

Difference:

Measured by:
85
80
Scale: ml/min/1.73
ml/min/1.73
Direct renin
Based on data from
m2 Mean
m2 Mean
Moderate
inhibitor probably
GFR
52 patients in 1
Due to serious
has little or no
Difference: MD 5 lower
study7
imprecision8
difference
on GFR
(95% CI 19.68 lower - 9.68
Follow up 10
higher)
months
Systematic review [486] with included studies: Persson 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear how patients lost to follow-up were analyzed; Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study, Low number of patients
Systematic review [486] with included studies: Persson 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear how patients lost to follow-up were analyzed; Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Low number of patients, Only data from one study
Systematic review [486] with included studies: Persson 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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7.
8.

Systematic review [486] with included studies: Persson 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear how patients lost to follow-up were analyzed, Incomplete data and/or large loss to
follow up; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals, Low number of patients
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Table S87.
Population: Adults with diabetes and CKD
Intervention: Aliskiren
Comparator: ACEi or ARB
Outcome
Timeframe

All-cause
mortality

Cardiovascular
mortality

Myocardial
infarction

Stroke

Heart failure

End-stage kidney
disease

Doubling of
serum creatinine

Cognitive
impairment/
dementia

Micro- to
macroalbuminuria

Study results and
measurements

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo

Aliskiren

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text
summary

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular
mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
myocardial
infarction

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
stroke

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
heart failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling of serum
creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
Difference:

(95% CI - )9
Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cognitive
impairment or
dementia
No studies were
found that looked at
progression from
micro- to
macroalbuminuria
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Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Adverse events

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
adverse events

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Systolic blood
pressure

140
132
Measured by:
mm
Hg
Mean
mm
Hg
Mean
Scale: Based on data from
Difference: MD 8 lower
52 patients in 1 study1 (95% CI 15.61 lower - 0.39
Follow up 10 months
lower)

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision2

Aliskiren probably
decreases systolic
BP at end of
treatment

Diastolic blood
pressure

80
76
Measured by:
mm Hg Mean mm Hg Mean
Scale: Based on data from
Difference: MD 4 lower
52 patients in 1 study3
(95% CI 8.35 lower - 0.35
Follow up 10 months
higher)

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision4

Aliskiren probably
has little or no
difference on
diastolic blood
pressure

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision6

There was no
standard deviation
for albumin
excretion rate, to
determine whether
aliskiren made a
difference

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision8

Aliskiren probably
has little or no effect
on GFR

GFR

2.

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: Albumin excretion
Based on data from
rate
52 patients in 1 study5
Follow up 10 months

1.

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
52 patients in 1 study7
Follow up 10 months

Mean

Mean

Difference:

85
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

80
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

Difference: MD 5 lower
(95% CI 19.68 lower - 9.68
higher)
Systematic review [486] with included studies: Persson 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear how patients lost to follow-up were analyzed; Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Only data from one study, Low number of patients
Systematic review [486] with included studies: Persson 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear how patients lost to follow-up were analyzed; Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals, Low number of patients, Only data from one study
Systematic review [486] with included studies: Persson 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study;
Systematic review [486] with included studies: Persson 2010 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear how patients lost to follow-up were analyzed, Incomplete data and/or large loss to
follow up; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals, Low number of patients
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Table S88.
Population: Adults with diabetes, chronic hyperkalemia, and CKD
Intervention: High-dose potassium binder
Comparator: Low-dose potassium binder
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 1.94
(95% CI 0.18 - 21.08)
Based on data from
203 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 1 year

Cardiovascular
mortality

Low-dose
potassium
binder

High-dose
potassium
binder

10
per 1000

19
per 1000

Difference: 9 more per 1000
(95% CI 8 fewer - 201 more)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision2

There were too few
who experienced the
all-cause mortality, to
determine whether
high-dose potassium
binder made a
difference
No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular
mortality

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Stroke

Myocardial
infarction

Heart failure

End-stage kidney
disease

Doubling serum
creatinine

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Relative risk: 0.97
(95% CI 0.06 - 15.31)
Based on data from
203 patients in 1
study3
Follow up 1 year
Relative risk: 2.91
(95% CI 0.12 - 70.68)
Based on data from
203 patients in 1
study5
Follow up 1 year

10
per 1000

10
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 9 fewer - 143 more)
0
per 1000

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision4

There were too few
who experienced the
stroke, to determine
whether high-dose
potassium binder
made a difference

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision6

There were too few
who experienced the
myocardial infarction,
to determine whether
high-dose potassium
binder made a
difference

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
heart failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia or cognitive
impairment

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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Falls

Fatigue

Acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Diarrhea

Relative risk: 0.22
(95% CI 0.05 - 0.97)
Based on data from
203 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 1 year

Constipation

Relative risk: 1.46
(95% CI 0.54 - 3.94)
Based on data from
203 patients in 1
study9
Follow up 1 year

90
per 1000

20
per 1000

60
per 1000

88
per 1000

Low
High-dose potassium
Due to serious risk of
binder may decrease
Difference: 70 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
diarrhea
imprecision8
(95% CI 85 fewer - 3 fewer)

Difference: 28 more per 1000
(95% CI 28 fewer - 176 more)

Very Low
Due to very serious
imprecision, Due to
serious risk of bias10

We are uncertain
whether high-dose
potassium binder
increases or decreases
constipation

Relative risk: 0.97
We are uncertain
(95% CI 0.20 - 4.70)
Very Low
whether high-dose
Based on data from
30
29
Due to serious risk of
Hypokalemia
potassium binder
203 patients in 1
per 1000
per 1000
bias, Due to very
11
12 increases or decreases
study
serious imprecision
hypokalemia
Follow up 1 year
1. Systematic review [480] with included studies: [443] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
3. Systematic review [480] with included studies: [443] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
5. Systematic review [480] with included studies: [443] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
6. Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
7. Systematic review [480] with included studies: [443] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review [480] with included studies: [443] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
11. Systematic review [480] with included studies: AMETHYST-DN 2015 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
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Chapter 4. Blood pressure management in kidney transplant recipients (CKD G1T-G5T)
Table S89.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: Low-salt diet
Comparator: Usual or normal-salt diet
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Usual or
normal-salt
diet

Low-salt diet

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia or cognitive
impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 7.52
25
188
(95% CI 1.45 - 39.04)
per
1000
per
1000
Reduction in
Based on data from 76
antihypertensive
patients in 2 studies1 Difference: 163 more per 1000
dose
Follow up 9 weeks
(95% CI 11 more - 951 more)
(mean)

Low
Due to serious
imprecision, Due to
serious risk of bias2

Low-salt diet may
increase the reduction
in the
antihypertensive dose
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Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 76
patients in 2 studies3
Follow up 12 weeks
(mean)

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 76
patients in 2 studies5
Follow up 12 weeks
(mean)

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 76
Sodium excretion
patients in 2 studies7
Follow up 12 weeks
(mean)
Measured by:
Scale: - Lower better
Serum creatinine Based on data from 32
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 3 months

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 7.34 lower
(95% CI 11.18 lower - 3.35
lower)
Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 13.26 lower
(95% CI 18.96 lower - 7.55
lower)
Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 96.74 lower
(95% CI 147.71 lower - 45.77
lower)
Mean

Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

Low-salt diet may
improve diastolic
blood pressure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

Low-salt diet may
improve systolic
blood pressure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision8

Low-salt diet may
decrease sodium
excretion

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision10

We are uncertain
whether low-salt diet
increases or decreases
serum creatinine

Difference: MD 11 lower
(95% CI 32.3 lower - 10.3
higher)
1. Systematic review with included studies: [29], [26] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Use of unvalidated and/or
subjective outcome measures; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
3. Systematic review with included studies: [26], [29] See Forrest plot for breakdown of studies by duration (< or ≥ 4
weeks). Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear/Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential
for selection bias; Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Potential
confounding factors not measured/reported (e.g. medication changes, body weight, etc.); Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals
5. Systematic review with included studies: [26], [29] See Forrest plot for breakdown of studies by duration (< or ≥ 4
weeks). Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear/Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential
for selection bias; Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Potential
confounding factors not measured/reported (e.g. medication changes, body weight, etc.); Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals
7. Systematic review with included studies: [26], [29] See Forrest plot for breakdown of studies by duration (< or ≥ 4
weeks). Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear/Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential
for selection bias; Unclear/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Potential
confounding factors not measured/reported (e.g. medication changes, body weight, etc.); Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals
9. Systematic review with included studies: [29] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
References
[26] de Vries LV, Dobrowolski LC, van den Bosch JJ, Riphagen IJ, Krediet CT, Bemelman FJ, et al. Effects of dietary
sodium restriction in kidney transplant recipients treated with renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system blockade: a
randomized clinical trial. American Journal of Kidney Diseases 2016;67(6):936-944
[29] Keven K., Yalcin S., Canbakan B., Kutlay S., Sengul S., Erturk S., et al. The impact of daily sodium intake on
posttransplant hypertension in kidney allograft recipients. Transplantation Proceedings 2006;38(5):1323-1326
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Table S90.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: Mediterranean diet
Comparator: Low-fat diet
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )

Falls

Fatigue

All-cause
mortality

End-stage kidney
disease

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia or
cognitive
impairment

Doubling serum
creatinine

Serum LDL
cholesterol

Absolute effect estimates
Low-fat diet

Mediterranean
diet

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
end-stage kidney
disease

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia or
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 38
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 6 months

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.6 lower
(95% CI 1.15 lower - 0.05
lower)

Low
A Mediterranean diet
Due to very serious risk
may improve serum
of bias, Due to serious
LDL cholesterol
imprecision, Due to
slightly
2
serious risk of bias
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1.
2.

Systematic review with included studies: Stachowska 2005 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias; Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias;
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, however difficult to
blind due to nature of intervention; Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection
bias, however objective measure used for outcome; Potential selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only
data from one study
References
[201] Stachowska E., Wesolowska T., Safranow K., Domanski L., Rac M., Dziedziejko V., et al. Simple dietary
interventions reduce the risk factors of atherosclerosis in renal graft recipients. Journal of Renal Nutrition
2005;15(3):291-297
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Table S91.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: Any exercise to control blood pressure
Comparator: Control (no exercise/placebo exercise)
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

Cardiovascular
events

Graft failure

Dementia and
cognitive
impairment

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Adverse events

Systolic blood
pressure

Control (no
Any exercise
exercise/place
to control
bo exercise) blood pressure

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
graft failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia and
cognitive impairment

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 55
patients in 2 studies1
Follow up Mean 12
weeks
Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
180 patients in 4
studies2
Follow up Mean 23
weeks

Plain text summary

per 1000

There were too few
who experienced the
adverse events, to
determine whether
aerobic exercise
made a difference

per 1000

Difference:

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 3.16 higher
(95% CI 1.42 lower - 7.74
higher)

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias3

Any exercise
probably has little or
no difference on
systolic blood
pressure
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Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
180 patients in 4
studies4
Follow up Mean 23
weeks

Change in
quality of life

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 31
patients in 1 study6
Follow up 12 weeks

Body weight

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 33
patients in 1 study8
Follow up 12 weeks

BMI

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
166 patients in 4
studies10
Follow up Mean 33
weeks

Quality of life physical
composite score

Measured by: SF-36
Scale: Based on data from 33
patients in 1 study12
Follow up 12 weeks

eGFR

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 50
patients in 2 studies14
Follow up Mean 32
weeks

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 1.31 lower
(95% CI 8.46 lower - 5.84
higher)
8.6
Mean

-3.4
Mean

Difference: MD 12 higher
(95% CI 3.02 higher - 20.98
higher)
76.9
kg Mean

79.5
kg Mean

Difference: MD 2.60 higher
(95% CI 5.85 lower - 11.05
higher)
Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.01 higher
(95% CI 1.85 lower - 1.84
higher)
41.3
Mean

43.5
Mean

Difference: MD 2.20 lower
(95% CI 9.21 lower - 13.61
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 7.31 higher
(95% CI 7.78 lower - 22.39
higher)

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
inconsistency5

Any exercise may
have little or no
difference on
diastolic blood
pressure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision7

Any exercise to
control blood
pressure may
improve a change in
quality of life

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision9

Any exercise to
control blood
pressure may have
little or no difference
on body weight

Any exercise to
Low
control blood
Due to very serious risk pressure may have
of bias11
little or no difference
on BMI

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision13

We are uncertain
whether any exercise
to control blood
pressure improves or
worsens quality of
life - physical
composite score

Very Low
We are uncertain
Due to very serious risk
whether aerobic
of bias, Due to serious exercise increases or
imprecision15
decreases eGFR

Any exercise to
control blood
Change in
Low
pressure may have
quality of life Due to serious risk of
little or no difference
Difference: MD 0.59 higher
Mental
bias, Due to serious
on change in quality
17
(95% CI 8.12 lower - 9.30
component
imprecision
of life - mental
higher)
component
1. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [79], [91] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [85], [90], [91], [79] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
3. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias;
4. Systematic review [99] with included studies: [90], [79], [85], [91] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
5. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 79%., Point estimates vary
widely
Measured by: SF-36
Scale: Based on data from 64
patients in 2 studies16
Follow up Mean 12
weeks

Mean

Mean
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6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

Systematic review [99] with included studies: [91] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study, Low number of patients
Systematic review [99] with included studies: ExeRT Trial 2015 AT Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from
one study, Low number of patients
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [85], [90], [79], [92] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants
and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in
potential for detection bias
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [79] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one
study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [92], [79] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for
performance bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete
data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [99] with included studies: [91], [79] Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Wide
confidence intervals
References
[79] Greenwood SA, Koufaki P., Mercer TH, Rush R., O'Connor E., Tuffnell R., et al. Aerobic or resistance training and
pulse wave velocity in kidney transplant recipients: a 12-week pilot randomized controlled trial (the Exercise in
Renal Transplant [ExeRT] Trial). American Journal of Kidney Diseases 2015;66(4):689-698
[85] Karelis AD, Hebert MJ, Rabasa-Lhoret R., Rakel A. Impact of resistance training on factors involved in the
development of new-onset diabetes after transplantation in renal transplant recipients: an open randomized pilot
study. Canadian Journal of Diabetes 2016;40(5):382-388
[86] Kouidi E., Vergoulas G., Anifanti M., Deligiannis A. A randomized controlled trial of exercise training on
cardiovascular and autonomic function among renal transplant recipients. Nephrology Dialysis Transplantation
2013;28(5):1294-1305
[90] Painter P., Hector L., Ray K., Lynes L., Paul SM, Dodd M., et al. Effects of exercise training on coronary heart
disease risk factors in renal transplant recipients. American Journal of Kidney Diseases 2003;42(2):362-369
[91] Riess KJ, Haykowsky M., Lawrance R., Tomczak CR, Welsh R., Lewanczuk R., et al. Exercise training improves
aerobic capacity, muscle strength, and quality of life in renal transplant recipients. Applied Physiology,
Nutrition, & Metabolism [Physiologie Appliquee, Nutrition et Metabolisme] 2014;39(5):566-571
[92] Tzvetanov I., West-Thielke P., D'Amico G., Johnsen M., Ladik A., Hachaj G., et al. A novel and personalized
rehabilitation program for obese kidney transplant recipients. Transplantation Proceedings 2014;46(10):34313437
[99] Heiwe S, Jacobson SH. Exercise training for adults with chronic kidney disease. The Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews 2011;10(CD003236).
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Table S92.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi
Comparator: Calcium channel blockers
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Acute kidney
injury

(95% CI - )

Falls

Fatigue

Calcium
channel
blockers

ACEi

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 3.08
(95% CI 0.13 - 74.40)
Based on data from
154 patients in 1
study1
Follow up 1 year

Plain text
summary

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced
Due to serious risk of
fatigue to
bias,
Due
to
very
determine
whether
Difference: 13 fewer per 1000
2
serious
imprecision
ACEi
made
a
(95% CI 2 fewer - 967 fewer)
difference
0
per 1000

13
per 1000

Hyperkalemia

Relative risk: 3.74
70
262
(95% CI 1.89 - 7.43)
per 1000
per 1000
Low
Based on data from
Due to serious risk of ACEi may increase
211 patients in 3
hyperkalemia
Difference: 192 more per 1000 bias, Due to serious
studies3
4
imprecision
Follow up Mean 6.67 (95% CI 62 more - 450 more)
months

All-cause
mortality
Last follow-up

Relative risk: 4.03
(95% CI 0.45 - 35.82)
Based on data from
221 patients in 2
studies5
Follow up Mean 9
months

Graft loss
Last follow-up

Relative risk: 7.37
(95% CI 0.39 - 140.35)
Based on data from
152 patients in 1
study7
Follow up 1 year

Any rejection
Last follow-up

Relative risk: 1.54
(95% CI 1.14 - 2.07)
Based on data from
221 patients in 2
studies9
Follow up Mean 15
months

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk
(95% CI - )

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)
0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)
304
per 1000

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision6

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced
Due to serious risk of
graft loss to
bias, Due to very
determine whether
serious imprecision8
ACEi made a
difference

468
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 164 more per 1000
bias10
(95% CI 43 more - 325 more)
0
per 1000

There were too few
who experienced
all-cause mortality
to determine
whether ACEi
made a difference

0
per 1000

Low

ACEi probably
increases any
rejection

There were too few
who experienced
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Based on data from
123 patients in 1
study11
Follow up 1 year

Stroke

Heart failure

Doubling serum
creatinine

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - fewer)

Due to serious risk of
myocardial
bias, Due to serious
infarction to
imprecision12
determine whether
ACEi made a
difference

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at stroke

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at heart failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
Serum creatinine
445 patients in 8
Last follow-up
studies13
Follow up Mean 11.13
months

Proteinuria
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
190 patients in 3
studies15
Follow up Mean 8.33
months

Hemoglobin
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
332 patients in 5
studies17
Follow up Mean 6.8
months

Hematocrit
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
161 patients in 4
studies19
Follow up Mean 12.5
months

Serum potassium
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
237 patients in 5
studies21
Follow up Mean 12.4
months

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 12.47 higher
(95% CI 7.76 higher - 17.18
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.28 lower
(95% CI 0.46 lower - 0.09
lower)

Mean

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias18

ACEi probably
decreases
hemoglobin

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias20

ACEi probably
decreases
hematocrit

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias22

ACEi probably
increases serum
potassium slightly

% Mean

Difference: MD 4.22 lower
(95% CI 5.30 lower - 3.14
lower)

Mean

Low
ACEi may
Due to serious risk of
decrease
bias, Due to serious
proteinuria
slightly
imprecision16

Mean

Difference: MD 12.96 lower
(95% CI 15.72 lower - 10.21
lower)

% Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of ACEi may increase
bias, Due to serious
serum creatinine
imprecision14

Mean

Difference: MD 0.26 higher
(95% CI 0.15 higher - 0.36
higher)
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Systolic blood
pressure
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
175 patients in 4
studies23
Follow up Mean 5.25
months

Diastolic blood
pressure
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 48
patients in 1 study25
Follow up 1 year

Mean arterial
pressure
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
148 patients in 3
studies27
Follow up Mean 14.67
months

Mean

Difference: MD 2.56 higher
(95% CI 1.63 lower - 6.74
higher)
92
mm Hg Mean

89
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 3 lower
(95% CI 8.77 lower - 2.77
higher)
Mean

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias24

ACEi probably has
little or no
difference on
systolic blood
pressure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision26

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
diastolic blood
pressure

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias28

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on mean
arterial pressure

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.66 lower
(95% CI 3.99 lower - 2.67
higher)

Measured by:
Scale: Mean
Mean
Based on data from
Moderate
GFR
ACEi probably
336 patients in 7
Due
to
serious risk of
Difference:
MD
9.87
lower
Last follow-up
decreases GFR
studies29
bias30
(95% CI 14.95 lower - 4.79
Follow up Mean 9.3
lower)
months
1. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Midtvedt 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete
data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one
study, Wide confidence intervals
3. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Hernandez 1995, Halimi 2007, Midtvedt 2001 Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence
intervals
5. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Midtvedt 2001, Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
6. Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Wide confidence intervals
7. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Midtvedt 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals, Low number of patients
9. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Midtvedt 2001, Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Selective outcome reporting, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in
potential for detection bias
11. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Midtvedt 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious.
Only data from one study, Low number of patients
13. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Castelao 1993 HT ACE, Mourad 1993, Midtvedt 2001, Van der
Schaaf 1995, Hernandez 1995, El Agroudy 2003, Sennesael 1995, Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm
of reference used for intervention.
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14. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete
data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
15. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Van der Schaaf 1995, El Agroudy 2003, Castelao 1993 HT ACE
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
16. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective
outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Wide confidence intervals
17. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007, El Agroudy 2003, Sennesael 1995, Midtvedt 2001,
Hernandez 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
18. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Selective outcome reporting, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up
19. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Hernandez 1995, Castelao 1993 HT ACE, Mourad 1993, Halimi 2007
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
20. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, Selective
outcome reporting
21. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Castelao 1993 HT ACE, Halimi 2007, Mourad 1993, Sennesael 1995,
El Agroudy 2003 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
22. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear
sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, Selective outcome
reporting
23. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Castelao 1993 HT ACE, Halimi 2007, Van der Schaaf 1995,
Sennesael 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
24. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in
potential for selection bias; Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the
included studies
25. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Castelao 1993 HT ACE Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
26. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete
data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
27. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Hernandez 1995, Mourad 1993, El Agroudy 2003
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
28. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear
sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, Selective outcome
reporting, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is
not consistent between the included studies
29. Systematic review [291] with included studies: [236], [217], [250], [233], [254], [276], [267] Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
30. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias in two
studies, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between
the included studies
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Table S93.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ARB
Comparator: Calcium channel blockers
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

Graft failure

Cardiovascular
events

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
failure

Falls

Fatigue

Hyperkalemia
Last follow-up

Dementia

Calcium
channel
blockers

ARB

Certainty of the
Evidence
Plain text summary
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
graft failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

Relative risk: 5.59
37
207
Very Low
(95% CI 0.72 - 43.44)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 56
bias, Due to very
patients in 1 study1 Difference: 170 more per 1000
serious
imprecision2
Follow up 12 months (95% CI 10 fewer - 1570 more)

We are uncertain
whether ARB
increases or
decreases
hyperkalemia

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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No studies were
found that looked at
dementia

Difference:

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
150 patients in 3
studies3
Follow up Mean 6
months

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
150 patients in 3
studies5
Follow up Mean 6
months

Mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
149 patients in 3
studies7
Follow up Mean 6.5
months

GFR

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 34
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 6 weeks

Serum creatinine
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
193 patients in 4
studies11
Follow up Mean 9.78
months

Proteinuria
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
136 patients in 2
studies13
Follow up Mean 6.75
months

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.06 higher
(95% CI 2.54 lower - 2.66
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 5.54 higher
(95% CI 1.67 higher - 9.41
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 1.98 lower
(95% CI 9.37 lower - 5.41
higher)
79
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

69
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

Difference: MD 10 lower
(95% CI 31.2 lower - 11.2
higher)
Mean

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias6

ARB probably
increases diastolic
blood pressure
slightly

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
very serious
inconsistency8

We are uncertain
whether ARB
improves or worsens
mean arterial
pressure

Very Low
We are uncertain
Due to serious risk of
whether ARB
bias, Due to very
improves or worsens
serious imprecision10
GFR

Mean

Difference: MD 2.36 lower
(95% CI 18.16 lower - 13.43
higher)

Mean

ARB probably has
Moderate
little or no difference
Due to serious risk of
on systolic blood
bias4
pressure

Mean

Difference: MD 0.2 lower
(95% CI 0.55 lower - 0.15
higher)

Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias12

ARB may have little
or no difference on
serum creatinine

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
serious
inconsistency14

We are uncertain
whether ARB
increases or
decreases proteinuria

Measured by:
Scale: Mean
Mean
Based on data from
Moderate
ARB probably
Serum potassium
163 patients in 3
Due
to
serious
risk
of
increases
serum
Difference: MD 0.31 higher
Last follow-up
16
studies15
bias
potassium
slightly
(95% CI 0.06 higher - 0.56
Follow up Mean 8.5
higher)
months
1. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Formica 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
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2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data
from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Cai 2011 CyP3, Cai 2011 CyP1, Cai 2011 CyP2 Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Cai 2011 CyP1, Cai 2011 CyP3, Cai 2011 CyP2 Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Inigo 2001, Barenbrock 2001, El Agroudy 2003 ARB
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, Incomplete data and/or
large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: Very Serious. The magnitude of statistical
heterogeneity was high, with I2: 85%., The confidence interval of some of the studies do not overlap with those of most
included studies/ the point estimate of some of the included studies., The direction of the effect is not consistent
between the included studies
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Inigo 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective outcome reporting;
Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Inigo 2001, Wei 2002, El Agroudy 2003 ARB, Formica 2006
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete data and/or large
loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent
between the included studies
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Inigo 2001, El Agroudy 2003 ARB Baseline/comparator: Control arm
of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete data and/or large
loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was
high, with I2: 74%.
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Inigo 2001, El Agroudy 2003 ARB, Formica 2006
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Inconsistency: No serious. The magnitude
of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 63%.
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Table S94.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi
Comparator: ARB
Outcome
Timeframe

Fatigue

Study results and
measurements

Absolute effect estimates
ARB

ACEi

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Hyperkalemia

All-cause
mortality

Graft failure

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
failure

Falls

Relative risk: 0.96
(95% CI 0.10 - 9.57)
Based on data from 37
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 1 year

83
per 1000

80
per 1000

Difference: 3 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 75 fewer - 711 more)

Plain text
summary

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
very serious
imprecision2

We are uncertain
whether ACEi
increases or
decreases
hyperkalemia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at graft failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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Serum creatinine
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
207 patients in 5
studies3
Follow up Mean 15
weeks

Proteinuria
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
130 patients in 2
studies5
Follow up Mean 27.5
weeks

Hemoglobin
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
165 patients in 3
studies7
Follow up Mean 5.3
months

Hematocrit
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 77
patients in 3 studies9
Follow up Mean 1.67
months

Serum potassium
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from
207 patients in 5
studies11
Follow up Mean 15
weeks

Systolic blood
pressure
Last follow-up

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 49
patients in 2 studies13
Follow up Mean 5.5
weeks

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.19 higher
(95% CI 7.66 lower - 8.05
higher)

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 1.14 lower
(95% CI 1.89 lower - 0.39
lower)
Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 0.08 higher
(95% CI 0.02 lower - 0.17
higher)

Mean

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias6

ACEi probably has
little or no
difference on
proteinuria

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias8

ACEi probably has
little or no
difference on
hemoglobin

Mean

Difference: MD 4.62 lower
(95% CI 10.02 lower - 0.78
higher)

Mean

ACEi probably has
little or no
difference on
serum creatinine

Mean

Difference: MD 0.04 higher
(95% CI 0.06 lower - 0.14
higher)

Mean

Moderate
Due to serious risk of
bias4

Mean

Difference: MD 2.74 lower
(95% CI 11.13 lower - 5.65
higher)

Low
ACEi may
Due to serious risk of
decrease
bias, Due to serious
hematocrit slightly
10
imprecision

ACEi probably has
Moderate
little or no different
Due to serious risk of
on serum
bias12
potassium

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision14

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Mean
Mean
ACEi probably has
Mean arterial
Based on data from
Moderate
little or no
pressure
152 patients in 3
Due to serious risk of
Difference:
MD
1.69
lower
difference
on mean
Last follow-up
studies15
bias16
(95% CI 4.73 lower - 1.34
arterial pressure
Follow up Mean 5
higher)
months
1. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Altiparmak 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, unclear blinding of
outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, uneven group numbers and uneven loss to follow up, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
3. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007, El Agroudy 2003, Schmidt 2001, Yildiz 2001,
Celik 2000 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
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4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, no
protocol available, unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Schmidt 2001, El Agroudy 2003 Baseline/comparator: Control arm
of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Yildiz 2001, Rashtchizadeh 2007, El Agroudy 2003
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no protocol
available
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007, Celik 2000, Yildiz 2001 Baseline/comparator:
Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients
Systematic review [291] with included studies: El Agroudy 2003, Schmidt 2001, Celik 2000, Rashtchizadeh 2007,
Yildiz 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection bias, unclear
concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no protocols
available
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Yildiz 2001, Schmidt 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Serious. Low number of patients
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007, El Agroudy 2003, Celik 2000
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, no protocol available;
Inconsistency: No serious. The direction of the effect is not consistent between the included studies
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Table S95.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi + CCB
Comparator: ACEi alone
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 1.03
(95% CI 0.07 - 15.79)
Based on data from 65
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 6 months

Acute rejection

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 65
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 6 months

Cardiovascular
events

Absolute effect estimates
ACEi alone

ACEi + CCB

30
per 1000

31
per 1000

Difference: 1 more per 1000
(95% CI 28 fewer - 444 more)
0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference:

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision2

ACEi + CCB may
have little or no
difference on all-cause
mortality

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision4

There were too few
who experienced acute
rejection to determine
whether ACEi + CCB
made a difference

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Dementia

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at
Cardiovascular events

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Hyperkalemia

Relative risk: 0.69
91
63
Very Low
(95% CI 0.12 - 3.85)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 65
bias, Due to very
Difference: 28 fewer per 1000
patients in 1 study5
serious
imprecision6
(95% CI 80 fewer - 259 more)
Follow up 6 months

We are uncertain
whether ACEi + CCB
increases or decreases
hyperkalemia
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Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 65
patients in 1 study7
Follow up 6 months

140
mm Hg Mean

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 65
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 6 months

80
mm Hg Mean

Mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 65
patients in 1 study11
Follow up 6 months

100
mm Hg Mean

Creatinine
clearance

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 65
patients in 1 study13
Follow up 6 months

-8
ml/min Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 65
patients in 1 study15
Follow up 6 months

9
μmol/l Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Serum potassium Based on data from 65
patients in 1 study17
Follow up 6 months

0.2
mmol/l Mean

135
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 5 lower
(95% CI 13.10 lower - 3.10
higher)

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision8

ACEi + CCB may
have little or no effect
on systolic blood
pressure

74
Low
ACEi + CCB may
mm Hg Mean Due to serious risk of
decrease diastolic
bias, Due to serious
Difference: MD 6 lower
blood pressure slightly
10
imprecision
(95% CI 10 lower - 2 lower)
94
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 6 lower
(95% CI 11.23 lower - 0.77
lower)
-1
ml/min Mean

Difference: MD 7 higher
(95% CI 4.80 lower - 18.80
higher)
3
μmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 6 lower
(95% CI 11.84 lower - 0.16
lower)
0
mmol/l Mean

Low
ACEi + CCB may
Due to serious risk of
decrease mean arterial
bias, Due to serious
pressure slightly
imprecision12

Low
ACEi + CCB may
Due to serious risk of
have little or no
bias, Due to serious difference on decrease
imprecision14
in creatinine clearance

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision16

ACEi + CCB may
decrease serum
creatinine

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision18

ACEi + CCB may
decrease serum
potassium slightly

Difference: MD 0.2 lower
(95% CI 0.39 lower - 0.01
lower)
1. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
3. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Low number of patients, Only data from one study
5. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
7. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
11. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
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12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
13. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
14. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
15. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
16. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
17. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
18. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S96.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi + CCB
Comparator: CCB alone
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Doubling serum
creatinine

(95% CI - )

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Absolute effect estimates
CCB alone

ACEi + CCB

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Hyperkalemia

All-cause
mortality

Acute rejection

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 5.30
0
63
(95% CI 0.26 - 106.40)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study1
Difference: 63 more per 1000
Follow up 6 months
Relative risk: 3.18
(95% CI 0.13 - 75.38)
Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 6 months

(95% CI - )
Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 6 months

0
per 1000

31
per 1000

Difference: 31 more per 1000
0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference:

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Dementia

(95% CI - )

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision2

We are uncertain
whether ACEi + CCB
increases or decreases
hyperkalemia

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision4

There were too few
who experienced allcause mortality to
determine whether
ACEi + CCB made a
difference

There were too few
Low
who experienced acute
Due to serious risk of
rejection to determine
bias, Due to serious
whether
ACEi + CCB
imprecision6
made a difference
No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
Difference:
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Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study7
Follow up 6 months

139
mm Hg Mean

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 6 months

80
mm Hg Mean

Mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study11
Follow up 6 months

100
mm Hg Mean

Creatinine
clearance

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study13
Follow up 6 months

15
ml/min Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study15
Follow up 6 months

-5
μmol/l Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Serum potassium Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study17
Follow up 6 months

0.2
mmol/l Mean

Hemoglobin

2.
3.
4.

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study21
Follow up 6 months

Difference: MD 4 lower
(95% CI 11.5 lower - 3.5
higher)
74
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 6 lower
(95% CI 9.14 lower - 2.86
lower)
94
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 6 lower
(95% CI 10.36 lower - 1.64
lower)
-1
ml/min Mean

Difference: MD 16 lower
(95% CI 28.51 lower - 3.49
lower)
3
μmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 8 higher
(95% CI 1.97 higher - 14.03
higher)
0
mmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 0.2 higher
(95% CI 0.03 higher - 0.37
higher)
5
g/l Mean

-5
g/l Mean

Difference: MD 10 lower
(95% CI 15.08 lower - 4.92
lower)
0.5
% Mean

-2.5
% Mean

Low
ACEi + CCB may have
Due to serious risk of little or no difference
bias, Due to serious
on systolic blood
imprecision8
pressure

Low
ACEi + CCB may
Due to serious risk of
decrease diastolic blood
bias, Due to serious
pressure
imprecision10

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision12

ACEi + CCB may
decrease mean arterial
pressure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision14

ACEi + CCB may
worsen creatinine
clearance slightly

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision16

ACEi + CCB may
worsen serum
creatinine

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision18

ACEi + CCB may
worsen serum
potassium

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision20

ACEi + CCB may
decrease hemoglobin

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision22

ACEi + CCB may
Difference: MD 3 lower
decrease hematocrit
(95% CI 4.65 lower - 1.35
lower)
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals

Hematocrit

1.

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 66
patients in 1 study19
Follow up 6 months

135
mm Hg Mean
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Halimi 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S97.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi + ARB
Comparator: ACEi alone
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

Graft failure

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia

Absolute effect estimates
ACEi alone

ACEi + ARB

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at graft
failure

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 25
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 2 months

93.6
mm Hg Mean

94
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 0.40 higher
(95% CI 11.19 lower - 11.99
higher)

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
very serious
imprecision2

We are uncertain
whether ACEi + ARB
improves or worsens
mean arterial pressure
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Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 25
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 2 months

130
μmol/l Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Serum potassium Based on data from 25
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 2 months

4.58
mmol/l Mean

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

129
μmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 1 lower
(95% CI 14.13 lower - 12.13
higher)
4.8
mmol/l Mean

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
very serious
imprecision4

We are uncertain
whether ACEi + ARB
improves or worsens
serum creatinine

Very Low
Due to very serious
risk of bias, Due to
serious imprecision6

We are uncertain
whether ACEi + ARB
improves or worsens
serum potassium

Difference: MD 0.22 higher
(95% CI 0.03 lower - 0.47
higher)
Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete data and/or large
loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence
intervals
Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Incomplete data and/or large
loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S98.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi + ARB
Comparator: ARB alone
Outcome
Timeframe

Fatigue

Falls

All-cause
mortality

Graft failure

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Mean arterial
pressure

Study results and
measurements

Absolute effect estimates
ARB alone

ACEi + ARB

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
graft failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 31
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 2 months

Plain text summary

100.3
mm Hg Mean

94
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 6.30 lower
(95% CI 17.64 lower - 5.04
higher)

Very Low
Due to very serious risk
of bias, Due to serious
imprecision2

We are uncertain
whether ACEi +
ARB increases or
decreases mean
arterial pressure
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Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 31
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 2 months

131
μmol/l Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Serum potassium Based on data from 31
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 2 months

4.51
mmol/l Mean

Hematocrit

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 31
patients in 1 study7
Follow up 2 months

Hemoglobin

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 31
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 2 months

129
μmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 2 lower
(95% CI 13.22 lower - 9.22
higher)
4.8
mmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 0.29 lower
(95% CI 0.07 lower - 0.51
lower)
38.7
% Mean

37.4
% Mean

Difference: MD 1.30 lower
(95% CI 3.19 lower - 0.59
higher)
132.7
g/l Mean

123.9
g/l Mean

Very Low
Due to very serious risk
of bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

We are uncertain
whether ACEi +
ARB increases or
decreases serum
creatinine

Very Low
Due to very serious risk
of bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

We are uncertain
whether ACEi +
ARB increases or
decreases serum
potassium

Very Low
We are uncertain
Due to very serious risk
whether ACEi +
of bias, Due to serious
ARB increases or
imprecision8
decreases hematocrit

Very Low
Due to very serious risk
of bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

We are uncertain
whether ACEi +
ARB increases or
decreases
hemoglobin

Difference: MD 8.80 lower
(95% CI 14.96 lower - 2.64
lower)
1. Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, unclear completeness of follow up, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
3. Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, unclear completeness of follow up, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
5. Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, unclear completeness of follow up, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
7. Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, unclear completeness of follow up, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, unclear completeness of follow up, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S99.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi + ARB
Comparator: Placebo or no treatment
Outcome
Timeframe

Falls

Fatigue

All-cause
mortality

Graft failure

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
failure

Mean arterial
pressure

Study results and
measurements

Absolute effect estimates
Placebo/no
treatment

ACEi + ARB

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at graft failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
failure

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 31
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 2 months

Plain text
summary

97
mm Hg Mean

94
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 3 lower
(95% CI 14.82 lower - 8.82
higher)

Very Low
Due to very serious risk
of bias, Due to serious
imprecision2

We are uncertain
whether ACEi +
ARB increases or
decreases mean
arterial pressure
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Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 31
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 2 months

115
μmol/l Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Serum potassium Based on data from 31
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 2 months

3.9
mmol/l Mean

129
μmol Mean

Very Low
Due to very serious risk
of bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

We are uncertain
whether ACEi +
ARB increases or
decreases serum
creatinine

Very Low
Due to very serious risk
of bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

We are uncertain
whether ACEi +
ARB increases or
decreases serum
potassium

Hematocrit

Measured by:
39.9
37.4
Very Low
Scale: % Mean
% Mean
Due to very serious risk
Based on data from 31
of bias, Due to serious
Difference: MD 2.5 lower
patients in 1 study7
imprecision8
Follow up 2 months (95% CI 4.3 lower - 0.7 lower)

We are uncertain
whether ACEi +
ARB increases or
decreases
hematocrit

Hemoglobin

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 31
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 2 months

Difference: MD 14 higher
(95% CI 2.97 higher - 25.03
higher)
4.8
mmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 0.9 higher
(95% CI 0.68 higher - 1.12
higher)

133.9
g/l Mean

123.9
g/l Mean

Very Low
Due to very serious risk
of bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

We are uncertain
whether ACEi +
ARB increases or
decreases
hemoglobin

Difference: MD 10 lower
(95% CI 16.11 lower - 3.89
lower)
1. Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, completeness of follow-up unclear, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
3. Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, completeness of follow-up unclear, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
5. Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, completeness of follow-up unclear, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
7. Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, completeness of follow-up unclear, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review [281] with included studies: Rashtchizadeh 2007 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference
used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Inadequate/lack of
blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, completeness of follow-up unclear, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S100.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi
Comparator: Alpha-blocker
Outcome
Timeframe

Dementia

Acute kidney
injury

Doubling serum
creatinine

Falls

Fatigue

All-cause
mortality

Graft failure

Cardiovascular
events

Mean arterial
pressure

Study results and
measurements

Absolute effect estimates
Alpha-blocker

ACEi

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at dementia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at fatigue

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at graft failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked
at cardiovascular
events

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 74
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 11 weeks

Plain text
summary

103
mm Hg Mean

101
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 2 lower
(95% CI 5.65 lower - 1.65
higher)

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision2

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on mean
arterial pressure
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Measured GFR

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 74
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 11 weeks

49.5
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

Difference: MD 3 lower
(95% CI 11.66 lower - 5.66
higher)

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 74
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 11 weeks

147
μmol/l Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 74
patients in 1 study7
Follow up 11 weeks

0.35
g/24h Mean

Proteinuria

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 74
patients in 1 study11
Follow up 11 weeks

142
mm Hg Mean

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 74
patients in 1 study13
Follow up 11 weeks

83
mm Hg Mean

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

0.32
g/24h Mean

Difference: MD 0.03 lower
(95% CI 0.2 lower - 0.14
higher)
4.7
mmol/l Mean

2.

150
μmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 3 higher
(95% CI 14.82 lower - 20.82
higher)

Measured by:
Scale: Serum potassium Based on data from 74
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 11 weeks

1.

46.5
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

4.9
mmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 0.2 higher
(95% CI 0.01 lower - 0.41
higher)
140
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 2 lower
(95% CI 8.61 lower - 4.61
higher)
82
mm Hg Mean

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision4

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
measured GFR

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision6

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
serum creatinine

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision8

ACEi may
decrease
proteinuria slightly

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision10

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
serum potassium

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision12

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
systolic blood
pressure

Low
Due to very serious
imprecision14

ACEi may have
little or no
difference on
diastolic blood
pressure

Difference: MD 1 lower
(95% CI 4.43 lower - 2.43
higher)
Systematic review [281] with included studies: Castelao 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
no protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [281] with included studies: Castelao 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
no protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [281] with included studies: Castelao 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
no protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [281] with included studies: Castelao 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
no protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
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9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

Systematic review [281] with included studies: Castelao 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
no protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [281] with included studies: Castelao 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
no protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [281] with included studies: Castelao 2001 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, Unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
no protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
References
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Table S101.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi
Comparator: Beta-blocker
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Absolute effect estimates
Beta-blocker

ACEi

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.67
63
42
(95% CI 0.12 - 3.81)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 96
Difference: 21 fewer per 1000
patients in 1 study1
(95% CI 55 fewer - 177 more)
Follow up 5 years

Very Low
We are uncertain
Due to serious risk of
whether ACEi
bias, Due to very
increases or decreases
serious imprecision2
all-cause mortality

Myocardial
infarction

Relative risk: 3.00
0
21
(95% CI 0.13 - 71.85)
per 1000
per 1000
Based on data from 96
patients in 1 study3
Difference: 21 fewer per 1000
Follow up 5 years

Very Low
We are uncertain
Due to serious risk of
whether ACEi
bias, Due to very
increases or decreases
serious imprecision4 myocardial infarction

Graft failure

Heart failure

Stroke

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at graft
failure

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at heart
failure

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at stroke
Difference:

Dementia

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
dementia

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:
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Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 96
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 5 years

-9
mm Hg Mean

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 96
patients in 1 study7
Follow up 5 years

-6
mm Hg Mean

Mean arterial
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 96
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 5 years

-7
mm Hg Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 96
patients in 1 study11
Follow up 5 years

18
μmol/l Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 96
patients in 1 study13
Follow up 2 years

0.2
ml/min Mean

Creatinine
clearance

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

-8
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 1 higher
(95% CI 8.8 lower - 10.8
higher)
-5
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 1 higher
(95% CI 4.56 lower - 6.56
higher)
-6
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 1 higher
(95% CI 6.08 lower - 8.08
higher)
9
μmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 9 lower
(95% CI 48.50 lower - 30.50
higher)
8
ml/min Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
change in systolic
blood pressure

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision8

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
change in diastolic
blood pressure

Low
ACEi may have little
Due to serious risk of
or no difference on
bias, Due to serious
mean
arterial pressure
imprecision10

Very Low
We are uncertain
Due to serious risk of
whether ACEi
bias, Due to very
increases or decreases
serious imprecision12
serum creatinine

Very Low
We are uncertain
Due to serious risk of
whether ACEi
bias, Due to very
increases or decreases
serious imprecision14 creatinine clearance

Difference: MD 7.8 higher
(95% CI 17.98 lower - 33.58
higher)
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Hausberg 1999 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Hausberg 1999 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Hausberg 1999 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Hausberg 1999 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Hausberg 1999 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
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10. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
11. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Hausberg 1999 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
13. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Hausberg 1999 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
14. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
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Table S102.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ARB
Comparator: Beta-blocker
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

Graft failure

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia

Absolute effect estimates
Beta-blocker

ARB

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at graft
failure

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Hyperkalemia

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 28
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 2 months

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference:

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision2

There were too few
who experienced
hyperkalemia to
determine whether
ARB made a
difference
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Systolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 28
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 2 months

118.7
mm Hg Mean

Diastolic blood
pressure

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 28
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 2 months

75.9
mm Hg Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 28
patients in 1 study7
Follow up 2 months

105
μmol/l Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 28
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 2 months

60.04
ml/min Mean

Creatinine
clearance

118.36
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 0.34 lower
(95% CI 6.93 lower - 6.25
higher)
73.7
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 2.20 lower
(95% CI 6.55 lower - 2.15
higher)
104
μmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 1 lower
(95% CI 12.5 lower - 10.5
higher)
60.76
ml/min Mean

Low
ARB may have little or
Due to serious risk of
no difference on
bias, Due to serious
systolic blood pressure
4
imprecision

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

ARB may decrease
diastolic blood
pressure

Low
ARB may have little or
Due to serious risk of
no difference on serum
bias, Due to serious
creatinine
8
imprecision

Low
ARB may have little or
Due to serious risk of
no difference on
bias, Due to serious
creatinine
clearance
imprecision10

Difference: MD 0.72 higher
(95% CI 7.34 lower - 8.78
higher)
1. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Tylicki 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
3. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Tylicki 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
5. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Tylicki 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
7. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Tylicki 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
9. Systematic review [291] with included studies: Tylicki 2006 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no protocol
available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S103.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: CCB
Comparator: Beta-blocker
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

Graft failure

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Adverse events

Absolute effect estimates
Beta-blocker

CCB

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
graft failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 0.92
542
499
Very Low
We are uncertain
(95% CI 0.54 - 1.59)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
whether CCB
Based on data from 48
bias,
Due
to
very
increases
or decreases
Difference: 43 fewer per 1000
patients in 1 study1
2
serious
imprecision
adverse
events
Follow up 2 months (95% CI 249 fewer - 320 more)
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Systolic blood
pressure

Measured GFR

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 78
patients in 2 studies3
Follow up Mean 2.5
months
Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 48
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 2 months

Mean

Mean

Difference: MD 8.83 lower
(95% CI 27.15 lower - 9.5
higher)
54
ml/min Mean

70.5
ml/min Mean

We are uncertain
Very Low
whether CCB
Due to very serious
increases or decreases
risk of bias, Due to
systolic blood
serious inconsistency4
pressure
Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

CCB may increase
measured GFR
slightly

Difference: MD 16.50 higher
(95% CI 3.21 higher - 29.79
higher)
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Chanard 2003 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Chanard 2003, Barri 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
Risk of bias: Very Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, no protocols available;
Inconsistency: Serious. The magnitude of statistical heterogeneity was high, with I2: 75%.
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Chanard 2003 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Unclear sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for selection
bias, unclear concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for selection bias, no
protocol available; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S104.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ARB
Comparator: Direct renin inhibitor
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

Graft failure

Cardiovascular
events

Dementia

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Falls

Fatigue

Systolic blood
pressure

Absolute effect estimates
Direct renin
inhibitor

ARB

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
all-cause mortality

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
graft failure

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
cardiovascular events

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
dementia

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
doubling serum
creatinine

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
acute kidney injury

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
falls

Difference:

No studies were
found that looked at
fatigue

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 32
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 2 months

Plain text summary

124.9
mm Hg Mean

123.7
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 1.2 lower
(95% CI 7.75 lower - 5.35
higher)

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision2

ARB probably has
little or no difference
on systolic blood
pressure
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Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 32
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 2 months

82.4
mm Hg Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine Based on data from 32
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 2 months

135.3
µmol/l Mean

Diastolic blood
pressure

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

81.3
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 1.10 lower
(95% CI 5.61 lower - 3.41
higher)
130
µmol/l Mean

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision4

ARB probably has
little or no difference
on diastolic blood
pressure

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision6

ARB probably
decreases serum
creatinine slightly

Difference: MD 5.3 lower
(95% CI 11.4 lower - 0.8
higher)
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Tylicki 2017 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear what outcomes pre-specified if any; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Tylicki 2017 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear what outcomes pre-specified if any; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Tylicki 2017 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: No serious. Unclear what outcomes pre-specified if any; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
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Table S105.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: CCB
Comparator: Thiazide
Outcome
Timeframe

Fatigue

Study results and
measurements

Absolute effect estimates
Thiazide

CCB

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

(95% CI - )

Plain text summary

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

Adverse events

All-cause
mortality

Graft failure

Acute rejection

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.20
109
22
Very Low
(95% CI 0.02 - 1.65)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
Based on data from 92
bias, Due to very
Difference: 87 fewer per 1000
patients in 1 study1
serious
imprecision2
(95% CI 107 fewer - 71 more)
Follow up 2 months

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at all-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at graft
failure

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 82
patients in 1 study3
Follow up 2 months

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference:

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Dementia

We are uncertain
whether CCB increases
or decreases adverse
events

(95% CI - )

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision4

There were too few who
experienced acute
rejection to determine
whether CCB made a
difference
No studies were found
that looked at
cardiovascular events

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Acute kidney
injury

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at doubling
serum creatinine

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )
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Falls

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Systolic blood
pressure

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 82
patients in 1 study7
Follow up 2 months

141
mm Hg Mean

137
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 4 lower
(95% CI 9.42 lower - 1.42
higher)
50
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

58
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision6

CCB may decrease
systolic blood pressure
slightly

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision8

CCB may have little or
no difference on eGFR
Difference: MD 8 higher
(95% CI 0.7 lower - 16.70
higher)
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Moes 2017 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Missing
intention-to-treat analysis, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Moes 2017 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Missing intention-to-treat analysis, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in
potential for detection bias, Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up, Selective outcome reporting; Imprecision:
Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Moes 2017 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective
outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
Systematic review [291] with included studies: Moes 2017 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias, Selective
outcome reporting; Imprecision: Serious. Only data from one study
eGFR

1.

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 82
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 2 months
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Table S106.
Population: Kidney transplant recipients
Intervention: ACEi or ARB
Comparator: Placebo, no treatment, or standard of care
Absolute effect estimates
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

All-cause
mortality

Relative risk: 0.84
(95% CI 0.53 - 1.33)
Based on data from
1692 patients in 9
studies1
Follow up mean 38
months

Graft failure

Relative risk: 0.62
(95% CI 0.40 - 0.95)
Based on data from
1837 patients in 12
studies3
Follow up Mean 31
months

Cardiovascular
events

Relative risk: 0.76
(95% CI 0.43 - 1.31)
Based on data from
1232 patients in 7
studies5
Follow up Mean 44
months

Dementia

Placebo/no
treatment/stan
dard of care
46
per 1000

Certainty of the
Evidence
ACEi or ARB (Quality of evidence)
39
per 1000

Difference: 7 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 22 fewer - 15 more)
60
per 1000

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision2

ACEi or ARB
probably has little or
no difference on allcause mortality

37
per 1000

Low
Due to serious risk of
Difference: 23 fewer per 1000 bias, Due to serious
imprecision4
(95% CI 36 fewer - 3 fewer)
66
per 1000

Plain text summary

50
per 1000

Difference: 16 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 38 fewer - 20 more)

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision6

(95% CI - )

ACEi or ARB may
decrease graft failure

ACEi or ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
cardiovascular events

No studies were found
that looked at dementia
Difference:

Doubling serum
creatinine

Relative risk: 0.91
(95% CI 0.48 - 1.75)
Based on data from
909 patients in 4
studies7
Follow up Mean 57
months

Any rejection

Relative risk: 1.06
(95% CI 0.65 - 1.72)
Based on data from
567 patients in 5
studies9
Follow up Mean 42
months

Acute kidney
injury

Relative risk
(95% CI - )
Based on data from 25
patients in 1 study11
Follow up 4 months

46
per 1000

42
per 1000

Difference: 4 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 24 fewer - 35 more)
88
per 1000

93
per 1000

Difference: 5 more per 1000
(95% CI 31 fewer - 63 more)

per 1000

per 1000

Difference:

Moderate
Due to serious
imprecision8

ACEi or ARB
probably has little or
no difference on
doubling serum
creatinine

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to serious
imprecision10

ACEi or ARB may
have little or no
difference on any
rejection

There were too few
Very Low
who experienced the
Due to serious risk of acute kidney injury, to
bias, Due to very
determine whether
serious imprecision12 ACEi or ARB made a
difference
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Falls

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at falls
Difference:

Fatigue

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that looked at fatigue
Difference:

1.

Systematic review [296] with included studies: Weidanz 2005, Mandelbrot 2015, Cockfield 2019, Gronhagen-Riska 1984,
SMAhRT 2006, Paoletti 2007, SECRET 2004, ABCAN Study 2010, Knoll 2008 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of
reference used for intervention.
2. Imprecision: Serious. Low number of events
3. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Kim 2002a, ABCAN Study 2010, Cockfield 2019, Gronhagen-Riska
1984, Knoll 2008, Mandelbrot 2015, Nouri-Majalan 2009, Paoletti 2007, SECRET 2004, SMAhRT 2006, Uchida 2009,
Weidanz 2005 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate concealment of allocation during randomization process, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Serious. due to few events
5. Systematic review with included studies: [212], [216], [242], [245], [262], [271], [273] Baseline/comparator: Control
arm of reference used for intervention.
6. Imprecision: Serious. due to few events
7. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Paoletti 2007, SMAhRT 2006, SECRET 2004, Knoll 2008
Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
8. Imprecision: Serious. due to few events
9. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Nouri-Majalan 2009, Paoletti 2007, Mandelbrot 2015, ABCAN Study
2010, Gronhagen-Riska 1984 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Serious. due to few events
11. Systematic review [296] with included studies: Beckingham 1995 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used
for intervention.
12. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate sequence generation/ generation of comparable groups, resulting in potential for
selection bias; Imprecision: Very Serious. Only data from one study, Low number of patients
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Chapter 5. Blood pressure management in children with CKD
Table S107.
Population: Children with CKD
Intervention: ACEi
Comparator: Standard treatment
Outcome
Timeframe

Study results and
measurements

Hyperkalemia

Relative risk: 3.32
(95% CI 0.14 - 76.60)
Based on data from 38
patients in 1 study1
Follow up 12 months

Fatigue

Absolute effect estimates
Standard
treatment

ACEi

0
per 1000

0
per 1000

Difference: 0 fewer per 1000
(95% CI 0 fewer - 0 fewer)

Certainty of the
Evidence
(Quality of evidence)

Plain text summary

Very Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision2

There were too few
who experienced
hyperkalemia to
determine whether
ACEi made a
difference

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Falls

(95% CI - )

No studies were found
that evaluated fatigue
directly

No studies were found
that evaluated falls
Difference:

Doubling of
serum creatinine

All-cause
mortality

Difference:

No studies were found
that evaluated doubling
of serum creatinine

Difference:

No studies were found
that looked at all-cause
mortality

(95% CI - )

(95% CI - )

Relative risk: 0.79
211
167
Very Low
End-stage kidney (95% CI 0.21 - 3.06)
per 1000
per 1000
Due to serious risk of
disease
Based on data from 37
bias, Due to very
Difference: 44 fewer per 1000
12 months
patients in 1 study3
serious
imprecision4
Follow up 12 months (95% CI 167 fewer - 435 more)

Myocardial
infarction

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Stroke

(95% CI - )

We are uncertain
whether ACEi
increases or decreases
ESKD

No studies were found
that evaluated
myocardial infarction

No studies were found
that evaluated stroke
Difference:

Heart failure

(95% CI - )
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No studies were found
that evaluated heart
failure

Difference:

Acute kidney
injury

No studies were found
that evaluated acute
kidney injury

(95% CI - )
Difference:

Diastolic blood
pressure
12 months

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 37
patients in 1 study5
Follow up 12 months

Measured by:
Scale: Annual GFR loss
Based on data from 30
12 months
patients in 1 study7
Follow up 12 months

1.45
mm Hg Mean

Difference: MD 0.64 lower
(95% CI 1.12 lower - 0.16
lower)
4.2
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

3
ml/min/1.73
m2 Mean

Difference: MD 1.20 lower
(95% CI 3.79 lower - 1.39
higher)

Measured by:
Scale: Serum creatinine
Based on data from 30
12 months
patients in 1 study9
Follow up 12 months

2.5
µmol/l Mean

Measured by:
Scale: Based on data from 37
patients in 1 study
Follow up 12 months

1.16
mm Hg Mean

Systolic blood
pressure
12 months

0.81
mm Hg Mean

2.1
µmol/l Mean

Difference: MD 0.40 lower
(95% CI 1.29 lower - 0.49
higher)
0.56
mm Hg Mean

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision6

ACEi may decrease
diastolic blood
pressure slightly

Low
Due to serious risk of
bias, Due to very
serious imprecision8

ACEi may have little
or no difference on
GFR decline at 12
months

Low
ACEi may have little
Due to serious risk of
or no difference on
bias, Due to very
serum creatinine at 12
serious imprecision10
months

Low
ACEi may decrease
Due to serious risk of
systolic blood pressure
bias, Due to very
slightly
serious imprecision11

Difference: MD 0.60 lower
(95% CI 1.15 lower - 0.05
lower)
1. Systematic review with included studies: Hari 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
2. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
3. Systematic review with included studies: Hari 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
4. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from one study
5. Systematic review with included studies: Hari 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
6. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Incomplete data and/or large loss to follow up; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals, Only data from
one study
7. Systematic review with included studies: Hari 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
8. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
9. Systematic review with included studies: Hari 2013 Baseline/comparator: Control arm of reference used for
intervention.
10. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance
bias, Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias; Imprecision: Very
Serious. Only data from one study, Wide confidence intervals
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11. Risk of bias: Serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of outcome assessors, resulting in potential for detection bias,
Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias; Indirectness: No
serious. The outcome time frame in studies were insufficient; Imprecision: Very Serious. Wide confidence intervals,
Only data from one study
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